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Introduction
The experimental discovery of a multitude of hadrons and the attempt to understand
their properties led particle physicists in the 1960s to propose the existence of fermions
called quarks as the building blocks of hadrons. Further evidence required to postulate
an additional three-valued quantum number, now known as color charge, to make the
quark picture compliant with the Pauli exclusion principle. Ultimately, this led to the
theory of the strong interaction, Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), which describes
the interaction between quarks and gluons.
QCD is a non-Abelian quantum field theory based on the gauge group SU(3). Local
SU(3) symmetry (gauge invariance) leads to interactions between quarks and gluons
and to gluon self-interactions, described by the Lagrangian
LQCD = ψ¯q(iγµDµ −mq)ψq − 1
4g2
F aµνF
µν
a ,
where a sum over repeated indices is implied. Here g is the (bare) coupling constant,
mq is the (bare) mass of quark flavor q, γµ are the gamma matrices, the field strength
tensor F aµν describes the gluons, and the ψq and ψ¯q are fermion fields. The factor D
µ in
the first term is the Dirac operator which contains gluon fields Aaµ and thus describes
their interaction with the fermion fields. Since F aµν contains terms up to second order
in Aaµ, the second term does not only describe a kinetic gluon term, but also gluon
self-interaction. For a more detailed definition we refer to Ref. [61]. The strength
of the interaction depends on the energy scale. This is known as running coupling.
Correlation functions are computed as a path integral (similar to partition functions)
over all possible field configurations, weighted with a factor exp(−iS), where the action
is
S =
∫
d4xLQCD.
The theory is formulated in Minkowski space and the integral is over the time compo-
nent (x0) and three space components (xi, i = 1, 2, 3). Two fundamental properties of
QCD were found: asymptotic freedom at high energies and confinement at low ener-
gies. In the former limit the strength of the coupling goes to zero. As a consequence,
many quantities can be computed analytically in pertubation theory. However, in the
low-energy limit the coupling constant becomes large, making a perturbative treat-
ment impossible. Since many observations in nature correspond to the low-energy
regime — e.g., the masses of all hadrons (foremost the neutron, proton, and pion) and
the formation of atomic nuclei — this is a key obstacle for testing whether QCD is the
correct theory of the strong interaction.
vii
Introduction
A non-perturbative definition of QCD is given by lattice QCD, introduced in 1974
by Kenneth Wilson [79], which puts QCD on a discrete space-time lattice. To preserve
the essential SU(3) gauge symmetry the algebra-valued gauge fields are replaced by
parallel transporters, called link variables Ux,µ, which lie in the group.
The Dirac operator needs to be discretized in a way that preserves as many symme-
tries of the continuum as possible. In the discretization found by Wilson, the Wilson
Dirac operator, a stabilization term was introduced to remove unphysical doublers of
the quark fields that are an artifact of the discretization. This term explicitly breaks
the chiral symmetry. As a consequence, fine-tuning is necessary to obtain the correct
results in the continuum limit, lattice spacing a→ 0. This problem was solved with the
introduction of the overlap Dirac operator, which, however, is extremely expensive to
compute numerically. Since by now the fine-tuning is under control, many groups use
the Wilson operator (or the comparably cheap staggered operator, which has slightly
better chiral symmetry properties at the cost of other disadvantages).
The lattice serves as a non-perturbative regularization scheme and allows a compu-
tation of correlation functions (path integrals). Since the weight factor exp(−iS) oscil-
lates violently, it is not suitable for a numerical computation. Therefore, in contrast to
the Minkowski metric typically used for continuum QCD, lattice QCD is formulated
with an Euclidean metric, which yields the Boltzmann weight factor exp(−S). As
a consequence, only Euclidean correlation functions can be computed. Thus, lattice
QCD can be used to obtain the spectrum of the theory and (weak) matrix elements,
whereas dynamical processes are not accessible.
Lattice QCD can be simulated on a computer with Monte Carlo methods, analo-
gously to those used in statistical mechanics. For further details we refer to the books
Refs. [13], [52], and [63]. The implementation on computers has fostered plenty of
research and progress, combining QCD, numerical analysis, and computer science. At
the beginning of the new millennium computers were strong enough and algorithms
were good enough to give precision results for many quantities. And yet, when at-
tending the Les Houches Summer School at the beginning of my PhD program three
and a half years ago, Martin Lu¨scher, who is one of the key figures in lattice QCD,
started his lecture with something along the lines of:1
We are not there yet. Lattice QCD is not yet at a point where we can
simply push a button to start a simulation, sit back, and wait for the
result. Some fundamental algorithmic developments are necessary.
Progress has been made since then, but basically the above is still true. To comprehend
the problem we consider how observables are computed. In general, the expectation
value of an observable is given by an integral over all possible field configurations —
the path integral. In lattice QCD this integral is approximated by a sum over a finite
set of randomly chosen configurations. The error on the expectation value decreases
with the square root of the set size, which in turn is proportional to the computing
work. To make this approximation feasible importance sampling is used: the weight
1quoting from memory
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exp(−S) of a configuration is absorbed into the probability distribution from which
configurations are drawn. In this way mainly the configurations with a high weight are
sampled, and thus a smaller set is sufficient for a good approximation of the integral.
Since dealing with fermions on a computer is not practical, the integration over the
fermion fields is done analytically. The resulting determinant of the Dirac operator (the
fermion determinant) is then rewritten as a Gaussian integral over pseudo-fermions,
with the Dirac operator as covariance matrix. This Gaussian is an action term involv-
ing the inverse of the Dirac operator (multiplied by vectors from the left and from the
right) and is part of the probability distribution for field configurations.
To generate configurations according to this distribution — given by the gauge
action and the pseudo-fermion action term — typically a Monte Carlo method is used.
Here, we discuss only the commonly used Hybrid Monte Carlo [19], which numerically
integrates auxiliary Hamilton equations to evolve the configuration in phase space and
thus obtains a new field configuration based on the previous one. The Hamiltonian
forces are derivatives of the action with respect to the fields and thus also contain a
term proportional to the inverse of the Dirac operator applied to a vector. This term
is typically the most costly part of a lattice QCD computation.
With this in mind, the leading contribution to the cost C of generating configurations
can be roughly written as
C ∝ NHMC ·Ninversion · CDirac.
Here, NHMC is the number of Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) steps needed to generate a
stochastically independent configuration, Ninversion is the number of times we have to
apply the Dirac operator for its iterative inversion, and CDirac is the cost of the Dirac
operator. Each of these three major factors motivates a part of this thesis:
Inverters and preconditioners Inverters and preconditioners influence the factor
Ninversion. The inverse of the Dirac operator is typically computed by an iterative
Krylov subspace inverter with an optional preconditioner. For a general review of
these methods see Ref. [70]. Here we focus on two aspects which are important for
QCD.
First, due to the large number of degrees of freedom, lattice QCD computations are
done on parallel computing architectures. The computation power of a single node in
a parallel architecture tends to be large compared to constraints by the bandwidth and
latency of network connections between different (neighboring) nodes. Additionally,
the trend goes towards computers with ever more nodes, making global operations (dot
products) expensive. Therefore, to use the available computing resources efficiently, it
is crucial to tailor algorithms to these limitations. This naturally leads to algorithms
which require a lot of computation on the local subset of variables with little data
exchange with neighboring nodes or global operations. In recent years the lattice
QCD community started using such methods based on the Schwarz procedure, which
involves iterative inversions on the local subset of variables, where no data exchange
(neither global nor with neighbors) is necessary during such an inversion [43, 44].
ix
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Second, simulating at the physical point, i.e., with physical quark masses (pion
mass), leads to an ill-conditioned Dirac operator. There are two aspects of the prob-
lem: for smaller mass (i.e., closer to the physical one) the eigenvalues are smaller, and
additionally a smaller pion mass requires simulating in a larger volume, which in turn
leads to more low modes [48]. This is one of the reasons why many current simula-
tions are done with masses larger than the physical ones, which then must be carefully
extrapolated to the physical point. This is an additional source of systematic uncer-
tainty, so one would like to avoid it. The problems arising from the ill-conditioning
are twofold: the computational cost will be large due to the slow convergence of the
iterative inverters, and some of the commonly used inverters tend to fail completely
in some cases (breakdowns occur or the convergence stagnates before the requested
accuracy is reached). Algorithms based on the Schwarz procedure try to tackle these
problems by introducing a coarse grid correction, for example the inexact deflation
promoted in Ref. [47]. Other approaches are multigrid methods [1, 60, 24], which
involve solves on (multiple levels of) coarser grids to improve convergence on the fine
grid. Both methods are promising in the case of data analysis where large speedups
can be achieved. However, due to the high setup cost, application for HMC trajectories
is often not beneficial.
In Part I we study three inversion algorithms, or rather preconditioners for Krylov
subspace inverters. As an extension of the commonly used Schwarz method with
minimal overlap introduced in Refs. [43] and [44], Ch. 1 studies Schwarz methods
with non-minimal overlap. Since the convergence of Schwarz methods improves with
increasing overlap [72, 50], this is a possible remedy for the slow convergence of in-
verters at small quark masses. In Ch. 2 we discuss Schwarz methods with optimized
boundary conditions [27]. The boundary conditions are responsible for the coupling
of subdomains and are thus important for the convergence speed.2 Apart from these
two Schwarz-based methods, which rely on an overlapping domain decomposition, we
introduce a Schur method for QCD in Ch. 3, which is based on a non-overlapping
domain decomposition (see for example Refs. [72] and [50] for a general introduction
of the method). The Schur method inverts the corresponding Schur complement with
a preconditioned Krylov subspace method. The Schur complement and its precondi-
tioner both involve inversions on local blocks and thus make the method suitable for
a parallel computing architecture. This is in contrast to the Schwarz method where
only the preconditioner comprises block inversions.
Sign function and overlap operator In the majority of QCD simulations the Wilson
discretization or the staggered fermion formulation is used for the Dirac operator, in
which case the cost of applying the operator, i.e., CDirac, is fixed. If we however use
the overlap Dirac operator [54, 55], which is a discretization of the Dirac operator that
respects chiral symmetry, we need to compute the sign function of a (complex) matrix
(e.g., the Wilson Dirac operator) when applying the overlap operator. Since the kernel
2We use convergence speed synonymously with rate of convergence.
x
of this sign function is a huge matrix, Krylov subspace methods are employed, so CDirac
is variable and there is room for optimization.
In Part II we study two methods for computing the sign function of an operator
efficiently. The nested Krylov subspace method for the sign function (Ch. 4) is a joint
work with Jacques Bloch and is published as Ref. [7]. The method is based on a
Krylov-Ritz method — which approximates the sign function using a projection on a
Krylov subspace — and adds a further projection to a smaller, nested Krylov space
in order to reduce the cost of computing the sign of the Ritz matrix. In Ch. 5, which
is published as Ref. [36], a double-pass variant of multi-shift BiCGstab is introduced.
In conjunction with a partial fraction expansion this can be used to compute the sign
function, and thus provides a well performing alternative to the nested Krylov-Ritz
method.
Hybrid Monte Carlo HMC [19] numerically integrates a set of Hamilton equations.
Since the force term in these equations of motion contains the inverse of the Dirac
operator, the expensive inverse (applied to a vector) has to be computed at every
time step of the numerical integration. Thus, to minimize the cost, it is crucial to
minimize the number of evaluation points without impairing the precision. A partially
related aspect is the autocorrelation time, which is the auxiliary HMC time (roughly
proportional to the number of evaluation points and thus the total cost) between two
configurations that can be considered as independent. Given that only independent
configurations can decrease the statistical error of a measurement, it is important to
minimize autocorrelations.
We discuss optimizations of HMC in Part III. In Ch. 6 we introduce a modification
of HMC based on a linear transformation which exposes the center-of-mass degrees of
freedom of small blocks of lattice sites and gives us explicit control over their HMC
parameters. Since different physical scales of a problem are typically governed by
different effective interactions, it is intuitively clear that they have different optimal
HMC parameters. The centers of mass form a coarse grid, i.e., correspond to a coarse
scale, so after the linear transformation we can optimize HMC parameters on different
scales. In Ch. 7 we briefly discuss application of the Schur complement method intro-
duced in Ch. 3 to HMC. This is in analogy to the method introduced in Ref. [45] and
bases on the improved condition number of the Schur complement, in order to reduce
the magnitude of the forces that occur during an HMC trajectory.
For more detailed introductions we refer to the individual chapters. Conclusions
are presented chapter-wise, and an additional global summary is given at the end, in
Ch. 8.
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Part I
Inverters and preconditioners
1

Chapter 1
Schwarz methods
1.1 Introduction
Almost ten years ago physicists working on lattice QCD started to use domain decom-
position methods based on the Schwarz alternating procedure, which can be used as
a direct inverter or as a preconditioner for a Krylov subspace inverter. The starting
points are Refs. [43] and [44] that introduced the algorithm for lattice QCD, but in
general the algorithm was already widely known in the partial differential equation
community and is based on work from Ref. [65]. The method is very well suited
for parallel computers and triggered a great deal of work on the topic. For general
introductions we refer to the books Refs. [50] and [72].
For small quark masses, which lead to a bad condition number of the Dirac op-
erator, Schwarz methods converge poorly or can even diverge [47]. Therefore, they
are sometimes combined with other methods like inexact deflation (same reference),
which however suffer from the high setup cost when used for computing forces in an
HMC trajectory. This is our motivation for the present study. So far all QCD-related
work on Schwarz methods we know of uses minimal overlap. Since the convergence of
the method is known to improve with increasing overlap, we implement and study the
Schwarz method with more overlap. The complexity of the application code increases
drastically compared to the implementation with minimal overlap, which may be the
reason why it has not yet been studied.
This chapter is organized as follows. We give a brief introduction to additive and
multiplicative Schwarz methods in Sec. 1.2, the implementation is outlined in Sec. 1.3,
and our numerical studies are given in Sec. 1.4. Finally, we give conclusions in Sec. 1.5.
1.2 Schwarz methods
For the purpose of this work we always consider discretizations on a hypercubic lattice
without boundaries, e.g., closed to a torus. Furthermore, we assume that each lattice
site couples only to its neighboring lattice points (we allow nearest-neighbor and all
diagonal couplings, but not beyond that). This restriction is not necessary, but sim-
plifies notation and derivations to a great extent, and is fulfilled in most lattice QCD
simulations. For computing force terms for HMC (or propagators in data analysis) we
3
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wish to solve a linear problem on a domain Ω,
Au = f, (1.1)
where in our case Ω is the whole (finite) space-time volume. Since A is a large, sparse
matrix, typically Krylov subspace methods are used to compute an approximation to
u = A−1f . A different method, introduced by Schwarz [65] and now named after him,
is based on a domain decomposition. We start with a simple intuitive explanation and
work out the details afterwards, in the remainder of this section.
We split the degrees of freedom in the system into two subsets, or domains, Ω1 and
Ω2. After proper index reordering, the matrix A has a block structure and we can
write the linear system as (
A11 A12
A21 A22
)(
u1
u2
)
=
(
f1
f2
)
. (1.2)
The matrices A11 and A22 describe coupling of sites within domain Ω1 and Ω2, respec-
tively. A12 and A21 couple sites in domain Ω1 to sites in Ω2. We can write the matrix
equation as two separate equations,
A11u1 +A12u2 = f1, (1.3a)
A22u2 +A21u1 = f2. (1.3b)
Let us assume we know the solution u2 in domain Ω2. Then we can rewrite Eq. (1.3a)
as
u1 = A
−1
11 (f1 −A12u2), (1.4)
i.e., the solution can be expressed via u2 by an inversion of the local submatrix A11. Of
course, in general we do not know u2. However, we can start with some approximation
u˜2 differing from the solution by the — potentially large — error ε = ‖u2 − u˜2‖. We
can then compute an approximation to the solution in Ω1,
u˜1 = A
−1
11 (f1 −A12u˜2), (1.5)
and use Eq. (1.3b) to find a new solution in domain Ω2, based on the approximate
solution u˜1,
˜˜u2 = A
−1
22 (f2 −A21u˜1). (1.6)
The corresponding error vectors are
u1 − u˜1 = A−111 (f1 −A12u2)−A−111 (f1 −A12u˜2) = A−111 A12(u2 − u˜2), (1.7a)
u2 − ˜˜u2 = A−122 (f2 −A21u1)−A−122 (f2 −A21u˜1) = A−122 A21(u1 − u˜1). (1.7b)
If we combine these two equations we obtain
u2 − ˜˜u2 = A−122 A21A−111 A12(u2 − u˜2). (1.8)
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We see that the new error ε′ = ‖u2− ˜˜u2‖ is smaller than ε if the factor A−122 A21A−111 A12
reduces the norm of a vector it is multiplied with, i.e., if its spectral radius is smaller
than 1. Intuitively this is the case, e.g., if the blocks A11 and A22 are “larger” than
A12 and A21, i.e., if the matrix A is dominated by diagonal terms. We can continue
the alternating procedure, given by Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6), to further reduce the errors,
u˜2 ⇒ u˜1 ⇒ ˜˜u2 ⇒ ˜˜u1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ u2 ⇒ u1, (1.9)
which ultimately yields the exact solution, or a solution with sufficiently small error.
This is the Schwarz alternating procedure. In practice, depending on the problem,
the error does not necessarily decrease and this method often does not converge. Al-
ternatively, since the Schwarz method can be written as block Gauss-Seidel or block
Jacobi iteration, one can arrive at a similar convergence argument by considering the
respective convergence bounds of these iterations.
We now turn to a more thorough description of Schwarz methods.
1.2.1 Overlapping domain decompositions
We wish to solve the problem
Au = f in Ω, (1.10)
where Ω is a domain without boundaries. We consider an overlapping domain decom-
position of Ω into N domains Ωi, where the Ωi do not include their boundaries ∂Ωi.
1
Note that in the discrete case the minimal value for the overlap of two domains is one
lattice spacing (see Sec. 1.2.6 for the definition of overlap). It holds that
Ω =
N⋃
i=1
Ωi. (1.11)
We can write down an equation for the degrees of freedom in domain Ωi,
(
AΩiΩi AΩi,Ω\Ωi
)( uΩi
uΩ\Ωi
)
=
(
AΩiΩi AΩi,∂Ωi
)( uΩi
u∂Ωi
)
=
(
fΩi
)
, (1.12)
where u∂Ωi is part of the solution in the domains Ωj , j 6= i, that are overlapping
with Ωi.
2 This equation follows trivially from Eq. (1.10): the first vector component
describes couplings inside domain Ωi, the second component couplings to everything
else, i.e., Ω\Ωi, which is equivalent to couplings to the boundary ∂Ωi, since we assumed
that the matrix A contains only couplings to neighboring sites.
1Since we started from a discretized system, the grid on the domains is already defined and fixed.
It is possible to have non-matching grids on overlapping domains, i.e., the grid points of two
overlapping domains must not coincide. Since QCD does not exhibit any a priori inhomogeneities,
we will not consider this case and restrict ourselves to matching grids.
2This is the equivalent to, e.g., Eq. (1.3a).
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It is very important to realize that the set of equations for all Ωi is not necessarily
the same equation as Eq. (1.10). Since the domains are overlapping, some degrees
of freedom may be contained in two or more domains and also their corresponding
equations will be duplicated. That is, the solution at site x, ux, can be a component
of uΩi and uΩj , with i 6= j. Similarly parts of A and f are also duplicated. As a
consequence, Eq. (1.12) (for all i) describes a bigger linear system than Eq. (1.10).3
We define AΩi = AΩiΩi . Then Eq. (1.12) becomes
AΩiuΩi +AΩi,∂Ωiu∂Ωi = fΩi , (1.13)
which yields
uΩi = A
−1
Ωi
(fΩi −AΩi,∂Ωiu∂Ωi) . (1.14)
Obviously the right-hand side contains the unknown u∂Ωi , so one resorts to an iterative
solution. There are two main variants, additive and multiplicative Schwarz, discussed
in the following.
1.2.2 Additive Schwarz
Starting with an initial guess u0 for the solution, iterate simultaneously for all domains
unΩi = A
−1
Ωi
(fΩi −AΩi,∂Ωiun∂Ωi), (1.15)
usually written as
unΩi = u
n−1
Ωi
+A−1Ωi (fΩi −AΩiun−1Ωi −AΩi,∂Ωiun∂Ωi). (1.16)
The latter form is often preferred, because unΩi is written in terms of u
n−1
Ωi
plus a
correction term. The unknown term un∂Ωi is taken to be defined by the subdomain
solutions of the neighboring domains,
un∂Ωi ←
N⋃
j=1
j 6=i
un−1Ωj , (1.17)
where the union and assignment arrow are meant symbolically, since there is a freedom
when defining this boundary condition: one can take any (mean) of the values on the
right-hand side (at x) to define the left-hand side (at x).
1.2.3 Multiplicative Schwarz
Again, we start with an initial guess u0 for the solution. Instead of iterating in parallel
over all domains, we now iterate sequentially, using on the right-hand side the newest
3The systems are of equal size for minimal overlap.
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available information about the solution,
un∂Ω1 ←
N⋃
j=2
un−1Ωj (1.18a)
unΩ1 = u
n−1
Ω1
+A−1Ω1 (fΩ1 −AΩ1un−1Ω1 −AΩ1,∂Ω1un∂Ω1), (1.18b)
...
un∂Ωi ←
(
i−1⋃
j=1
unΩj
)
∪
(
N⋃
j=i+1
un−1Ωj
)
(1.18c)
unΩi = u
n−1
Ωi
+A−1Ωi (fΩi −AΩiun−1Ωi −AΩi,∂Ωiun∂Ωi), (1.18d)
...
un∂ΩN ←
N−1⋃
j=1
unΩj (1.18e)
unΩN = u
n−1
ΩN
+A−1ΩN (fΩN −AΩNun−1ΩN −AΩN ,∂ΩNun∂ΩN ), (1.18f)
where the union is taken such that the latest available values are used. Note that for
the AΩiu
n−1
Ωi
term we need not update the solution in the overlapping regions because
the term cancels exactly.4 This is important, because in a parallel implementation of
the algorithm it means that we do not have to exchange the whole overlapping region
with the neighbors, but only the boundary, thus reducing the communication volume.
The sequential iteration above is obviously badly suited for a parallel algorithm,
since the subdomain solutions have to be updated one after the other. However, in
decompositions with many domains there are typically only a few overlapping neigh-
boring domains and we can improve upon the pure sequential algorithm as follows.
We say that two domains Ωi and Ωj couple if A has a nonzero coefficient Akl or
Alk for at least one pair of sites k ∈ Ωi and l ∈ Ωj . Domains that do not couple are
independent. Independent domains can be treated in parallel, because their respective
subdomain solutions do not depend on each other. Continuation of this reasoning
leads to defining coloring. In an a priori arbitrary manner, we assign colors to sets of
domains that do not couple, until each domain has a color. To maximise parallelism
we try to minimize the number of colors C. As an example we consider a hypercubic
domain decomposition. With nearest-neighbor coupling of sites and minimal overlap,
only nearest-neighbor domains couple. That is, all even domains are independent and
all odd domains are independent. Thus two colors are enough, yielding a chessboard-
like coloring.5 If there are also diagonal couplings or if the overlap is larger than one,
the domains will also couple diagonally. In D dimensions we then need 2D colors.
The algorithm can then process all domains of one color at the same time, traversing
through the colors sequentially. Since typically the number of colors is much smaller
4assuming an exact inversion of the subdomain matrix AΩi
5If the lattice is closed to a torus we have to assume an even number of domains in each direction.
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than the number of domains, C  N , the parallelism is improved drastically. It is
however by a factor C worse than for the additive Schwarz algorithm.
We write down the version of iteration Eq. (1.18) with colors. To this end we define
new domains Ωc, c = 1, . . . , C, one for each color, where each Ωc is the union of all
original Ωi with color c. The iteration then reads: for c = 1, . . . , C do
un∂Ωc ←
(
c−1⋃
d=1
unΩd
)
∪
(
C⋃
d=c+1
un−1Ωd
)
(1.19a)
unΩc = u
n−1
Ωc
+A−1Ωc (fΩc −AΩcun−1Ωc −AΩc,∂Ωcun∂Ωc), (1.19b)
where the difference is that this iteration runs from 1 to C instead of from 1 to N as
Eq. (1.18).
1.2.4 Hybrid Schwarz
To improve the parallelism of the multiplicative Schwarz method we can choose to
use fewer colors than necessary for true multiplicativity. For the extreme case of just
one color we would obtain additive Schwarz, which was already discussed earlier. Let
us now consider a two-dimensional problem with quadratic domains. Multiplicative
Schwarz would require four colors. If we use only two colors (black and white), we
obtain a chessboard coloring. Black domains overlap with their diagonal neighbors, so
they are treated in an additive way (the same holds for the white domains). Of course
this will diminish the performance of the method. However, only a small part of the
subdomain boundary is part of the diagonal neighbors — the largest fraction comes
from nearest neighbors. Thus the advantage of the multiplicative Schwarz method
over the additive method — the boundary contains updated values from solves of
subdomains with another color — is maintained for a large part of the boundary.
The resulting algorithm is now partially additive (subdomain solves on all black
(white) domains are done in parallel, even though some of the black (white) domains
overlap) and partially multiplicative (subdomain solves in black and white domains
alternate). From now on we label this algorithm as hybrid Schwarz method. The
parallelism of the hybrid method is significantly better than that of the multiplicative
method, at the cost of a convergence rate which is somewhere in between that of the
additive and multiplicative — the details will depend on the problem to be solved.
As a second advantage the communication pattern is simpler. For example, with two
colors, nearest-neighbor communication is sufficient during the Schwarz method, for
any overlap size.
1.2.5 Schwarz method as a preconditioner
The pure Schwarz method iterates over n in Eq. (1.16) or Eq. (1.19) until the solution
has reached the required accuracy. Often this iteration converges poorly or even
diverges, e.g., for the Wilson operator at small quark masses.6 As a remedy the
6See Sec. 4.2 for a definition of the Wilson operator.
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Schwarz iteration can be used as a preconditioner for inverting the matrix A with a
Krylov subspace method. The solution to the original linear system
Au = f, (1.20)
can be found with a Krylov subspace method for A, which iteratively approximates
the solution u via a polynomial in A. This approximation lies in the Krylov subspace
of degree k for A and f , defined as
Kk(A, f) = span(f,Af, . . . , Ak−1f). (1.21)
Many variants of Krylov subspace methods exist, differing in the way of how the
approximation in this space is found. Since these methods are well established and
beyond the scope of this work, we refer to the review Ref. [70] or references therein
for details. Instead of this direct approach, the system can be rewritten as
AMM−1u = (AM)v = f, with u = Mv, (1.22)
where M should be an approximation to A−1. The solution v of the new linear system
is then approximated in the Krylov space Kk′(AM, f). Since for M ≈ A−1 we have
AM ≈ 1, the convergence of this Krylov method is much better. As preconditioner
M we can use one or a few Schwarz iterations with initial guess zero,7 yielding a low
precision approximation to A−1. From now on we denote this number of Schwarz
preconditioner iterations as s. The Krylov inverter for AM will be referred to as outer
inverter. The inversions for the subdomain problems in the Schwarz method (which
are typically done iteratively by a Krylov inverter as well) are then referred to as inner,
local, or block inversions.
1.2.6 A note on overlap
The definition of overlap can be misleading, especially from the viewpoint of a pro-
grammer working with lattices. For clarification, consider the two domains shown in
Fig. 1.1. Their overlap is zero, and since we required that a domain does not include
its boundary, there is a boundary plane separating the domains. In the discrete case
this boundary is a layer of lattice sites. This is the case for the Schur complement
algorithm, discussed in Ch. 3, but it is not possible for the Schwarz method. In Fig. 1.2
we show two domains with overlap. The overlap is such that it is exactly one lattice
spacing in the discrete case. The boundary sites ∂Ω1 of Ω1 are now inside Ω2, and
vice versa. Schwarz methods can be formulated in this case. Note that for distributing
data in an algorithm overlap one means that each site is part of exactly one domain.
From this viewpoint the domains are non-overlapping, and in some cases it is referred
to as a domain decomposition without overlap — this seems to depend on the author.
7Using a nonzero initial guess would bring back all vector components which have already been
approximated by previous iterations of the Krylov inverter, and would thus negate the previous
computations.
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Figure 1.1: Two domains Ω1 and Ω2 with overlap zero. The continuum case is shown on the
left. The boundaries of both domains coincide. On the right the discrete case is shown. The
two domains are separated by a boundary layer of lattice sites, which do not belong to either
of the domains.
Figure 1.2: Two domains Ω1 and Ω2 with overlap. The overlapping region is shaded dark
(green). The continuum case is shown on the left. The boundary of each domain lies inside
the other domain. On the right the discrete case is shown. The sites belonging to either of
Ω1 and ∂Ω1 are framed with a solid (black) line; Ω2 and ∂Ω2 are framed with a dashed (blue)
line. The overlap is one lattice spacing, which is the minimal value for a discretized Schwarz
method.
Figure 1.3: Same as Fig. 1.2 with an overlap of two lattice spacings. Note that there are now
lattice sites belonging to both domains.
In the mathematical literature we are not aware of anyone using this definition. We
adopt the mathematical point of view and refer to this as overlap one. In Fig. 1.3 we
show two domains with an overlap of two lattice spacings. Now there is one layer of
sites that is part of both domains (from the viewpoint of data distribution the overlap
would be one site).
In this work we cover exclusively the discrete case. For Schwarz methods the overlap
is then always a positive integer multiple of the lattice spacing. From now on we denote
this overlap in units of the lattice spacing as O, so O = 1, 2, 3, . . . .
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dimension name number sharing neighbors
0 vertex 8 3 nearest, 3 diagonal, 1 space-diagonal
1 edge 12 2 nearest, 1 diagonal
2 face 6 1 nearest
Table 1.1: Boundary elements of a three-dimensional cube. Neighbor refers to the neighboring
cube.
dimension name number sharing neighbors
0 vertex 16 4 nearest, 6 diagonal, 4 space-diagonal,
1 hyperspace-diagonal
1 edge 32 3 nearest, 3 diagonal, 1 space-diagonal
2 face 24 2 nearest, 1 diagonal
3 cell 8 1 nearest
Table 1.2: Boundary elements of a four-dimensional hypercube. Neighbor refers to the neigh-
boring hypercube.
1.3 Implementation
This section outlines our implementation of the Schwarz methods with arbitrary over-
lap. In general, the communication patterns of the Schwarz methods are more com-
plex than for minimal overlap. Therefore we introduce some nomenclature for over-
lapping domain decompositions in four dimensions. Everyone is familiar with three-
dimensional cubes, which have six two-dimensional faces, each shared with a nearest-
neighbor cube (assuming we fill the three-dimensional space with cubes), twelve one-
dimensional edges, each shared with two nearest neighbors and one diagonal neighbor,
and eight vertices, each shared with three nearest neighbors, three diagonal neighbors,
and one space-diagonal neighbor. We summarise this in Table 1.1 and give the corre-
sponding notation for four dimensions in Table 1.2, for a four-dimensional hypercube.
1.3.1 Even/odd preconditioning
All lattice QCD simulations we know of use even/odd preconditioning, since it yields
a speedup by a factor of about two (by reducing the iteration count for convergence to
a given error) with relatively small additional programming effort. We briefly discuss
this for domain decomposition algorithms. In this case there are two different ways
to employ even/odd preconditioning: we can either first do the domain decomposition
and then the even/odd preconditioning, or the other way round.
Even/odd preconditioning is based on splitting the lattice sites into two subsets,
even and odd.8 With a Schur complement of the resulting block matrix,
Aˆ = Aee −Aeo (Aoo)−1Aoe, (1.23a)
8A four-dimensional analogue to a chessboard, even sites are black fields, odd sites are white fields.
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one can rewrite the original set of linear equations as
Aˆue = fe −Aeo (Aoo)−1 fo, (1.23b)
uo = (Aoo)
−1 (fo −Aoeue). (1.23c)
The inversion of Aoo is simple, since different odd sites do not couple if the operator has
only nearest-neighbor interaction. The main computational work is now the iterative
inversion of Aˆ. With respect to the original system, the number of degrees of freedom
is reduced to half, but the cost of Aˆ per site is about twice as high as that of A, so the
effects cancel one another. However, the condition number is reduced and typically
the inversion of Aˆ takes about half of the iterations it takes for A, so the overall gain
in computational cost is a factor of two [48].
The first method is as in Ref. [44]. If we first perform a domain decomposition we
can apply Eqs. (1.23) straightforwardly to AΩi in each of the subdomain equations
given in Eq. (1.13), after splitting the degrees of freedom inside the domain into an
even subset and an odd subset. This will reduce the iteration counts of the Krylov
inverters for the submatrices AΩi . Since these inversions are the major contribution
to the total algorithmic cost, this yields an overall speedup of about two as well.
Alternatively, we can first do an even/odd preconditioning and invert Aˆ with the
Schwarz method as preconditioner. This is however significantly more complex than
for A. We can see from Eq. (1.23a) that Aˆ couples any sites that are two hops apart,
i.e., diagonal neighbors and neighbors that are two hops in direction ±µ for all µ. This
requires a large effort to implement the domain boundary conditions. The iteration
count of the outer inverter will be reduced by a factor of two. An additional even/odd
preconditioning of the subdomain equations is no longer (cheaply) possible in this
case, because Aˆoo contains many off-diagonal terms and the inverse needed to form
the Schur complement as in Eq. (1.23a) is not cheaply available.
Since we are not aware of any mention of the latter method in the literature, we
implemented both types of even/odd preconditioning for a comparison. The results
confirm the very similar cost of both methods, as expected. We conclude that it is not
worth to deal with the complex code of the second method and simply use even/odd
preconditioning for all subdomain equations from now on.
1.3.2 Data layout
We work with a lattice of size Lµ, µ = 0, . . . , 3, closed to a torus. For the outer solver,
i.e., for everything that is not part of the domain decomposition preconditioner, this
lattice is distributed over a number of nodes. In direction µ there are Nnodeµ nodes.
We require that the local volume on each node is of equal size. Thus Nnodeµ is a factor
of Lµ and the local volume has side lengths
Llocalµ = Lµ/N
node
µ . (1.24)
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The total number of nodes is
Nnode =
∏
µ
Nnodeµ . (1.25)
The local volume, i.e., the number of sites assigned to one node, is
V local =
∏
µ
Llocalµ . (1.26)
For the sites in the local volume we choose to first store all even sites and then all
odd sites, each of which are stored in linear order with x as fastest running index and
t as slowest index. For specific implementations a different storage order can be of
advantage.
In the domain decomposition preconditioner the lattice is covered by overlapping
domains. In direction µ there are Ndomainµ domains. The side length of a domain
is Ldomainµ , which we give in terms of sites inside the domain in direction µ.
9 We
require all domains to be of equal size and to have a homogeneous distribution in each
direction: the spread Sµ (distance between centers of nearest-neighbor domains) in
direction µ is the same for all domains.10 This yields the restriction that Ndomainµ is a
factor of Lµ. The minimal possible domain length is then(
Ldomainµ
)
min
= Lµ/N
domain
µ . (1.27)
For multiplicative Schwarz we additionally require Ndomainµ to be even, to allow for a
periodic coloring.
To avoid load imbalance or idle nodes in the Schwarz method, each node should
have exactly one domain of each color (or exactly two, etc.). Then all nodes can
work in parallel on each color, iterating sequentially over all colors. For the additive
Schwarz method we have one color, so Ndomainµ must be an integer multiple of N
node
µ .
For multiplicative Schwarz with general overlap, we need 16 colors in four dimensions.
Each node holds the corresponding 16 domains, arranged in a 2× 2× 2× 2 layout as
illustrated in Fig. 1.4. More generally, Ndomainµ must be an integer multiple of 2N
node
µ .
With minimal overlap the 2× 2× 2× 2 layout of domains can be exactly aligned with
the boundaries of the local volume (see Fig. 1.4a). With more overlap there will be
lattice sites contained in the local domains which are not part of the local volume
— one or more shells of sites “enclosing” the local volume are contained in the local
domains. For balancing the network load we try to make this overlapping part as
symmetric as possible. Complete symmetry is only possible for odd overlap (as in
Figs. 1.4a and 1.4c). For even overlap we choose to have one more layer of sites in
forward direction (see Fig. 1.4b).11
9The distance from boundary to boundary is by 1 larger than the number of sites, but we find it
more convenient to use the length definition in terms of sites.
10For minimal overlap the spread is equal to the domain length, i.e., Sµ = (L
domain
µ )min.
11Choosing backwards would be equivalent, this is just an implementation detail and has no influence.
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(a) Overlap 1: domains do not exceed the
area of the local volume.
(b) Overlap 2: domains exceed the area of the
local volume by one site in forward direction.
(c) Overlap 3: domains exceed the area of the
local volume by one site in all directions.
Figure 1.4: Illustration for the data lay-
out of the Schwarz method. The filled
dots framed with a shaded square depict
the sites in the local volume which is of
size 4 × 4. Sites on neighbors are empty
dots. The local volume is covered by four
domains (Sµ = 2 for all µ) associated
with the node. The domains are drawn as
dashed (blue) or dotted (red) frames (line
type and color are just for clarity and have
no other meaning). We show the case of
overlap 1 in (a), overlap 2 in (b), and over-
lap 3 in (c).
The subdomain matrices are typically too large for a direct inversion. Therefore,
they are inverted iteratively with a Krylov subspace inverter. We use even/odd pre-
conditioning as explained in Sec. 1.3.1 for these inversions, so we first store all even
sites of a domain, then all odd sites.12 The sites are stored in linear order in memory,
with x as fastest index and t as slowest index.
One may ask why the size of the subdomain matrices is not chosen such that a direct
inversion can be done. There are two main reasons. First, the Schwarz methods with
many small domains typically converge slowly. Second, even for very small domains
the storage requirements can be prohibitive, making memory access a bottleneck, or
12Exception: when even/odd preconditioning is used for the outer inverter, we cannot use even/odd
preconditioning for the inner inversion. In that case all sites are stored in linear order in memory.
Usually this is however not the case, see Sec. 1.3.1.
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Sµ domain size O V
domain V domain
V domainmin
V boundary V
boundary
V boundarymin
4
4× 4× 4× 4 1 256 1 512 1
5× 5× 5× 5 2 625 2.44 1000 1.95
6× 6× 6× 6 3 1296 5.06 1728 3.38
6
6× 6× 6× 6 1 1296 1 1728 1
7× 7× 7× 7 2 2401 1.85 2744 1.59
8× 8× 8× 8 3 4096 3.16 4096 2.37
8
8× 8× 8× 8 1 4096 1 4096 1
9× 9× 9× 9 2 6561 1.60 5832 1.42
10× 10× 10× 10 3 10000 2.44 8000 1.95
11× 11× 11× 11 4 14641 3.57 10648 2.60
Table 1.3: Example of domain volumes and domain-boundary volumes for some typical do-
main sizes with varying overlap. Asymmetric domain sizes are not given here, but are of course
also possible.
can even exhaust the memory resources. An example for this is given in Appendix A.
In Table 1.3 we give the volume of a domain (number of contained lattice sites) for
typical domain sizes which are suitable for computers. For small spread Sµ, which
allows for a small minimal domain size, the volume grows rapidly if the overlap is
increased. The boundary of a domain is then larger than its volume:13 for example,
for hypercubic domains of length L the domain volume is L4 compared to a boundary
volume of 8 · L3, i.e., only for L > 8 the boundary volume is smaller than the domain
volume. For larger domains the growth is slower and the boundary volume is of the
same order as the domain volume.
In Table 1.4 the storage requirement for the same set of domain configurations is
given. We see a disadvantage of the Schwarz algorithm with overlap larger than one:
not only does the domain volume increase due to the overlap, but additionally we need
16 colors instead of 2, which all have to be stored on the same node. The result is
an algorithm with a severely increased memory footprint. Note however that this is
the total amount of consumed memory. Since all colors are treated sequentially the
amount of data needed at the same time is smaller by a factor of 16. This is crucial for
processor cache usage and code optimization: from this point of view the algorithms
with 16 colors are not much worse than those with 2 colors.
1.3.3 Data flow
We outline the data flow if the Schwarz method is used as a preconditioner. When
the outer solver calls the Schwarz preconditioner, the data from the local volumes has
to be mapped to the domains. For non-minimal overlap each node has to obtain the
13This may seem counterintuitive. The reason is the large space dimension of four: the domain length
has to be kept small to keep the domain volume at a manageable value, which in turn yields a bad
surface to volume ratio.
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Sµ domain size O C all local domains
4
4× 4× 4× 4 1 2 96 kB
4× 4× 4× 4 1 (16) (768 kB)
5× 5× 5× 5 2 16 1875 kB
6× 6× 6× 6 3 16 3888 kB
6
6× 6× 6× 6 1 2 486 kB
6× 6× 6× 6 1 (16) (3888 kB)
7× 7× 7× 7 2 16 7203 kB
8× 8× 8× 8 3 16 12288 kB
8
8× 8× 8× 8 1 2 1536 kB
8× 8× 8× 8 1 (16) (12288 kB)
9× 9× 9× 9 2 16 19683 kB
10× 10× 10× 10 3 16 30000 kB
11× 11× 11× 11 4 16 43923 kB
Table 1.4: Storage requirements for multiplicative Schwarz algorithms for the double precision
pseudo-fermion vectors (4 spin and 3 color degrees of freedom) of all local domains, computed
as 12 ·V domain ·C · 16 Byte. For minimal overlap O = 1 two domain colors are enough, but we
also give the value for 16 colors in parentheses.
overlapping parts (for each domain) from the neighboring nodes. These are the sites
marked as empty circles in Fig. 1.4 which lie inside one or more of the local domains.
Given that the overlap is not only with nearest neighbors, this means sending to and
receiving from all neighbors — nearest neighbors, diagonal neighbors, space-diagonal
neighbors, and hyperspace-diagonal neighbors. The amount of data to be exchanged
decreases with the dimension of these boundary elements of the local volume, e.g.,
in Fig. 1.4c with an overlap of O = 3 we must exchange four sites with each nearest
neighbor and one site with each diagonal neighbor. Since this mapping is done only
once per preconditioner call, the resulting performance impact is small.
The Schwarz iteration proceeds as in, e.g., Eq. (1.19). Local solving of the subdo-
main problems alternates with updating the approximation to the solution. In practice
we only update the boundary values of the domain whose subdomain problem is to
be solved next, as illustrated in Fig. 1.5. This involves obtaining data from other
domains on the node and from domains on neighboring nodes. In two or more di-
mensions this includes communication with non-nearest neighbors. The exact domain
which contains the latest approximation to the solution depends on the update order
of the colors. Since it is straightforward but cumbersome to write this down in detail
we leave it aside (but see also Sec. 1.3.4).
At the end of the Schwarz preconditioner call the data from the domains has to be
mapped back to the local volume. We choose the simplest option, namely copying the
part of the domain corresponding to minimal overlap back to the local volume. A more
complex option would be to use the average over all overlapping domains. This would
reduce the noise in the overlapping regions but requires an additional data exchange
with all neighbors. The positive impact on the preconditioner quality can be expected
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Figure 1.5: Illustration of domain boundaries. The boundary sites of the domain on the
bottom left (framed with a dashed (blue) line) are represented as filled dots. The forward
neighbors (towards right or top) are contained in the three other local domains. However,
depending on the update order of the colors, parts of the sites might have more recent solution
values on the neighboring nodes. The backward neighbors (towards left or bottom) are con-
tained in domains that are assigned to neighboring nodes. A priori all backward neighbors are
part of domains on the nearest-neighbor nodes, but diagonal data exchange can be necessary
to obtain the latest solution values.
to be minor, which is why we opted for avoiding this communication overhead.
If the Schwarz method is used directly, i.e., not as a preconditioner, the given pro-
cedure corresponds to a complete solve.
1.3.4 Implementation variants of multiplicative Schwarz
In multiplicative Schwarz the boundary values of a subdomain are taken to be the
most recent available. That is, after each update of a subdomain solution it has
to be ensured that all neighboring domains are updated. This is trivial in the case
of minimal overlap: since there is coupling only with nearest neighbors, the latest
updated boundary values will automatically be used. For more overlap there is also
diagonal coupling. Then we are forced to explicitly send the updated solution to a
diagonal neighbor, e.g., as illustrated in Fig. 1.6. The Schwarz method updates the
domains in turns, starting with Ω1, then Ω2. We consider what happens when Ω3 is
reached. First, the current value of the solution on the boundaries must be obtained.
∂Ω3 is completely contained in Ω1 and Ω4, so communication with nearest-neighbor
domains would be sufficient. However, since Ω2 was updated after Ω1 (and after Ω4,
which has not yet been updated), there is a newer version of the solution available
in the region indicated in the figure by the arrows (3) and (4). As a consequence, a
diagonal data transfer from Ω2 to Ω3 is necessary.
Similarly, for intersections of 8 domains in three or more dimensions, a space-
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Figure 1.6: Four overlapping domains. Regions where two domains overlap are shaded dark
(green). In the white center region all four domains overlap. The boundary of domain Ω3 is
indicated with a dashed (red) line. The arrows point out different sections of the boundary,
(1) is in the interior of Ω1, (2) is in Ω4, (3) is in Ω1 and Ω2, and (4) is in Ω2 and Ω4.
diagonal data exchange is necessary, and so is a hyperspace-diagonal exchange for
intersections of 16 domains in four (or more) dimensions.
In our implementation we chose to limit the update of these boundary values to a
certain level. This may simplify the implementation and avoid network communica-
tion with non-nearest neighbors. We label the respective variant of the multiplicative
Schwarz method as level 0 (updated solution only obtained from nearest neighbors),
level 1 (updated solution obtained from nearest and diagonal neighbors), level 2 (up-
dated solution obtained from nearest, diagonal, and space-diagonal neighbors), and so
on. The consequences are studied in Sec. 1.4.
1.4 Numerical study of Schwarz methods with varying overlap
In this section we systematically study the performance of the Schwarz method. We
first consider the method itself in Sec. 1.4.1 and then, based on the experience gained,
go on to use it as a preconditioner in Sec. 1.4.2.
For our tests we use the Wilson Dirac operator with clover term (see Sec. 4.2 for a
definition of the Wilson operator). The clover term was first introduced in Ref. [68],
for further details and references see Ref. [38]. The implementation uses MPI for
parallelization. Crucial parts of the code use hand-optimized SSE code. We use
double precision throughout the computation. Often more than 80% of the floating-
point operations are part of the preconditioner, where single precision can be used
18
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without affecting the overall accuracy of the algorithm. When using single precision
one can expect a speed improvement of about a factor of two.
We base our benchmarks on Nf = 2 configurations generated by the QCDSF Col-
laboration. For details on these configurations see, e.g., Ref. [2]. We mainly work
with 323 × 64 lattices at β = 5.29. This corresponds roughly to a lattice spacing of
a = 0.072 fm and a lattice length of L = 2.29 fm. The configurations were generated
at κ = 0.13632 corresponding to a pion mass of about 300 MeV, to be compared
with a physical pion mass of roughly 140 MeV. For the purpose of our benchmarks
we would like to test the inverter at lower pion masses, close to the physical point.
Therefore we also invert the Dirac operator at a valence quark mass that is lower than
the sea quark mass at which the configurations were generated, i.e., κval > κsea.
14 We
use three values for κval, 0.13632, 0.13640, and 0.13645, corresponding to pion masses
of roughly 300 MeV, 185 MeV, and 115 MeV, respectively. These pion masses are
based on a rough extrapolation and do not take into account side effects like growing
finite-volume effects. To push the Schwarz method to its limits we also use κval up to
0.13660. The majority of the benchmarks was done on the iDataCool cluster at the
University of Regensburg.
1.4.1 Performance of the Schwarz method
We start by studying the behavior of the multiplicative Schwarz method with minimal
overlap (O = 1) and two colors. This corresponds to the method as introduced in
Refs. [43] and [44]. We perform the subdomain solves with low precision. This is
justified by Fig. 1.7, where we show the convergence rate depending on the requested
relative norm ε of the residual in the inner solver. For a quite large error ε = 10−1
the negative influence on the overall convergence of the method is small, for ε = 10−2
or lower it is invisible. A low precision solve needs much fewer iterations and will
consequently yield a large overall reduction of the algorithmic cost. From now on we
typically work with ε = 10−1.
Let us note that we give two different subplots in Fig. 1.7. The Schwarz method
shows a very quick initial convergence, but slows down afterwards (the same behavior
can also be observed for Krylov subspace methods). The reason is the high part of the
spectrum, which can easily be dealt with by inverters. For a proper estimation of the
performance of the method we have to consider the main region of linear convergence,
neglecting the initial region. For our tests we do this by considering the method in the
context of a preconditioner for a Krylov inverter. The first preconditioner call shows
the quick convergence behavior (Fig. 1.7a). In the second (and all further) calls the
high part of the spectrum is already well approximated, so the method has to work
harder to improve the approximation and consequently converges slower. As we intend
to use the Schwarz method as a preconditioner which will typically be called many
14At the time when we started these benchmarks there were no configurations with lower pion mass
available to us, therefore we had to take this artificial step.
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Figure 1.7: Convergence of the multiplicative Schwarz method with minimal overlap for
domains of size 8× 8× 4× 8 with 2 colors. We show the dependence of the convergence on the
requested tolerance (relative residual norm) of the inner solver. The two panes show the first
and second call of the Schwarz preconditioner during an inversion with a Krylov method to
illustrate the difference between the initial quick convergence in (a) and the subsequent linear
convergence region towards the right of (a), in (b), and in all subsequent preconditioner calls.
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(b) Second preconditioner call
Figure 1.8: Convergence of the multiplicative Schwarz method with minimal overlap for
domains of size 8× 8× 4× 8 with 2 colors for inner tolerance 10−1. We show the dependence
of the convergence on κ.
times, the total performance is dominated by the behavior shown in Fig. 1.7b. From
now on we give the convergence results for the second call.15
In Fig. 1.8 we show the convergence rate of the Schwarz method for different values
of the valence quark mass, by varying the value of κ (the sea quark mass is the same
in all cases, κsea = 0.13632). The method stagnates if κ is too large and eventually
diverges if we increase κ further. Note that even for values of κ where the method
15Alternatively one could drop the first few iterations with quick convergence in the first call and
consider only the thus truncated convergence rate.
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Figure 1.9: Error of the Schwarz method after 64 iterations. The spread, and thus the domain
size for minimal overlap, is 8 × 8 × 4 × 8. Keeping the number of domains fixed, we increase
the overlap in steps of one, yielding domains of size 9× 9× 5× 9, 10× 10× 6× 10, and so on
(the value is indicated on top of the plot). We print the results for additive Schwarz, hybrid
Schwarz, and multiplicative Schwarz (levels 0 to 2) for different values of κ.
diverges we still observe a quick initial convergence.
We now turn to the Schwarz method with more overlap, which is the new contri-
bution of this study. We start by a comparison of the performance of the additive,
multiplicative, and hybrid (with two colors) variants of the Schwarz method discussed
in Secs. 1.2.2, 1.2.3, and 1.2.4, respectively. For the multiplicative Schwarz method
with minimal overlap, which we use as a basis for comparison, two domain colors
are enough, since only nearest-neighbor domains overlap. In this case the hybrid
Schwarz method is completely equivalent to the multiplicative method. Furthermore,
for minimal overlap the multiplicative Schwarz method is equivalent for all “levels”,
i.e., distinguishing is not necessary (see Sec. 1.3.4).
We show the error of the Schwarz method after a fixed number of iterations in
Fig. 1.9, and observe the following. As expected, the convergence of the additive
method is worse than that of the hybrid method, which in turn is worse than the
multiplicative method. Increasing the level of the multiplicative method improves
the convergence. With increasing overlap the convergence rate improves significantly,
which fulfills our initial hopes. Increasing the level of the multiplicative method beyond
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Figure 1.10: Cost of the Schwarz method as in Fig. 1.9 for convergence to a given error.
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Figure 1.11: Dramatic increase of subdomain volume with increasing overlap. The effect is
more severe for smaller spread.
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Figure 1.12: Error of the multiplicative Schwarz method with 16 colors after 64 iterations
depending on the spread (given on top). We show results for overlap 1, 2, and 3 and different
values of κ.
1 yields improvements only for large overlap. From now on we use level 2, unless stated
otherwise. Finally, it is important to consider the dependence on κ in relation to the
overlap. Regardless of the overlap, stagnation (error ≈ 1) occurs at the same value
κ = 0.13655 and divergence (error growing > 1) at κ = 0.13660. In fact the divergence
rate is increased by increased overlap. This means that by increasing the overlap we can
increase the rate of convergence/divergence, however we cannot improve the Schwarz
method if it already stagnates or diverges for minimal overlap.
These considerations of the error of the Schwarz method are not suitable as a mea-
sure for the performance as a stand-alone inverter (or preconditioner). Instead we
consider the cost for obtaining a fixed error in Fig. 1.10. The given values are based
on the approximation that the cost for applying the Wilson operator to a domain is
proportional to the domain volume.16 Since the method is well suited for parallel
computers and given that it is usually possible to hide most of the network latency, we
furthermore neglect the influence of the network. The starting point of our considera-
tions, namely the multiplicative Schwarz method with minimal overlap and two colors,
16This is not entirely accurate, since the domain boundary cuts off some hopping terms.
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Figure 1.13: Approximate cost of the multiplicative Schwarz method (as in Fig. 1.12) for
convergence to a given error, relative to the cost of the multiplicative Schwarz method with
minimal overlap with 16 colors for spread 4× 4× 4× 4.
is taken as a reference point. None of the other options shows a better performance,
despite some significant improvements we observed in Fig. 1.9. The reason is mainly
the quickly increasing volume of the subdomains if the overlap is increased, as can
be seen in Fig. 1.11. As a secondary effect the number of inner iterations increases
slightly if the overlap is increased.
Finally, we consider the effect of the domain spread. In Fig. 1.12 we give the error
after 64 Schwarz iterations. Doubling the spread (and thus the minimal domain size)
in every direction leads to more than a factor of two reduction in the error. In Fig. 1.13
we see that for minimal overlap increasing the domain size does not balance the higher
cost of solving the subdomain problems on larger domains.17 For overlap 2 or more,
however, larger domains pay off.
1.4.2 Performance of the Schwarz method as preconditioner
We now turn to the Schwarz method as preconditioner (see Sec. 1.2.5). These con-
siderations are important because, as we will see in the following, the performance
17The iteration count of the inner inverter increases with the domain volume.
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Figure 1.14: Iteration count of fGMRES-DR(24,8) with Schwarz preconditioner for conver-
gence to a relative residual norm of ε = 10−12. The iteration count s of the Schwarz method
is given on the top axis. The overlap O is varied from 1 to 5, at a spread of 8× 8× 4× 8. The
corresponding domain sizes thus are 8×8×4×8, 9×9×5×9, 10×10×6×10, 11×11×7×11,
and 12 × 12 × 8 × 12. We give results for different values of κ. Note that the stagnation at
high iteration count s is an artifact of our implementation: we check the error (and stop the
iteration) only after a full GMRES cycle (32 and 24 iterations for the first and all further
cycles, respectively).
of the Schwarz method as a stand-alone inverter does sometimes tell little about the
performance as a preconditioner. Throughout this section we use a tolerance ε = 10−1
for the inner inverter (the subdomain problems). As outer inverter we choose flexible
GMRES with deflated restarts [25] (fGMRES-DR).
In Fig. 1.14 we give the iteration count of fGMRES-DR(24,8) (restart size 24, de-
flation size 8) for convergence to a relative residual norm ε = 10−12. Increasing the
overlap and/or the Schwarz iteration count s decreases the GMRES iteration count.
Note that this happens initially (for small s) also for κ = 0.13660. From Fig. 1.9 we
see that the Schwarz method diverges in this case. Nevertheless, it works well as a
preconditioner for few iterations, and only when increasing s to 16 or 32 the outer
iteration count grows. The reason is that the Schwarz method works as an iterative
smoother: it reduces the contribution of the high part of the spectrum (which reduces
the condition number and thus the iteration count of the outer inverter). For low
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Figure 1.15: Approximate algorithmic cost for the Schwarz preconditioned fGMRES-DR
inversion of Fig. 1.14. The absolute scale of the axis is not relevant.
s the smoothing is incomplete, so increasing s improves the convergence rate of the
outer inverter. Once the Schwarz method has reduced the high-mode contributions to
almost zero, a further increase of s will mainly increase the work in the preconditioner
(or increase the error introduced by a wrong approximation for the low modes) but
will not improve the smoothing. Thus, the convergence rate of the outer inverter will
only marginally improve (or even deteriorate), while the cost per iteration grows.
The outer iteration count is not a good measure for the algorithm performance.
We give the approximate cost for the same algorithm parameters in Fig. 1.15 and a
zoom to smaller y values in Fig. 1.16. The cost grows with increasing overlap, due
to an increased domain volume and slightly increased iteration count for solving the
subdomain problems. However, the relative penalty for increasing the overlap by one
is comparatively small. Increasing the Schwarz iteration count s slightly deteriorates
the performance. Both observations should not be treated as absolute statements
however: an actual implementation for a specific computer can often favor an algo-
rithm with fewer outer iterations, i.e., with higher s or larger domains (more overlap).
There are several reasons for this: cache effects, limitation of the network bandwidth,
fewer global dot-products which may be costly in large parallel computers, and finally
the possibility of single precision preconditioning which favors moving work from the
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Figure 1.16: Same as Fig. 1.15, zoomed to smaller y values.
outer (double precision) inverter into the preconditioner. Since the true performance
depends strongly on the exact computing architecture and on how much effort is put
into optimizing a specific algorithm for this very machine, we do not attempt to com-
pare timings here.
So far all results we gave in this section were based on the same gauge configuration.
To verify that the results are not a coincidence for this randomly selected configuration
and to give a more general algorithmic cost estimate, we performed benchmarks for
16 different configurations. These configurations are all from the same Markov chain
but separated by 50 or 100 trajectories, so we can expect the correlations between
configurations to be low. We give an overview of the convergence cost in Fig. 1.17.
The convergence speed depends on the configuration, however the differences are not
large. For small κ the variation is typically of the order of 50%. For large κ we observe
up to a factor of three difference between the two extremes of easiest and hardest solve.
In Fig. 1.18 we give a different plot of the same data points for κ = 0.13632 and
κ = 0.13655. The behavior when increasing the overlap is consistent, up to small
fluctuations: if at overlap o1 an inversion for configuration c1 is more expensive than
an inversion for configuration c2, it will also be more expensive at o2. For the small κ
value minimal overlap is significantly cheaper than overlap > 1, for all configurations.
For the larger value of κ overlap 1 and overlap 2 are almost equal, in fact for a few
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Figure 1.17: Overview of convergence cost of fGMRES-DR(24,8) with s = 4 iterations of the
multiplicative Schwarz preconditioner for 16 different configurations, overlap size O = 1 to 4,
and six different values of κ.
configurations overlap 2 performs better, which we had not observed before.
1.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we extended the overlapping domain decomposition methods based on
the Schwarz method to non-minimal overlap. The method with minimal overlap has
successfully been used in lattice QCD as a preconditioner for Krylov subspace inverters
for several years.
We showed that the generalization to arbitrary overlap can be implemented and
yields algorithmic costs comparably to, but usually slightly larger than, the minimal-
overlap method. With non-minimal overlap the implementation is significantly more
complex and communication with non-nearest neighbors becomes necessary. Regard-
less of the overlap size the method is well suited for mapping to a parallel computer,
since it contains local inversions (which make up the largest part of the algorithmic
cost), and thus reduces the impact of the network on the algorithm performance.
Just as for other linear problems, also for QCD increased overlap yields increased
convergence speeds. The operation count to converge to a given error behaves in the
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Figure 1.18: Convergence cost for 16 configurations with fGMRES-DR(24,8) with 4 iterations
of the multiplicative Schwarz method (overlap 1 to 4). For a low value of κ as in (a), minimal
overlap is best for all tested configuration. For high κ in (b), the relative difference between
different overlap values is smaller. Overlap 1 and 2 are now of equal cost. For configuration
1601 the outer inverter does not converge. This could be fixed by increasing the restart size.
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opposite way, however: increased overlap increases the volume and iteration count for
the subdomain problems, which more than cancels the increased convergence speed.
We emphasize that this does not necessarily mean that minimal overlap is always
to be favored. The true performance depends strongly on the computing architecture
and on the work one puts into code optimization. In cases where local computations
are cheap, it could pay off to put more effort into the preconditioner. Since this
can also be achieved by simply increasing the Schwarz iteration count, it is not a
priori clear whether increasing the overlap to achieve something similar can be of any
advantage. Given that these considerations are strongly case dependent, we did not
consider timings of the algorithms, but only provided a study of the relative operation
counts, such that the most suitable algorithm can be chosen based on our results.
An important (negative) result is the behavior of the Schwarz method in case it
stagnates or diverges: increased overlap does not cure the convergence problems at
high κ. Larger overlap improves the convergence speed, but it cannot turn a non-
converging method into a converging one.
Finally, we mention two possible optimizations which we consider for the Schur
complement inverter in Ch. 3, and which could also improve the convergence of the
Schwarz method. First, one can choose κ in the preconditioner lower than the valence
κ, to improve its convergence. Second, oblate domains can improve the convergence
of the subdomain problems and could thus lead to a reduction of the total cost.
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Optimized Schwarz methods
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter we consider the class of so called optimized Schwarz methods, which
modify the coupling between domains to achieve better convergence properties. For
a thorough discussion we refer to Refs. [27] and [73]. In our context some other
references are also of interest: Ref. [28] considers domain decompositions with cross-
points, Ref. [17] considers the effect of discretization, and Ref. [14] studies a problem
on a sphere, i.e., with closed boundaries.
As mentioned in the introduction to the Schwarz methods in Sec. 1.1 and as observed
throughout Ch. 1, the convergence of these methods is poor for small quark masses. In
Ch. 1 we used exclusively Dirichlet boundary conditions, which is the simplest option in
terms of implementation but does not necessarily have the best convergence properties.
Obviously there are many possible modifications to the boundary condition, e.g., by
adding derivatives in the boundary plane or perpendicular to it, which offer potential
for improved convergence.
The nomenclature generally used is optimal Schwarz for a method with the best
possible choice of boundary conditions (which can be found analytically for some
problems) and optimized Schwarz for some approximation to the optimal Schwarz
method. Large parts of the available (mathematical) literature study the method in
the continuum or with finite-element discretizations. Since this is not suitable for QCD
(see Sec. 3.4.1), we go into some technical details for the application to finite-difference
discretizations.
In the present chapter we first introduce and discuss optimized Schwarz methods for
the Laplace operator in two dimensions in Sec. 2.2. This sets the stage for the appli-
cation to QCD in Sec. 2.3. As mentioned above, an analytic study of the convergence
is possible for some simple problems, but similar attempts for QCD fail quickly due to
the gauge fields, so our analysis is purely numerical. A conclusion is given in Sec. 2.4.
2.2 Introductory study of optimized Schwarz methods
2.2.1 Boundary condition classification
We consider a problem on a domain Ω as in Sec. 1.2,
Au = f. (2.1)
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We cover Ω by two overlapping domains Ω1 and Ω2, with corresponding subdomain
solutions u1 and u2. We put the boundary of Ω1 parallel to the y direction at x = b,
where we allow y to have more than one component. Throughout this section we give
the boundary condition only on this boundary. Those for u2 or other boundaries of u1
(e.g., when the domain is closed to a torus) follow by symmetry. The generalization to
higher dimension is trivial if only two domains are used. Using more than two domains
is also straightforward, but in order to maintain good convergence special care might
be necessary on the corners of domains, where more than two domains overlap.
The subdomain equation for u1 for the (additive or multiplicative) Schwarz method
can then be written as [27]
Aun1 = f1 in Ω1, (2.2)
where n is the index for the Schwarz iteration. Since A contains derivatives, this
subdomain problem is undefined without specification of a boundary condition, which
specifies the values of un1 on ∂Ω1. For clarity of notation we can write the above
equation as in Eq. (1.13),
AΩ1u
n
1 +AΩ1,∂Ω1u
n
∂Ω1 = f1, (2.3)
where in our case we denote the boundary vector un∂Ω1 as u
n
1 (b, y) for arbitrary y.
Since un1 (b, y) is not inside Ω1 we need to define it via a boundary condition. There
are several options for specifying the values on this boundary, classified as follows:
• Dirichlet boundary conditions,
un1 (b, y) = u
n−1
2 (b, y) ∀y, (2.4)
which was used throughout Ch. 1, e.g., in Eqs. (1.17) and (1.18). Implementa-
tion is trivial and yields a modification of the right-hand side of the subdomain
equations.
• Neumann boundary conditions,
∂xu
n
1 (b, y) = ∂xu
n−1
2 (b, y) ∀y. (2.5)
Implementation yields a modification of the subdomain matrices and the right-
hand side. To implement boundary conditions with first-order derivatives per-
pendicular to the boundary we need a minimal overlap of 2 (in the discrete
case).
• Robin boundary conditions,
(∂x + p)u
n
1 (b, y) = (∂x + p)u
n−1
2 (b, y) ∀y, (2.6)
for a parameter p ∈ R. Implementation yields modification of the subdomain
matrices and of the right-hand side of the subdomain equations. This boundary
condition is also called zeroth-order (optimized), since it is of order zero along
the boundary. Note that Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions can be
obtained from Robin boundary conditions for p = 0 and p→∞, respectively.
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• Robin boundary conditions with a term along the boundary for optimization,
(∂x + p− q∂2y)un1 (b, y) = (∂x + p− q∂2y)un−12 (b, y) ∀y, (2.7)
for parameters p, q ∈ R. Implementation yields modification of the subdomain
matrices and of the right-hand side of the subdomain equations. This boundary
condition is also called second-order (optimized), since it is of order two in the
boundary.1 Higher orders are also possible but in this work we use at most
second order.
For discretization of the underlying problem we also have to give a discrete version of
the boundary conditions. The derivatives for Neumann or Robin boundary conditions
need to be expressed via finite differences.
2.2.2 Discretization of boundary conditions
Let A be a hypercubic nearest-neighbor discretization of the operator in Eq. (2.1),
where we put the lattice spacing to 1 for simplicity. We assume a splitting into subdo-
mains in the x direction, i.e., the domain boundaries are hyperplanes perpendicular to
the x-axis. Consider the forward boundary of a domain Ω1 in direction eˆx, at x = b.
2
The neighboring domain is labeled Ω2.
3 To write down the modifications due to the
boundary conditions we have to use a more verbose notation.
We label sites in our lattice via their coordinates, {x, y}, where y can have more
than one component. We reorder the matrix indices of A such that x is the slowest
index and define
Axx′ =
 a{x,1}{x′,1} · · · a{x,1}{x′,ny}... . . . ...
a{x,ny}{x′,1} · · · a{x,ny}{x′,ny}
 , (2.8)
where ny is the number of sites in y direction. Due to the nearest-neighbor coupling we
have Axx′ = 0 for x /∈ {x′− 1, x′, x′+ 1} and a{x,y}{x′,y′} = 0 for x /∈ {x′− 1, x′, x′+ 1}
or y /∈ {y′ − 1, y′, y′ + 1}. We can now write
A =
 A11 · · · A1nx... . . . ...
Anx1 · · · Anxnx
 , (2.9)
1Usually only derivatives of even order are considered for symmetry reasons, so we did not include
first-order terms in this list.
2That is, the last lattice site inside Ω1 is at x = b− 1.
3Possible other boundaries of the domain Ω1 are omitted in our notation for clarity. In practice they
are treated in an analogous way.
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and equivalently for the vectors u and f . nx is the number of sites in x direction. In
this notation the subdomain problem for Ω1 reads A11 · · · A1,b... . . . ...
Ab−1,1 · · · Ab−1,b

u
n
Ω1,1
...
unΩ1,b
 =
 f1...
fb−1
 , (2.10)
or, when taking into account the nearest-neighbor coupling,
A11 A12 0 0
A21
. . .
. . .
...
. . . Ab−2,b−2 Ab−2,b−1 0
0 Ab−1,b−2 Ab−1,b−1 Ab−1,b


unΩ1,1
...
unΩ1,b−1
unΩ1,b
 =
 f1...
fb−1
 , (2.11)
which yields
A11 A12 0
A21
. . .
. . .
. . . Ab−2,b−2 Ab−2,b−1
0 Ab−1,b−2 Ab−1,b−1

 u
n
Ω1,1
...
unΩ1,b−1
+

0
...
0
Ab−1,bunΩ1,b
 =
 f1...
fb−1
 . (2.12)
Here unΩ1,1, . . . , u
n
Ω1,b−1 are unknowns and u
n
Ω1,b
is given by the boundary condition.
Using a backward finite-difference discretization of the Robin boundary condition
Eq. (2.6) we have
(1 + p)unΩ1,b − unΩ1,b−1 = (1 + p)un−1Ω2,b − un−1Ω2,b−1. (2.13)
We can substitute this into Eq. (2.12),

A11 A12 0
A21
. . .
. . .
. . . Ab−2,b−2 Ab−2,b−1
0 Ab−1,b−2 Ab−1,b−1

 u
n
Ω1,1
...
unΩ1,b−1

+

0
...
0
+Ab−1,b
(
1
1+pu
n
Ω1,b−1 + u
n−1
Ω2,b
− 11+pun−1Ω2,b−1
)
 =
 f1...
fb−1
 . (2.14)
The terms involving un−1Ω2 are known and can be brought to the right-hand side. The
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unΩ1,b−1 term can be included in the subdomain matrix. This yields
A11 A12 0
A21
. . .
. . .
. . . Ab−2,b−2 Ab−2,b−1
0 Ab−1,b−2 Ab−1,b−1 + 11+pAb−1,b

 u
n
Ω1,1
...
unΩ1,b−1

=

f1
...
fb−1 −Ab−1,b
(
un−1Ω2,b − 11+pun−1Ω2,b−1
)
 . (2.15)
For p → ∞ we obtain Dirichlet boundary conditions, the subdomain matrix retains
its original form (as a submatrix of A), and only the right-hand side f is modified
by the boundary condition. For p = 0 we obtain pure Neumann boundaries. In that
case both the subdomain matrix and the right-hand side are modified, as for the more
general Robin boundary condition.
If higher-order terms along the boundary are included, such as in Eq. (2.7), the terms
proportional to the submatrix Ab−1,b are modified with respect to Eq. (2.15). Since
there are substantially different ways to discretize this type of boundary condition, we
cover it in detail in the next section.
2.2.3 Discretization of boundary conditions with derivatives along the
boundary
If there are boundary terms of order one or higher, e.g., as in Eq. (2.7),
(∂x + p− q∂2y)un1 (b, y) = (∂x + p− q∂2y)un−12 (b, y), (2.16)
there are two options for the discretization. We work for now in two dimensions where
the boundary is one-dimensional. The generalization is straightforward. We use a
backward derivative for ∂x.
The first method is to place the q term at the backward end of the derivative, which
thus does not lie on the boundary,4
un1 (b, y)− un1 (b− 1, y) + pun1 (b− 1, y)
− q[un1 (b− 1, y + 1)− 2un1 (b− 1, y) + un1 (b− 1, y − 1)]
= un−12 (b, y)− un−12 (b− 1, y) + pun−12 (b− 1, y)
− q[un−12 (b− 1, y + 1)− 2un−12 (b− 1, y) + un−12 (b− 1, y − 1)].
(2.17)
We used a nearest-neighbor stencil for the second-order derivative in direction y. Note
that the q terms are placed at the last slice of domain Ω1, at b− 1. This equation can
trivially be solved for un1 (b, y) to be used in the subdomain equation as in Eq. (2.15).
4Note that one can choose whether to put the boundary term proportional to p at b or at b− 1: as
we show in Sec. 2.3.1, this simply yields a different parametrization.
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The second option places the q terms on the boundary, i.e., on the forward end of
the derivative.5 We are not aware of any mention of this approach in the literature.
The discrete boundary condition then reads
un1 (b, y)− un1 (b− 1, y) + pun1 (b, y)
− q[un1 (b, y + 1)− 2un1 (b, y) + un1 (b, y − 1)]
= un−12 (b, y)− un−12 (b− 1, y) + pun−12 (b, y)
− q[un−12 (b, y + 1)− 2un−12 (b, y) + un−12 (b, y − 1)].
(2.18)
Solving this equation for un1 (b, y) is not trivial as it was in the first case. Due to the
q terms, equations for different y are now coupled. To solve for un1 (b, y), we write this
equation in matrix form by defining a matrix B of size ny × ny, with ny the number
of lattice sites in direction y,
B =

1 + p+ 2q −q
−q . . . . . .
. . .
. . . −q
−q 1 + p+ 2q
 , (2.19)
under the assumption that the direction y is not closed, otherwise there are coefficients
−q in the top-right and bottom-left corner of B. Then the boundary condition reads
Bun1 (b)− un1 (b− 1) = Bun−12 (b)− un−12 (b− 1) (2.20a)
un1 (b) = B
−1un1 (b− 1) + un−12 (b)−B−1un−12 (b− 1). (2.20b)
That is, for solving for un1 (b) we have to invert the matrix B, which has the size of the
boundary. In the two-dimensional case B is tridiagonal so this can be done cheaply.
This second shape of the discrete boundary condition is strongly nonlocal due to the
matrix inverse it involves. The consequence is that the subdomain problem is modified
with a dense block matrix (even if B is sparse, its inverse is not). If the boundary is
large this might be a limiting factor for the algorithm performance.
We consider the Schwarz method for the two-dimensional Poisson equation,
(m−∇2)u = f, (2.21)
with mass term m on a domain Ω in order to study some properties of optimized
Schwarz methods. We use a nearest-neighbor stencil for the discrete Laplace opera-
tor. For a domain Ω with boundaries (i.e., for the Poisson equation on a square) we
always use Dirichlet boundary conditions on the natural boundary (in contrast to the
optimized boundary conditions on the artificial ones). We give the iteration count in
the p-q plane for the implementation without boundary solve (Eq. (2.17)) in Fig. 2.1.
The method with boundary solve (Eq. (2.20b)) is given in Fig. 2.2. In both cases there
5The generalization to higher orders is done in almost the same way.
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Figure 2.1: Schwarz iteration count for solving the Poisson equation (with m = 1) in a square
region of size 31 × 31 with two domains with overlap 2 to a relative residual norm of 10−12.
The boundary condition without boundary solve is used.
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Figure 2.2: As Fig. 2.1 but with the boundary condition with boundary solve.
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is a minimum at p 6= 0 and q 6= 0. For the method with boundary solve, the minimum
is shifted to larger q and the iteration count is everywhere lower than for the method
without boundary solve, at the cost of higher computation effort per iteration due to
the matrix-inverse in the boundary condition.
2.2.4 Topologies
Most publications on optimized Schwarz methods treat only open regions, for QCD
however we need a torus. Naively one would not expect drastical changes of the
algorithm behavior, but there seem to be subtleties. For one, the convergence proofs
based on Fourier transformations in the direction of the boundary as in Ref. [27] fail
for a torus — for the convergence factor defined there we obtain ρ = 1, i.e., there is no
reduction of the error. In general it is unclear whether optimal Schwarz methods exist
for domain decompositions with cycles (i.e., decompositions which are not stripes or
are closed in the direction perpendicular to the stripes), see Ref. [29] for details. Here,
we simply resort to a short numerical study for the Poisson equation with m = 1 for
various cases for two domains.
Square
For a square, i.e., without closed boundaries, the iteration count is given in Fig. 2.1.
There is a minimum at p 6= 0, q 6= 0.
Cylinder
For a cylinder the behavior is very similar to that for a square. There is a slight but
insignificant difference between closing the cylinder in direction of the boundary or
perpendicular to it.
Torus
We give the iteration count for a torus in Fig. 2.3. There is a minimum at p ≈ 1, but
q has no effect (too large q destroys the convergence). The explanation is related to
the low modes of the problem, which depend on the topology. For a square the lowest
eigenvalue is 2pi2 +m and the lowest mode is proportional to cosx cos y. Similarly, for
a cylinder the lowest eigenvalue is pi2 +m with a mode proportional to cosx or cos y.
For a torus, however, the lowest eigenvalue is m and the lowest mode is a constant.6
In basically all cases the convergence rate is dominated by the lowest mode. Thus
we conjecture: q 6= 0 cannot help to approximate constant modes, else we would see
a q dependence. We can verify this by using a larger mass, m > pi2. The constant
mode will still be the lowest mode, but its relative weight is reduced. Thus a better
approximation to the other modes would help the overall convergence speed. Indeed
we can then observe a q dependence of the iteration count, with a minimum at q > 0.
6We used m = 1 in all figures given so far.
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Figure 2.3: Schwarz iteration count for solving the Poisson equation (m = 1) on a torus of
size 32× 32 with two domains with overlap 2 to a relative residual norm of 10−12.
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Figure 2.4: GCR iteration count, with Schwarz method (2 iterations) as preconditioner, for
solving the Poisson equation (m = 1) on a torus of size 32× 32 with two domains with overlap
2 to a relative residual norm of 10−12.
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This leads us to conclude that the optimized Schwarz method does not solve problems
due to low modes: zeroth-order optimization, which simply corresponds to Robin
boundary conditions, gives a positive effect, but higher orders yield no improvement.
Thus — as for many other inversion methods — we have to resort to coarse grids or
(inexact) deflation methods.
In Fig. 2.4 we show the iteration count if the same Schwarz method is used as a
preconditioner for the GCR inverter. We now see a q dependence (even for m = 1),
but q 6= 0 does not yield a significant advantage.
2.2.5 Domain splitting in two directions
For QCD we need to generalize the optimized Schwarz method to domain decompo-
sitions in more than one direction, as discussed, e.g., in Ref. [28]. For an isotropic
problem the boundary conditions should be the same on all edges of a domain. The
∂x term from Secs. 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 is then a derivative normal to the domain surface.
The ∂y terms lie along the boundary.
The corner points are a special case: since they couple to more than one site in
neighboring domains, it can be necessary to adjust the parameters of the boundary
conditions for these points to obtain good performance (in four dimensions these “cor-
ners” are faces, edges, and vertices). One option is to put q = 0 at the corners. This
means that domain edges are independent from each other, and a boundary matrix in
analogy to Eq. (2.19) would be block-diagonal.
As an example for such a domain decomposition we give the Schwarz iteration count
in Fig. 2.5 in the p-q plane, where we put q = 0 at the corners. As before, there is a
minimum where p 6= 0 and q 6= 0.
2.2.6 Iterative inversions
An important practical point that is not mentioned in the papers cited in this chapter
is the influence of the cost for solving the subdomain problems. The modified boundary
conditions (see Eq. (2.15)) influence the condition number of the subdomain matrices.
If we apply an iterative inverter to solve on the domains (which is the common case),
this may have a severe effect on the total performance.
In our experience adding only (positive) p improves the condition, since it adds terms
to the diagonal of the subdomain matrix. Using q 6= 0, which adds off-diagonal terms,
often makes the condition number worse. We consider the effect for the 2× 2 domain
decomposition of the previous example: in Fig. 2.5 we gave the Schwarz iteration
count. The corresponding average iteration count on the subdomain problems is given
in Fig. 2.6. In Fig. 2.7 we give the combined iteration count. We see that the strong
minimum for q 6= 0 of Fig. 2.5 is weakened in the more realistic cost estimation: in the
combined iteration count plot, the minimum almost intersects the p-axis. Nevertheless,
in this case the Robin boundary conditions, i.e., the zeroth-order optimized boundary
conditions, are superior to the Dirichlet boundary conditions.
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Figure 2.5: Schwarz iteration count for solving the Poisson equation (m = 1) to a relative
residual norm of 10−12. The problem is on a square of size 63×63 with four domains of overlap
2, arranged as 2× 2.
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Figure 2.6: Average subdomain iteration count for the problem of Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.7: Combined iteration count for the problem of Fig. 2.5. This data gives a better
cost estimate.
2.3 Optimized Schwarz methods for QCD
In this section we implement and test the optimized Schwarz methods for QCD. We
derive the necessary algorithmic modifications for the zeroth-order optimization in
Sec. 2.3.1. The second-order case then follows in analogy to Sec. 2.2.3. The results
are analysed in Sec. 2.3.2. Since the zeroth-order method does not give a worthwhile
improvement, we did not expect a drastic improvement when adding the second-order.
The expectation is confirmed by our results.
2.3.1 Boundary conditions for gauge theories
Consider the forward boundary of a domain Ω1 in direction µˆ, at x = b. The neigh-
boring domain is labeled Ω2. The commonly used Dirichlet boundary condition reads
ψn1 (b) = ψ
n−1
2 (b), (2.22)
where the subscripts i = 1, 2 denote the domain and n is the iteration index. The
simplest Robin boundary condition would be
(∂µ + p)ψ
n
1 (b) = (∂µ + p)ψ
n−1
2 (b), (2.23)
p ∈ R, but since we are working with a gauge theory, replacing ∂µ by the covariant
derivative Dµ seems to be the most natural way,
(Dµ + p)ψ
n
1 (b) = (Dµ + p)ψ
n−1
2 (b). (2.24)
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On the lattice Dµ is replaced by its discrete version [46],
∇µψ(x) = U(x, µ)ψ(x+ µˆ)− ψ(x), (2.25a)
∇∗µψ(x) = ψ(x)− U †(x− µˆ, µ)ψ(x− µˆ), (2.25b)
the forward and backward finite-difference discretization of the gauge-covariant deriva-
tive.7 For the boundary ∂Ω1 at b the last site inside the domain Ω1 is at x = b − µˆ.
Using the backward derivative the boundary condition is8
(∇∗µ + p′)ψn1 (b) = (∇∗µ + p′)ψn−12 (b), (2.26)
or explicitly
(1 + p′)ψn1 (b)− U †(b− µˆ, µ)ψn1 (b− µˆ)
= (1 + p′)ψn−12 (b)− U †(b− µˆ, µ)ψn−12 (b− µˆ). (2.27)
The application of the Dirac operator on a subdomain vector reads9
ηn1 (x) = DWψ
n
1 (x)
= ψn1 (x)− κ
3∑
ν=0
[
U(x, ν)(1− γν)ψn1 (x+ νˆ)
+ U †(x− νˆ, ν)(1 + γν)ψn1 (x− νˆ)
]
.
(2.28)
7x is now a discrete index
8We renamed p to p′, for reasons that will become clear later.
9In our tests we include the Clover improvement, but as this has no influence on these derivations it
is omitted here.
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If x has nearest neighbors on the boundary, e.g., for x = b − µˆ, we use the boundary
condition to eliminate degrees of freedom outside Ω1,
ηn1 (b− µˆ) = ψn1 (b− µˆ)− κ
3∑
ν=0
[
U(b− µˆ, ν)(1− γν)ψn1 (b− µˆ+ νˆ)
+ U †(b− µˆ− νˆ, ν)(1 + γν)ψn1 (b− µˆ− νˆ)
]
= ψn1 (b− µˆ)− κ
3∑
ν=0
ν 6=µ
[
. . .
]
− κ
[
U(b− µˆ, µ)(1− γµ)ψn1 (b) + U †(b− 2µˆ, µ)(1 + γµ)ψn1 (b− 2µˆ)
]
= ψn1 (b− µˆ)− κ
3∑
ν=0
ν 6=µ
[
. . .
]
− κ
[
(1− γµ)
(
U(b− µˆ, µ)ψn−12 (b)− 11+p′ψn−12 (b− µˆ) + 11+p′ψn1 (b− µˆ)
)
+ U †(b− 2µˆ, µ)(1 + γµ)ψn1 (b− 2µˆ)
]
,
(2.29)
where we used Eq. (2.27) in the last step, which gives the new term in the big parenthe-
ses. The terms U(b− µˆ, µ)ψn−12 (b) and 11+p′ψn−12 (b− µˆ) are known and can be brought
to the other side of the equation. The term 11+p′ψ
n
1 (b− µˆ) gives a modification of the
subdomain matrix.
There seems to be an ambiguity of the discretization, since we can choose whether
we put the p term at the forward or backward end of the finite-difference derivative.
This is only apparently so — we can show that both choices are equivalent. Consider
a boundary condition in analogy to Eq. (2.26), where we now put a p term at b − µˆ
and use the forward derivative at b− µˆ to ensure gauge invariance,10
(∇µ + p)ψn1 (b− µˆ) = (∇µ + p)ψn−12 (b− µˆ), (2.30)
or explicitly
U(b− µˆ, µ)ψn1 (b) + (p− 1)ψn1 (b− µˆ)
= U(b− µˆ, µ)ψn−12 (b) + (p− 1)ψn−12 (b− µˆ). (2.31)
10Alternatively one can use a backward derivative as in Eq. (2.26) and add a factor U†(b − µˆ, µ) to
the p term to ensure gauge invariance.
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We can continue the derivation as above and obtain
ηn1 (b− µˆ) = ψn1 (b− µˆ)− κ
3∑
ν=0
ν 6=µ
[
. . .
]
− κ
[
(1− γµ)
(
(p− 1)ψn−12 (b− µˆ)
+ U(b− µˆ, µ)ψn−12 (b)− (p− 1)ψn1 (b− µˆ)
)
+ U †(b− 2µˆ, µ)(1 + γµ)ψn1 (b− 2µˆ)
]
.
(2.32)
We see that this is equivalent to the backward discretization for
p′ =
p
1− p. (2.33)
From now on we prefer the version with forward discretization, because we can simply
put p = 1 to obtain a pure Dirichlet boundary condition at x = b. For the backward
version we would have to use p′ →∞. For p = 0 we obtain Neumann boundaries.
Second-order (or higher-order) boundary terms can be derived as in Sec. 2.2.3. As
for the Neumann term we choose to replace the standard derivatives by covariant
derivatives.
To close this section, let us note that there are some other options for choosing the
boundary conditions:
• use non-covariant derivative,
• add terms with spin projections (1 ± γµ), motivated by the shape of the Dirac
operator.
This may break gauge invariance, but since it is part of the preconditioner, it cannot
influence the final result. A quick preliminary test showed neither a positive nor a
negative influence of these modifications.
2.3.2 Results
We now discuss our benchmarks of the optimized Schwarz methods for QCD. Through-
out this section we use a lattice size of 323×64 with gauge configurations generated at
κ = 0.13632 as in Sec. 1.4, and the multiplicative Schwarz method with 16 colors and
domain spread 8 × 8 × 4 × 8. In Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 we show the convergence behavior
of the Schwarz method depending on p for ε = 10−4. Let us consider the iterations
needed for convergence to a given relative residual norm. Going from p = 1 towards
p = 0 reduces this iteration count significantly. However, at p around 0.6 the Schwarz
method diverges. Choosing p > 1 gives a modest increase in the iteration count. As
usual we also have to consider the inner iteration count to evaluate the algorithm per-
formance. In this case p < 1 gives a strongly rising iteration count, and thus cancels
the positive effect on the Schwarz iteration count. The total cost for convergence,
approximated as the product of Schwarz iteration count and inner iteration count, has
a minimum at or near p = 1 in all cases.
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Figure 2.8: Convergence behavior of the op-
timized Schwarz method depending on the
boundary parameter p at κ = 0.13632. p = 1
corresponds to the usual Dirichlet boundary
condition. We give the Schwarz iteration
count for convergence to a fixed residual norm
(empty circles, yellow), the inner iteration
count (filled squares, blue), and the product
of the two, which is a measure for the to-
tal cost of convergence (empty squares, red).
Values are scaled to lie in the same plot range.
We also tested the optimized Schwarz method for complex-valued boundary param-
eter, p ∈ C. The convergence degrades with growing imaginary part and we could not
find a parameter range where the optimum is not on the real axis. Therefore we do
not consider this case any further.
Next, we use the optimized Schwarz method as a preconditioner for flexible GMRES
with deflated restarts (fGMRES-DR). The result is given in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11, where
we plot the cost for convergence to a given relative norm of the residual. There are no
results for p / 0.6 because the preconditioner is divergent for this parameter region
and keeps fGMRES-DR from converging. We observe a marginal improvement over
Dirichlet boundaries for p < 1 for the minimal overlap of 2. For more overlap the
rising inner iteration count shifts the minimum, in some cases even to p > 1, but the
overall effect is marginal.
As seen above, for p around 0.6 the Schwarz preconditioner quickly becomes diver-
gent, which is also reflected in the drastically rising iteration count of the subdomain
solves, as could be seen in, e.g., Fig. 2.9a. This is due to the modification of the
subdomain matrices by the boundary term, given in detail in Eq. (2.32), however it
is unclear why boundary conditions with Neumann character are ill-conditioned. One
possible explanation is that the gauge field is very noisy, making derivative terms a
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Figure 2.9: As Fig. 2.8 but at κ = 0.13645.
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Figure 2.10: Approximate convergence cost for fGMRES-DR(24,8) with 4 iterations of the
optimized Schwarz preconditioner at κ = 0.13632. We show the dependence on the boundary
condition parameter p and give results for different overlap size.
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Figure 2.11: As Fig. 2.10 but at κ = 0.13645.
bad choice for the boundary condition. It is plausible that after fixing the gauge to a
smooth gauge better results might be obtained [15, 39], but we did not verify this.
In summary we cannot observe a benefit of using zeroth-order optimized boundary
conditions for QCD. While we obtained improvements for some random gauge config-
urations on tiny lattices, the tests presented here for realistic cases do not reproduce
these improvements.
For the Poisson equation the gain by adding a second-order term was smaller than
for the first-order term (see Sec. 2.2), so we do not expect a significant improvement
in the case of QCD. We implemented a second-order version with covariant derivatives
and the q term placed on the backward end of the derivative normal to the domain
boundary. In Fig. 2.12 we give the number of Schwarz iterations for convergence and
the average number of inner iterations.11 Negative q gives a slight improvement of the
Schwarz iteration count, however it can lead to a divergent inner iteration, especially
for p < 1. A cost estimation based on the product of these two iteration counts is given
in Fig. 2.13. There is a small improvement of up to 4% for p < 1 and 0 / q / 0.1.
Given that there is additional algorithmic cost for the second order (which is not taken
into account in this plot), this improvement is negligible.
It is however remarkable that this improvement is not to due a reduced Schwarz
iteration count, but on the contrary due to the combination of an increased Schwarz
iteration count with an improved inner iteration count. This turns the approach of
optimized Schwarz methods upside down: (in the case of QCD) one should not strive
for minimization of the Schwarz iteration count, but instead find parameters which
optimize the condition number of the subdomain matrices, without too much negative
influence on the Schwarz iteration.
11Note that the configuration differs from the one used for the zeroth-order method, so the results
cannot be compared exactly.
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Figure 2.12: Convergence behavior of the second-order optimized Schwarz method with over-
lap O = 2 depending on the boundary parameters p and q at κ = 0.13632. Note that the y-axes
do not start at 0. The parameter set (p = 1, q = 0) corresponds to the usual Dirichlet bound-
ary condition. The zeroth-order case is marked by the dotted line at q = 0. We give the
Schwarz iteration count for convergence to a fixed residual norm (empty squares, red) and the
average inner iteration count (filled squares, blue). All curves are cut off at negative q because
the iteration diverges below a critical value for p and q.
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2.4 Conclusions
This chapter provided a brief introduction to optimized Schwarz methods, which mod-
ify the coupling between subdomains to improve the convergence. We transferred the
method to QCD, and performed a numerical analysis for the zeroth-order and second-
order optimization. The former corresponds to optimal Robin boundary conditions.
For zeroth-order, we observe improvements of the convergence speed of the precon-
ditioner if we increase the Neumann character of the boundary condition (by choosing
p < 1). However there are two issues: (1) The method becomes divergent if p is
chosen too small, i.e., thorough testing is necessary to guarantee a stable method for
any gauge field configurations. (2) The iteration count for solving the subdomain
problems increases if p is decreased. This often more than cancels the positive effects
of increased Schwarz convergence speed. This important practical result is often not
mentioned in the mathematical literature which tends to be interested only in the
overall convergence speed of the Schwarz method, not taking into account the cost for
solving the subdomain problems.
For second-order the findings are similar. There are small improvements, which are
however overcompensated by the increased inner iteration count.
Given these results we conclude that it is not worth to use non-Dirichlet boundary
conditions for QCD, unless an improvement is found (see below): while small speedups
can be observed for both zeroth-order and second-order, the effect is too small to justify
the additional code complexity and the increased overlap (at least O = 2), which is
necessary to implement derivatives perpendicular to the boundary.
Finally, let us note that the tested version of the second-order method for QCD is
not necessarily ideal. There are some options which we plan to investigate in future
work: (1) q can be adjusted independently on cells, faces, edges, and corners. (2) A
discretization with boundary solve as discussed in Sec. 2.2.3 could be used.
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Schur complement inverter for
non-overlapping subdomains
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present a Schur complement algorithm for inverting the Wilson
Dirac operator, based on a decomposition of the physical volume into non-overlapping
subdomains — a method well known in the partial differential equation (PDE) com-
munity.1 This method is substantially different from the commonly used Schwarz
algorithms in QCD and thus it is worth to study whether it can provide a remedy for
the issues discussed in the Introduction and for Schwarz methods (Ch. 1 and Ch. 2):
slow convergence, stagnation, or divergence due to low modes.
Computation of such a Schur complement involves local inversions, making the algo-
rithm a good candidate for parallel computers. Additionally, the condition number of
the Schur complement is typically better than that of the original matrix (see Ref. [81]),
but there are no known bounds in the non-Hermitian case which are applicable to the
Dirac operator. The better condition number comes at the expense of dealing with the
Schur complement, which is a full matrix, instead of the Dirac operator, which is very
sparse. Up to now there were no investigations of such Schur complement methods
for lattice QCD, and the vast majority of research in the PDE community focuses
on two- and three-dimensional problems. This work aims at filling this blank spot,
i.e., a domain decomposition based Schur complement method in four dimensions for
gauge theories, by introducing a basic algorithm and a preconditioner. As introduc-
tory books we can recommend the rather elementary Ref. [72] and the more thorough
and mathematical Ref. [50].
We introduce some language required for describing algorithms throughout this
chapter. Large-scale linear problems are solved on parallel computers which are built
from many boards connected via a network. Typically, each of these boards has mem-
ory shared among several CPUs with several (or many) cores each. This heterogeneous
structure makes a comprehensive description cumbersome. Therefore we simplify the
notation by defining a parallel computer as a set of nodes connected via a network.
Here a node may be one core, one CPU, or all CPUs on a board. This is a choice of
the programmer. The only important point is that data transfers within a node should
be very fast, i.e., via a shared cache or main memory, and should not involve network
1These methods are also known as iterative substructuring algorithms.
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transfers.2 Local variables denotes a subset of all variables which is stored on a given
node of the parallel architecture. Local operations denote operations that involve only
local variables, i.e., they can be done without network communication. Global op-
erations involve all nodes of the machine. In particular these are dot-products and
norms, which involve all degrees of freedom. Neighbor communication involves only a
few neighboring nodes.
This chapter is organized as follows. We introduce the Schur complement method
in Sec. 3.2 and the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner in Sec. 3.3. Technical details
necessary for the implementation are covered in Sec. 3.4. We briefly mention coarse
grids in Sec. 3.5 before giving a detailed analysis of our benchmarks and numerical
studies in Sec. 3.6. We draw conclusions in Sec. 3.7.
3.2 Schur complement
We seek the solution of the linear system
Au = f, (3.1)
where f is a given source vector, A is a complex square matrix which, e.g., represents
a finite-difference discretization of the Dirac operator, and u is the solution vector.
Splitting the degrees of freedom into two sets I and B (the names will get a meaning
later), we write A in block form,
A =
(
AII AIB
ABI ABB
)
, (3.2)
where AII and ABB represent couplings within a set, while AIB and ABI represent
coupling from one set to the other. Then the Schur complement (see for example
Ref. [81]) of AII is defined as
S = ABB −ABIA−1II AIB. (3.3)
Using the Schur complement S we can write
A−1 =
(
A−1II +A
−1
II AIBS
−1ABIA−1II −A−1II AIBS−1
−S−1ABIA−1II S−1
)
. (3.4)
That is, the inverse of A can be expressed via A−1II and S
−1. In principle the choice
of the two index subsets is arbitrary. Due to the structure of the Wilson Dirac op-
erator,3 which involves only couplings to nearest neighbors in the four-dimensional
lattice, a natural choice is to decompose the physical volume into non-overlapping
blocks.4 Arbitrary geometries are possible, however we restrict our descriptions and
2Ethernet, Infiniband, or other.
3see Ch. 4.2
4Typically one would put one block on one node.
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numerical tests to hyper-rectangles of uniform size.5 The structure can be imagined as
a four-dimensional soap foam, where the soap is the interface, containing the boundary
degrees of freedom, and the air inside the bubbles corresponds to the interior degrees
of freedom of the blocks. Throughout this chapter we label all points xµ with
index =
{
B if xµ mod lµ = 0 for any µ ∈ 0, 1, 2, 3,
I otherwise,
(3.5)
corresponding to points on the boundary and interior points, respectively. lµ is the
length of a block in direction µ. Note that there are 12 internal degrees of freedom
per space-time point (4 spin times 3 color degrees of freedom), which however play
no explicit role in our decompositions. Since the block interior is separated from the
interior of neighboring blocks by the boundary layer, the operator will contain a block-
diagonal part for the interior degrees of freedom. After proper index reordering we
obtain
A =
(
AII AIB
ABI ABB
)
=

AI(1)I(1) AI(1)B
. . .
...
AI(N)I(N) AI(N)B
ABI(1) . . . ABI(N) ABB
 , (3.6)
where the upper index (i), running over all blocks, denotes degrees of freedom in block
i of set I. The block-diagonal structure of AII makes an inversion of this part cheaper
and allows for a local computation of A−1II if each sub-block AI(i)I(i) is local on a node of
the parallel architecture. Therefore we can efficiently compute the Schur complement
S of the block AII , given in Eq. (3.3).
As mentioned in the introduction, the Schur complement is a full matrix,6 which
makes a direct computation unfeasible: the interior unknowns are eliminated, so the
number of unknowns in the Schur complement system is smaller than in the original
system, however,7 the size of the boundary will still be very large. Therefore, S cannot
be assembled but has to be inverted iteratively. From (3.4) we see that the solution
vector u = A−1f can be found by computing in a first step
uB = S
−1gB = S−1(fB −ABIA−1II fI). (3.7)
Then the solution for the interior degrees of freedom is given by
uI = A
−1
II (fI −AIBuB). (3.8)
S is inverted iteratively by a Krylov subspace solver. This iteration will be referred to
as outer iteration. In each outer iteration the Schur complement must be computed,
which involves an inversion of AII , referred to as local inversion or block inversion.
5The gauge field has no a priori jumps or large discontinuities which would motivate nonuniform
blocking.
6in contrast to the Wilson Dirac operator, which is sparse
7especially in four dimensions
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3.3 Neumann-Neumann preconditioner for the Schur
complement
An iterative inversion of the Schur complement S is expensive, since the computation
of S involves inversions. Therefore, we consider employing preconditioners to reduce
the number of outer iterations. We focus on the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner,
introduced below. For details we refer to Ref. [50], which also serves as a basis for
our notation and for most of this section. A preconditioner should approximate the
inverse of the operator. To make use of the computing architecture — which is fast
for computations on the local node, but slow if (global) communication is involved —
we construct a preconditioner built from inversions on the local degrees of freedom.
Denote by B(i) the points on the boundary of block (i) and by I(i) the points in its
interior. The submatrix of S corresponding to block (i) is given by
SB(i)B(i) = AB(i)B(i) −AB(i)I(i)A−1I(i)I(i)AI(i)B(i) −
∑
k 6=i
AB(i)I(k)A
−1
I(k)I(k)
AI(k)B(i) , (3.9)
where the sum contributes only if block (k) is sharing a surface cell with the block (i),
i.e., if it is one of the eight nearest neighbors in four dimensions (assuming an operator
with only nearest-neighbor coupling). An inverse of the submatrix would yield an
approximation of the inverse of S on the local degrees of freedom, which could serve
as a preconditioner. The problem is that the computation of this submatrix involves
terms which are not local, due to the sum over k, and additionally involves one inversion
for each neighboring block as well (not only for the local block). Generally, a rather
radical step is taken by cutting off all contributions outside of the block (i). Roughly
speaking, it amounts to dropping the sum over the neighbors and a modification of
the boundary terms. The result is labeled subdomain Schur complement for block i,
which is defined as
S(i) = A
(i)
BB −A(i)BIA(i)II
−1
A
(i)
IB, (3.10)
and can be computed locally. A detailed definition and discussion is given in Sec. 3.4.
The Neumann-Neumann preconditioner is then defined as
M = D
∑
(i)
RTi S
(i)−1Ri
D, (3.11)
where D is a diagonal scaling matrix with D−1jj = number of blocks sharing boundary
point j. This takes into account that the degrees of freedom on the boundary are
shared by two or more subdomain Schur complements. Ri is a rectangular matrix,
restricting the degrees of freedom to the boundary of block (i).
Optionally, one can go one step further and employ a block-Jacobi method to im-
prove the approximation of the preconditioner to A: use u0B = 0 as starting guess and
iterate for n = 1, . . . , j
unB ← un−1B +M(f˜B − Sun−1B ). (3.12)
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That is, we can implicitly define the Jacobi preconditioner via ujB = M
(j)
Jacobif˜B. Note
that M
(1)
Jacobi = M . When this iteration is used as preconditioner, f˜B is the current
iteration vector of the outer inverter, not to be confused with the source vector fB of
the outer inversion. Note that M
(j)
Jacobi requires j applications of S
(i)−1 to a vector but
only j − 1 applications of S to a vector, because the starting guess is zero.
3.4 Technical details
3.4.1 Finite-element methods and subdomain matrices
In the previous section we used the subdomain Schur complement S(i) to define the
Neumann-Neumann preconditioner. However, we omitted some important details in
its definition, which we discuss here. Schur complement methods are typically for-
mulated for finite-element methods (FEM) — an ample discussion can be found for
example in Ch. 3 of Ref. [50]. QCD, however, is formulated as a finite-difference
method.8 For the purpose of the following discussion we have to give a brief introduc-
tion to finite-element methods.
We follow the outline given in Sec. 3.1 of Ref. [50]. An overview is given in Fig. 3.1.
Consider a system on a domain Ω without boundaries, e.g., a torus as used in most
lattice QCD simulations, described by a linear system
Au(x) = f(x) in Ω, (3.13)
with some operator A. Suppose we are given a triangulation T (Ω) of Ω, with vertices
at xi, where i = 1, . . . , n. We can then seek a solution uˆ(x) ≈ u(x) in the space
of piecewise linear functions defined on T (Ω). With piecewise linear basis functions
{φi(x)}, where
φj(xi) = δij , (3.14)
we can represent the solution uˆ(x) in this basis,
uˆ(x) =
∑
i
uˆ(xi)φi(x). (3.15)
The functions φi(x) are equal to one at xi and go to zero linearly along edges of the
triangulation when going to a direct neighbor, i.e., the support of φi(x) is the polygon
formed by all direct neighbors of the point xi. They are called finite elements. With
these basis functions we can write down a matrix representation of the linear system.
8Maintaining gauge invariance of the algorithm basically prohibits a formulation in terms of finite
elements, but this is an ongoing research topic, see, e.g., Ref. [10] on a solution for Abelian gauge
theories.
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(a) Piecewise linear basis functions (finite elements). The support of φi(x) is the interval (xi−1, xi+1).
(b) Piecewise linear function as sum over finite elements
(c) Discretization of an operator is found via Aij =
∫
Ω
dxφi(x)Aφj(x). Consider, e.g., an operator
A = c+∂x. The constant term yields contributions for Aii and Ai,i±1, since an element overlaps with
itself and its nearest neighbor, as can be seen in the sketch, for φi(x) and φi+1(x). The derivative of
an element yields a step function, plotted dashed (blue). For Aj,j+1 this yields the area of the right
half of the triangle of φj . We also see that the contribution of ∂x to Akk is zero, since the left and
right half of the triangle φk cancel. All these statements are valid for any i, j, and k.
Figure 3.1: Crash course in finite-element discretization for a one-dimensional problem.
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Defining
Aij =
∫
Ω
dxφi(x)Aφj(x), (3.16a)
fi =
∫
Ω
dxφi(x)f(x), (3.16b)
ui = uˆ(xi), (3.16c)
we obtain a linear system
Au = f. (3.17)
We partition the system into blocks via non-overlapping subdomains Ωi, aligned with
the triangulation T (Ω), with
Ω = ∪iΩi, (3.18a)
Ωi ∩ Ωj = ∅, for i 6= j. (3.18b)
Due to the alignment we have two types of nodes xi, those on the boundary and those
in the interior of the subdomains. Collecting these in the indices I for interior points
and B for boundary points, the linear system can be written in block form,(
AII AIB
ABI ABB
)(
uI
uB
)
=
(
fI
fB
)
. (3.19)
Subdomain matrices A(i) for domain Ωi are defined as
A
(i)
jk =
∫
Ωi
dxφj(x)Aφk(x), (3.20a)
f
(i)
j =
∫
Ωi
dxφi(x)f(x). (3.20b)
In contrast to the definitions in Eq. (3.16), the integration is now only over the domain
Ωi. It is constructed such that
Ajk =
∑
i
A
(i)
jk , (3.21a)
fj =
∑
i
f
(i)
j . (3.21b)
Note that A(i) is not a submatrix of A. The difference is illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Suppose that the basis functions φi(x) that lie on the boundary are symmetric with
respect to the boundary. Then the integration in the definition of the subdomain ma-
trices, Eq. (3.20), covers only a specific fraction of the support of these finite elements.
Nearest-neighbor termsA
(i)
jk are created by φj and φk offset by one lattice spacing in one
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Figure 3.2: This sketch shows the domain Ωi with three neighboring domains, the boundaries
are indicated by the dotted lines. Solid (blue) and dashed (red) squares depict the support
of basis functions φn. In practice their shape will be more complex, but for the purpose
of this illustration this simplification is sufficient. (1) shows two neighboring squares inside
Ωi, the overlapping area is shaded. If one of the squares is centered on the boundary the
overlapping area is the same, as shown in (2). In (3) both squares lie on the boundary, then
the overlapping area inside Ωi is reduced to 1/2 of the original overlap, assuming the basis
functions are symmetric with respect to the boundary. Generalizing to three dimensions the
squares are replaced by cubes. In (4) we show two such cubes lying on the edge of Ωi sticking
out of the drawing plane. Since they are offset by half of the edge length in this direction, the
overlapping volume is reduced to 1/4 of the original overlap of two cubes completely inside Ωi.
direction. Such a term describes a link between these two neighboring points. A hyper-
cubic subdomain9 in four dimensions has surface cells (three-dimensional), faces (two-
dimensional), edges (one-dimensional), and vertices (zero-dimensional). The number
of subdomains sharing a link is dictated by the finite element lying on the object10
of highest dimension. For links that do not lie inside the boundary11, the matrix el-
ements are unchanged. For both elements on a cell (or one on a cell and one on a
face), the link is shared between two subdomains, so the integration area is reduced
to 1/2. Since we assumed the elements to be symmetric with respect to the boundary,
the corresponding matrix element is also reduced to 1/2. Similarly, for both elements
on a face (or one on a face and one on an edge), it is reduced to 1/4. For both element
on an edge (or one on an edge and one on a vertex), it is reduced to 1/8. Since a
vertex is zero-dimensional there cannot be two neighboring elements on it, so there is
no corresponding matrix element.
As for A, we can split the indices of A(i) into those in Ωi labeled I, and those in
9not necessarily with the same length in each dimension
10interior, cell, face, edge, vertex
11That is, not both ends are in ∂Ωi.
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∂Ωi labeled B, yielding
A(i) =
(
A
(i)
II A
(i)
IB
A
(i)
BI A
(i)
BB
)
. (3.22)
It should be noted that A
(i)
BB differs from the submatrix AB(i)B(i) of A — the latter
submatrix does not have the scaled boundary terms. The other submatrices of A(i) are
unchanged with respect to submatrices of A: we have A
(i)
II = AI(i)I(i) , A
(i)
IB = AI(i)B(i) ,
and A
(i)
BI = AB(i)I(i) . This is used to define the subdomain Schur complement,
S(i) = A
(i)
BB −A(i)BIA(i)II
−1
A
(i)
IB, (3.23)
which we used in the definition of the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner in Sec. 3.3.
The action of S(i)
−1
does not require S(i) explicitly. Instead it can be calculated via
the relation
S(i)
−1
v
(i)
B =
(
0 I
)
A(i)
−1
(
0
I
)
v
(i)
B , (3.24)
for a given vector v
(i)
B , zero matrix 0, and unit matrix I of appropriate size. Note that
A(i)
−1
can be computed locally, after an initial data exchange with neighbors.
The motive for this discussion of the finite-element method is the implementation of
the Schur complement algorithm for QCD or gauge theories in general. These theories
are discretized with finite-difference methods, so we have to adapt the definition of
the algorithms. We cannot use finite elements for discretization, because this usu-
ally breaks gauge invariance. Nevertheless we define the subdomain matrices from
Eq. (3.20) in the same way — with scaled terms for links that lie in the boundary.
In this case we cannot argue with the reduced area of integration, but we can still
think of a gauge link Ux,µ as being shared among two or more subdomains. Numerical
experiments confirmed this — without the scaling term of the boundary links the al-
gorithm is still convergent in some cases, but in general the convergence rate is much
worse.
3.4.2 Data layout
Having defined the algorithm, we now have to map it to the nodes of a parallel com-
puting architecture. The simplest option — applied for many algorithms — is to cut
the lattice into hypercubic blocks, and assign one block to each node. Sites on one
node are stored linearly in memory, using, e.g., x as fastest index and t as slowest
index. This layout is not expedient for the Schur complement algorithm. We still cut
the volume into hypercubic blocks, but the ordering of sites will be modified, and we
have sites which are (temporarily) stored on more than one node. There are three
requirements which lead to a different storing order, illustrated also in Fig. 3.3:
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Figure 3.3: Sketch of a subdomain with indication of some subsets of lattice sites. The
subdomain Ωi is shaded, its boundary ∂Ωi is marked with a dotted (red) line. Interior sites
are framed with short dashes (green). The boundary sites which are assigned to node (i) are
framed with a solid (black) line. Sites in the closure Ωi, i.e., in Ωi or ∂Ωi are framed with long
dashes (blue).
1. Inversion of A
(i)
II , which is part of the Schur complement and is also needed for
eliminating the interior degrees of freedom and constructing the solution for the
interior degrees of freedom.
2. The outer inverter (for inverting S) deals only with the degrees of freedom on
the boundary. Locally this involves all points which are forward neighbors of the
local interior block.12
3. Inversion of S(i), which corresponds to inversion of A(i). This involves all local
interior points and all points on the boundary of the domain Ωi, i.e., not only
those in forward direction.
Each of these has optimal performance if the involved sites are stored without gaps,
which also simplifies the implementation of the respective inverters. A memory layout
has to match these requirements. The one we use is based on three contiguous blocks,
given in Table 3.1. It first stores the local interior sites, then the local (forward) subset
of the boundary, and finally (copies) of the remaining boundary sites (which are local
for neighboring nodes). The requirements listed above are fulfilled, one by one:
1. Inversion of A
(i)
II works on the first block of memory.
2. Inversion of S uses the second block of memory.
3. For inversion of A(i), the last block of memory is filled with copies of the second
block from the corresponding neighbors. Then it uses all three blocks of sites in
the memory layout.
Thus all three inverters can work on a single vector without gaps. However, since we
have split interior and boundary sites, some hopping terms in A(i) require access to
12This is a choice. All backward neighbors, or combinations of forward and backward neighbors are
also possible. This has no influence on the convergence and is merely relevant for the implemen-
tation.
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memory offset site type subtype
0 interior sites –
VI forward boundary sites
4 forward cells
6 forward faces
4 forward edges
1 forward vertex
VI + VB remaining boundary sites
4 remaining cells
18 remaining faces
28 remaining edges
15 remaining vertices
Table 3.1: Sketch of the memory layout on one node. Here VI is the volume of the local
interior block and VB is the volume of the local part of the boundary. The forward and
remaining boundary sites are each stored contiguously but separately. The sites within each
boundary block were reordered, such that cells, faces, edges, and vertices are each contiguous
in memory, which simplifies implementation of communication with the various neighbors.
memory in different blocks. For example, for the coupling of a site on the surface layer
of the interior with a point on the forward boundary we need to access the first and
second block. This cannot be avoided, but a similar problem also occurs with any
other algorithm for links which are not in the direction of the fastest lattice index.
3.4.3 Communication
Just like other inverters, the Schur complement method requires communication with
nearest neighbors when applying the operator, and some global communication for
dot-products. However, if we consider the local subset of boundary sites and the sites
involved in A(i), we see that the latter involves points which are neither stored locally,
nor on the nearest neighbors: for example, in Fig. 3.3 the bottom left site on ∂Ωi is con-
tained neither in the local boundary points of the left neighbor of Ωi nor in those of the
bottom neighbor. That is, the communication is not restricted to nearest neighbors —
it also involves diagonal neighbors, space-diagonal neighbors, and hyperspace-diagonal
neighbors (apart from global communication for dot-products). This is a drawback of
the Schur complement algorithm, which complicates implementation. There will also
be some additional overhead, however the amount of data exchanged with non-nearest
neighbors is rather small, so the total impact on the algorithm performance can be
expected to be small.
Both the Schur complement and the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner contain the
inverse of local submatrices. These inversions are typically the most costly part of the
algorithm, i.e., large parts of the algorithm are not hampered by network latency
and bandwidth limitations. This crucial locality, which is also present in many other
domain-decomposition methods, was one of the reasons for studying Schur complement
methods.
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3.4.4 Algorithms
Since the Schur method with Neumann-Neumann preconditioner consists of many
parts, we give schematic algorithm listings for clarity. Alg. 3.4.1 gives the global algo-
rithm structure, for solving Eq. (3.7) with a preconditioned Krylov subspace method
to obtain the solution on the subdomain boundaries, and for using Eq. (3.8) to find
the solution for the interior degrees of freedom. The Krylov inverter needs the appli-
cation of the Schur complement from Eq. (3.3) to an arbitrary vector, which is given
in Alg. 3.4.2. Additionally the Krylov inverter also applies the preconditioner from
Eq. (3.11) or Eq. (3.12) to arbitrary vectors. The corresponding algorithm is given in
Alg. 3.4.3.
Algorithm 3.4.1 Structure of inversions via the Schur complement
Require: vectors fB, fI , i.e., f
1: compute gB = fB −DBID−1II fI (iteratively invert DII)
2: use Krylov inverter to compute boundary solution uB = S
−1gB, using M
(j)
Jacobi as
preconditioner
3: compute interior solution uI = D
−1
II (fI −DIBuB) (iteratively invert DII)
4: return vectors uB and uI , i.e., u
Algorithm 3.4.2 Applying the Schur complement
Require: vector vB
1: compute right-hand side AIBvB for interior inversion
2: iteratively invert A−1II on each node with Krylov inverter, yielding A
−1
II AIBvB
3: compute/assemble wB = (ABB −ABIA−1II AIB)vB
4: return vector wB
Algorithm 3.4.3 Applying the Jacobi preconditioner M
(j)
Jacobi
Require: right-hand side f˜B
1: put u0B = 0
2: for n = 1 to j do
3: compute D(f˜B − Sun−1B )
4: apply Ri to it, which amounts to distributing the d.o.f. in D(f˜B − Sun−1B )
to all nodes that share these d.o.f., to obtain a vector vi on each node
5: compute v′i = S
(i)−1vi on each node, using a Krylov inverter for A(i).
6: D(
∑
iR
T
i v
′
i): average the contributions from nodes in overlapping regions
7: compute unB by adding the new contribution to u
n−1
B
8: end for
9: return vector ujB
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3.5 Coarse grids and deflation
Just as for direct Krylov inverters or for the Schwarz method, the convergence speed of
the Schur complement inverter can be significantly improved by deflating the problem
or by adding a coarse grid. Whether this is cost-effective or not depends on several
factors (multiple right-hand sides, computing architecture), and is outside the scope
of this thesis. We briefly mention and discuss three options.
1. Projecting out global low modes, e.g., as in Ch. 4, works in this case as well
and can provide a moderate speedup, provided that low modes are available. As
discussed in Refs. [47] and [48] the increasing number of low modes when going
to larger volumes can make this method too expensive, however. But even if the
number of low modes can still be managed, finding the low modes is typically
more expensive than a single inversion, so this is only an option for problems
with many right-hand sides.
2. A remedy for the rising number of low modes is the inexact deflation, introduced
for lattice QCD in Ref. [47] for the Schwarz method. The method uses an ap-
proximation to the space of low modes and locally projects each domain on this
space. The resulting coarse-grid formulation of the problem is used as a precon-
ditioner for the full problem. Leaving aside the cost of finding the approximation
to the space of low modes, this method works very well. We suppose that similar
results can be obtained for the Schur complement inverter. However, as we will
see that the Schwarz methods perform better than the Schur method, and as we
have no reason to assume that inexact deflation gives a bigger advantage to the
Schur method than it does to the Schwarz method, we have not tested this (in
view of the considerable implementation effort).
3. We have tested a piecewise-constant coarse-grid correction, based on project-
ing each block to one point. Combined with the Neumann-Neumann precondi-
tioner, this method is known as balancing Neumann-Neumann preconditioner,
described, e.g., in Refs. [72] and [50]. The additional algorithmic cost is signif-
icant but the achieved speedup is not. The reason is that piecewise constant
functions are not a good approximation for the low modes of the Dirac operator.
One therefore has to resort to methods that explicitly involve information about
the low modes, like the inexact deflation mentioned above.
3.6 Numerical results
3.6.1 Implementation and simulation details
For our tests we use the Wilson Dirac operator DW with clover term.
13 The Clover
term was first introduced in Ref. [68], for further details and references see Ref. [38].
The implementation uses MPI for parallelization. Crucial parts of the code use hand-
optimized SSE code. Even-odd preconditioning is not used on the outer level, since it
13In our notation we keep A, i.e., A = DW.
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makes the handling of the block structure very cumbersome. Instead, we use even-odd
preconditioning for inversions of the local blocks. Since this part of the computation
takes most of the time, we expect an improvement similar to that obtained by even-
odd preconditioning for a complete inversion. We use double precision throughout
the computation. Typically more than 80% of the floating-point operations are part
of the preconditioner, where single precision can be used without affecting the over-
all accuracy of the algorithm. When using single precision one can expect a speed
improvement of about a factor of two.
As in Sec. 1.4, we base our benchmarks on the Nf = 2 configurations generated by
the QCDSF Collaboration [2], and use the same test setup as for the Schwarz methods.
In particular we work with valence quark masses different from sea quark masses, with
κval = 0.13632, 0.13640, and 0.13645 for the 32
3 × 64 configurations at β = 5.29.
We introduce the notation used in this section. Denote by o the iteration count of the
outer inverter and by j the Jacobi iteration count of the preconditioner. Application of
S to a vector requires applying the inverse of AII , which we do iteratively to precision
εA−1II
. Here, precision denotes the requested relative residual norm of the Krylov
inverter — we use BiCGstab in our code. The corresponding BiCGstab iteration count
is nAII . Typically εA−1II
should be close to machine precision, or at least significantly
lower than the target precision of the outer inversion. We usually work with εA−1II
=
10−14. In the preconditioner as in Eq. (3.12) we also apply S (for j > 1), but there
the precision can be lower. We denote the corresponding precision as εprec.
A−1II
and the
iteration count as nprec.AII . Finally, we also need S
(i)−1 in the preconditioner, with
precision ε
S(i)
−1 . We compute it as in Eq. (3.24) via A(i) and use the corresponding
residual norm of the A(i) inversion to define the precision. Thus the actual error for
S(i)
−1
is slightly lower, since it involves only the degrees of freedom on the boundary
of block (i), while A(i) includes the interior as well. The corresponding iteration
count is denoted by nA(i) . For both types of block inversions in the preconditioner we
use BiCGstab. We use the notation NNp(j, ε
S(i)
−1 , εprec.
A−1II
) to refer to the Neumann-
Neumann preconditioner with the parameters given in parentheses. We denote by
block size the size of the local volume. The size of the interior block is then one less
than the block size in each dimension.
For a fixed physical setting (κ, β, and the lattice volume), the performance of
the algorithm depends on several tunable parameters. We discuss these in detail in
Sec. 3.6.2 to Sec. 3.6.5. In Sec. 3.6.6 we comment on an improvement using algorithms
for multiple right-hand sides and in Sec. 3.6.7 we propose to use a lower κ in the
preconditioner. A study for a larger set of configurations is given in Sec. 3.6.8 and a
comparison with the Schwarz methods in Sec. 3.6.9.
3.6.2 Parameter tuning part 1: Block volume and geometry
The volume and geometry of the local blocks (respectively their interior) has a large
influence on the algorithm performance. The volume of the blocks is bounded from
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Figure 3.4: Convergence depending on block size for a 323 × 64 lattice at κ = 0.13632. We
use GCR with the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner with 16 iterations, εS(i)−1 = 10
−1, and
εprec.
A−1II
= 10−2.
above by the number of nodes in the machine, unless one block is shared among several
nodes, which is unfavorable due to the loss of locality of block inversions. Smaller
block volumes increase the outer iteration count, because the condition number of the
preconditioned operator deteriorates. A proof for this statement does not exist for
the Dirac operator, however it is intuitively clear or can be inferred from the behavior
of many other operators. The example of a 323 × 64 lattice at κ = 0.13632, given
in Fig. 3.4 (with the GCR algorithm as outer inverter), confirms the expectations.
Increasing the block side lengths by a factor of two decreases the outer convergence
speed by a factor of almost two.
As a very relevant side effect of the block size, we have to consider the iteration
count for computing A−1II and S
(i)−1. Naively we can argue that the condition number
is determined by the lowest Fourier mode fitting into the local block, i.e., the blocking
cuts off the low part of the spectrum. The modes of the Dirac operator are far
from being Fourier modes, but the general behavior is very similar. Our experiments
confirm a strong dependence on the block volume. We also refer the reader to Ref. [45]
on Schwarz methods. There it is argued that the domain boundaries provide an
infrared cutoff and therefore the domains should be smaller than roughly 1 fm, to
avoid contributions of low modes. The Schwarz algorithm is quite different from the
Schur complement algorithm, however the block inversions of AII are identical, so
we can expect to have the same limitation in our case. We give an example for the
same configuration as above in Table 3.2. As discussed above, larger block sizes yield a
convergence of GCR in fewer iterations o. However, the iteration counts nAII and n
prec.
AII
increase drastically. The increase of nA(i) is weaker — the only possible explanation
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block size j o nAII n
prec.
AII
nA(i) Dirac operator hop
8× 8× 8× 8 16 40 58.5 10.8 17.5 333k [0.937]
8× 8× 16× 16 16 31 85.3 14.4 19.2 295k [0.902]
16× 16× 16× 16 16 22 165.5 25.2 22.3 297k [0.831]
Table 3.2: Iteration count and number of computed Dirac operator hopping terms per site,
depending on the block size, for convergence of GCR with NNp(16,10−1,10−2) to an error of
10−12. The numbers in square brackets give the fraction of these operations that are part of
the preconditioner.
is the modified boundary term. As a rough measure for the total resulting cost of the
algorithm we give the count of computed hopping terms of the Dirac operator per site
for convergence. In all cases it is about 3 · 105, so the decreased outer iteration count
is approximately canceled by the increased iteration count of the inner inversions. We
can conclude that in the studied range of block sizes we can choose it according to the
available machine size, without significant negative impact.14
For the block geometry one can choose between the extremes of hypercubic blocks
and oblate blocks (where the block length in one or more directions is very small,
so the blocks are “thin”). Hypercubic blocks yield the best surface to volume ratio,
minimizing the amount of communication, and yield the best convergence of the outer
inverter, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The reason is probably that using many thin blocks
along one direction leads to slower exchange of information between the blocks —
the preconditioner takes longer to propagate information among the blocks and thus
loses some of its efficiency. However, the convergence of the block inversions can be
significantly better for flat blocks. The reason is the improved condition number for
blocks with small extent in one or more directions.
We give an example of the spectrum of the block interior in Fig. 3.6, where, e.g., the
top pane shows almost cubic blocks (interior size 19× 9× 9× 15), “flat” blocks (one
direction with small extent, 19× 19× 19× 3), and “long” blocks (two directions with
small extent, 40 × 40 × 4 × 3). The high part of the spectrum is almost independent
of the block shape. The low part shows a large (relative) change away from zero when
going to one or even two directions with small extent. For some Krylov inverters the
bounds for convergence are given in terms of the condition number (e.g., conjugate
gradient on the normal equations), for others the absolute values of the largest and
smallest eigenvalues are important, e.g., for GMRES [42]. In this case this would
mean an improvement by more than a factor of two for the flat blocks and more than
a factor of three for the long blocks.
A comparison of the three panes shows that one small block side length lµ is more
effective than decreasing the overall volume for near-cubic blocks: from top to bottom
the volume is decreased by about a factor of four, which yields a factor of two improve-
ment of the magnitude of the smallest eigenvalue for near-cubic blocks (empty squares,
red). But a simple change of the block geometry yields a larger change: in the top
14The optimal values for other parameters will however depend on the chosen block size.
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Figure 3.5: Convergence depending on block aspect ratio for a 323×64 lattice at κ = 0.13632.
We use GCR with NNp(32, 0.4, 10−2).
pane, going from these near-cubic blocks to flat blocks (filled squares, blue), improves
the magnitude almost by a factor of three. A cutoff in one direction seems sufficient
as an overall infrared cutoff which removes eigenvalues with small absolute value, so
we may speculate that the structures responsible for low modes are four-dimensional.
If they had only three or less dimensions, some of them would be aligned with our
blocks, making the cutoff inefficient. We would then see some low modes, which are
not removed by the blocks. It is obvious from the plot that such significant outliers
do not exist in our case. Note also that for the blocks with one or two thin directions,
the other directions have a rather big extent — sometimes bigger than the limit of
1 fm given earlier.15
The resulting decrease in the iteration count for the block inversions is displayed in
Table 3.3 for NNp(32,0.4,10−2). Along with the increase of the GCR iteration count
o we see a considerable decrease of the block iteration count. The effect is largest for
the inversion of AII (for both, S in the outer inverter and S in the preconditioner).
The inversion of A(i) profits less from the asymmetric blocks, which can only be due
to the modified boundary. A more detailed and complete overview can be found in
Table 3.4.
3.6.3 Parameter tuning part 2: Choice of the Krylov inverter for outer
inversion
The choice of the algorithm for the outer inversion is crucial. The decisive factor
is the preconditioning we use. The Neumann-Neumann preconditioner M contains
15The lattice spacing is 0.072, so for a block length of 19 sites we have 1.37 fm, 40 sites correspond
to 2.88 fm.
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block size j o nAII n
prec.
AII
nprec.
A(i)
Dirac operator hop
8× 8× 8× 8 32 25 59.6 10.5 8.3 240k [0.941]
4× 8× 8× 16 32 27 45.6 7.6 7.1 214k [0.952]
4× 4× 16× 16 32 30 37.5 6.1 6.7 216k [0.962]
2× 8× 16× 16 32 33 24.4 4.0 6.3 212k [0.981]
2× 2× 32× 32 32 44 17.0 3.0 5.8 284k [0.993]
Table 3.3: Iteration count and number of computed Dirac operator hopping terms per site,
depending on the block aspect, for convergence of GCR with NNp(32,0.4,10−2) to an error of
10−12, for a 323 × 64 configuration at κ = 0.13632. The numbers in square brackets give the
fraction of these operations that are part of the preconditioner.
iterative and inexact matrix inversions. It therefore depends on the right-hand side,
which depends on the iteration k, so implicitly M depends on k. We emphasize this
in our notation by writing Mk instead of M . This variable preconditioning requires
modifications of the inversion algorithms. For details we refer to the literature on
flexible Krylov methods (also known as variable or non-stationary preconditioning).
Here we give a short introduction, following Ref. [70]. We omit many details which
depend on the specific algorithm since we are only interested in the general motivation.
Given a linear system of n equations
Ax = b, (3.25)
with an initial guess x0 and the corresponding initial residual r0 = b−Ax0, the Krylov
subspace of dimension m is
Km(A, r0) = span(r0, Ar0, . . . , Am−1r0), (3.26)
defined by A and r0. The solution x to the linear system can then be approximated
as xm ∈ x0 + Km(A, r0). This can be found via an orthonormal basis {v1, . . . , vm} of
Km(A, r0), which we construct iteratively by computing Avk and orthonormalizing it
with respect to the previous vectors v1, . . . , vk. This gives the famous Arnoldi relation
vk+1hk+1,k = Avk −
k∑
j=1
vjhjk, (3.27)
which can be written in matrix form as
AVm = Vm+1Hm+1,m
= VmHm + hm+1,mvm+1e
T
m,
(3.28)
where Vm = (v1, . . . , vm), Hm+1,m is the upper Hessenberg matrix containing the
coefficients hjk, and Hm contains the first m rows of Hm+1,m. The importance of this
equation becomes clear when considering, e.g., the GMRES algorithm, which finds xm
based on a minimal-residual condition
‖rm‖ = min
x∈x0+Km
‖b−Ax‖. (3.29)
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Assuming without loss of generality x0 = 0, i.e., r0 = b, the solution of this equation
can be expressed via the orthonormal basis of the Krylov subspace, written as
xm = Vmym. (3.30)
We use the Arnoldi relation Eq. (3.28) and Vm+1e1 = v1 = b/β, where β = ‖b‖. Then
rm = b−Axm = b−AVmym
= βv1 − Vm+1Hm+1,mym
= Vm+1(βe1 −Hm+1,mym).
(3.31)
Since Vm+1 has orthonormal columns, the least-squares problem can be rewritten as
‖rm‖ = min
y∈Rm
‖βe1 −Hm+1,mym‖, (3.32)
i.e, the Arnoldi relation allows to replace the original minimization problem — with
vectors of length n — by a problem with vectors of length m, where typically m n.
We now introduce a preconditioner to illustrate the arising problem. We rewrite the
original system of equations as
AMu = b, (3.33a)
x = Mu. (3.33b)
We seek a solution um in the space
Km(AM, b) = span(b, (AM)b, . . . , (AM)m−1b), (3.34)
and write
xm = Mum = MVmym. (3.35)
If the preconditioner is implemented in an inexact way, e.g., due to a low-precision iter-
ative inversion, it is not a fixed matrix, but depends on the right-hand side, i.e., we are
dealing with terms of the form Mkvk. The equation for constructing an orthonormal
basis becomes
vk+1hk+1,k = AMkvk −
k∑
j=1
vjhjk. (3.36)
We can try to continue naively, as in Eq. (3.31), using Eq. (3.35) for xm,
rm = b−Axm = b−AMVmym, (3.37)
but fail immediately, because we cannot use the Eq. (3.36) to replace AMVm by
Vm+1Hm+1,m, as we did earlier.
16 The reason is that Eq. (3.36) contains Mk in place
16For a fixed preconditioner this is possible, and everything follows as in the case without precondi-
tioner.
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of M and obviously MVm 6= (M1v1, . . . ,Mmvm). However, it is possible to write down
a modified Arnoldi relation. Defining zk = Mkvk we obtain from Eq. (3.36)
AZm = Vm+1Hm+1,m. (3.38)
We then write the solution as17
xm = Zmym, (3.39)
and can derive the minimal residual condition similar to Eq. (3.31),
rm = b−Axm = b−AZmym
= βv1 − Vm+1Hm+1,mym
= Vm+1(βe1 −Hm+1,mym).
(3.40)
The bottom-line is that any Krylov inverter has to be modified for use with variable
preconditioning. Along with some modifications of the algorithm this means that not
only Vm but also Zm has to be stored.
We consider three options for the outer inversion algorithm.
Flexible BiCGstab [78] has the advantage of short recurrences without restarts. Due
to the short recurrence a non-stationary preconditioner with low-precision in-
versions leads to a quick loss of orthogonality in the generated Krylov space.
As a consequence the algorithm converges slowly or not at all. At the cost of
increasing the precision of the inversions in the preconditioner we can achieve
good convergence of the outer BiCGstab, but this proved to be inefficient in
terms of overall computation time.
GCR [77, 21] works with a flexible preconditioner without modification (even without a
preconditioner two sets of vectors have to be stored). It enforces an orthonormal
basis of the Krylov space by explicit orthonormalization of all basis vectors (long
recurrence) and we can use a low precision in the preconditioner. The overall
convergence can be slow such that CPU time and memory requirements due
to the long recurrence force us to restart the iteration.18 The resulting loss of
orthogonality at a restart often has a severe negative impact on the convergence.
As a remedy we can either increase the work in the preconditioner (see Sec. 3.6.4)
or use deflated restarts (see next item).
Flexible GMRES with deflated restarts [25] (fGMRES-DR) circumvents the infor-
mation loss at the restart. At the end of a cycle, before the restart, a set of
17Note that the range of Zm is in general not a Krylov subspace (in contrast to the range of Vm), see
section 10 of Ref. [70] for details.
18At a restart the basis vectors are dropped and the algorithm is restarted, using the residual obtained
before the restart as a starting guess. Since the old basis was dropped, orthogonality cannot be
maintained. This is especially severe for low modes which are hard to find: all the effort GCR
spent to find them is lost at a restart.
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Figure 3.7: Convergence of GCR and flexible GMRES with deflated restarts (fGMRES-DR)
for a 323 × 64 configuration at κsea = 0.13632 with κval = 0.13645. We use the Neumann-
Neumann preconditioner with 84 blocks and parameters NNp(4, 10−1, 10−2). For GCR(m)
and fGMRES-DR(m,k) m gives the number of new vectors generated before a restart and k
gives the size of the deflation space.
Krylov vectors corresponding to the smallest Ritz values is computed and taken
to the next cycle. This can efficiently alleviate the negative effect of the restart.
The disadvantage of the deflated restarts is an increased cost, mainly due to
an increased number of vector-vector operations like axpy and dot-products:
without deflation the average number of vectors involved in the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization per newly constructed vector is about half of the basis size m˜
at a restart, i.e., m˜/2. With deflation of k vectors and maximal basis size m˜
(so m = m˜− k new vectors are generated before a restart) the average number
of vectors in the Gram-Schmidt process is (m˜+ k)/2, since there will always be
orthogonalization with respect to the deflation space.
We give a comparison of GCR and fGMRES-DR in Fig. 3.7, with a varying size of the
deflation space. The total size of the basis (size of deflation space plus number of itera-
tions before a restart, m˜ = k+m) is kept constant, which is reasonable, since this value
is the decisive factor for memory consumption (however not for the orthonormaliza-
tion cost). Without deflated restarts, i.e., when the size of the deflation space is zero,
fGMRES-DR is equivalent to GCR, and both converge at the same speed. We can see
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the slowdown of the GCR convergence after restarts, due to the loss of (especially) the
approximation of the low modes. Keeping a few vectors with the smallest eigenvalues
after a restart (size of the deflation space > 0) gives a significant improvement, because
the slowdown in convergence is milder. Using beyond 16 deflation vectors does not
yield an additional speedup.
To conclude, fGMRES-DR shows better performance than GCR, however there is
an additional cost involved for the maintenance of the deflation space. We postpone
a conclusion to Sec. 3.6.4, which has a big influence on the optimal algorithm choice.
3.6.4 Parameter tuning part 3: Iteration count of the preconditioner
We consider the algorithm performance depending on the Jacobi iteration count j. An
initial consideration suggests that j = 1 gives an optimal total iteration count, but
we will see afterwards that this is not so for the algorithm performance in practice.
A decrease of the iteration count in the Jacobi method from j to j′ increases the
number of iterations in the outer Krylov space from o to o′.19 The fixed polynomial
approximation built by the Jacobi iteration is inferior to the optimal Krylov space
polynomial found by using GCR or GMRES. As a consequence, the product of the
iteration counts will decrease, i.e., o′j′ < oj (assuming there is no restart), favoring a
low or minimal (j = 1) Jacobi iteration count. Naively the total work depends only
on oj, but in fact this is not so due to two crucial points:
• As discussed in Sec. 3.6.5, the iterations in the preconditioner can (and should)
be done in low precision, i.e., they are much cheaper than outer iterations.
• For large o, memory limitations and exploding cost for the basis orthogonaliza-
tion typically require restarting the outer iteration. The restarted GCR algo-
rithm often shows poor performance, which could be avoided by increasing j
or by paying for some additional overhead to use deflated restarts with, e.g.,
fGMRES-DR. One example of this negative effect can be seen in Fig. 3.8: for
j = 16, the restart after 48 GCR iterations stops the super-linear convergence.20
After the restart it takes many iterations to get back to the quick convergence.
For small j we never enter the region of super-linear convergence, because the
restart comes too early.
Furthermore, the Jacobi iteration does not rely on global dot-products and thus re-
duces negative effects of network latencies on parallel machines.
We give an example of a numerical test in Fig. 3.8, which shows the convergence of
the GCR algorithm depending on j. More detailed data can be found in Table 3.5. For
small j (in this case j = 1, 2, 4, 8) the convergence is very slow and we need to restart
the GCR algorithm many times. For j = 8 the convergence is still slow, but we start
to see an acceleration of the convergence slightly before the restart. This super-linear
19Under the assumption that the preconditioner does not diverge.
20Super-linear convergence is a property of Krylov methods, but restarts can destroy this favorable
feature.
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Figure 3.8: GCR convergence depending on iteration count j of the Neumann-Neumann
preconditioner with 84 blocks. The configuration is 323 × 64 at κsea = 0.13632 with κval =
0.13645. Dots on the lines are drawn only on every 4th data point for clarity. The dashed
vertical lines indicate the restarts of the GCR algorithm, after 48 iterations. For j = 8, 16, 32
the dashed lines show the convergence without restart, which were obtained on a machine with
more memory.
convergence of GCR is however heavily disturbed by the restarts. For j = 16 the
super-linear convergence sets in sufficiently long before a restart, which leads to a big
overall speedup — compared to j = 8, the increase of j by a factor of two led to a
decrease of o by a factor of three. However we still need to restart the algorithm once,
so even larger j might be beneficial. For j = 32 the convergence is faster, but not
by a factor of two — the convergence of the preconditioner is not good enough, due
to the suboptimal polynomial — and we still have to do one restart. We can further
increase j to 48 which makes the convergence fast enough for GCR without restart,
and the overall performance is better than for j = 32. However, it is significantly
worse than for j = 16. A further increase to j = 64 confirms that the Jacobi iteration
is nearly stagnating — the difference to j = 48 is only marginal. The plot also shows
the convergence without restarts for j = 8, 16, 32, which can be obtained on machines
with more memory. We see the dramatic influence of the restarts for j = 8. In the
other cases the effect is smaller.
Our conclusions, which also confirm our expectations given earlier, are:
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• In this and many other cases j can be chosen large enough to allow for GCR
without restarts, however this is not automatically optimal.
• Large j can be severely hampered by the suboptimal Jacobi polynomial. Increas-
ing j is beneficial mainly if the number of GCR restarts is reduced significantly.
• Such a significant reduction can be achieved by choosing j such that we enter
the region of super-linear convergence long before a restart.21
• Choosing j even larger does not pay off.
• For this case with a restart after 48 iterations, j = 16 is optimal.22
A comparison of the results in this section with Sec. 3.6.3 raises the question whether
one should use fGMRES-DR to alleviate the negative effects of the restarts, or just
increase the work in the preconditioner by increasing j, such that no or very few
restarts are necessary, without suffering too much from the bad Jacobi polynomial
approximation. As usual the answer depends a lot on the problem. If the problems
are very “hard”, i.e., such that the convergence of GCR is poor, increasing j sufficiently
might not be feasible. Ultimately the convergence of the preconditioner stagnates, so
increasing j only increases the cost but not the convergence speed. Thus we cannot
make the preconditioner better, resulting in the necessity of more GCR iterations.
This will require to use an algorithm with restarts and fGMRES-DR will pay off.
3.6.5 Parameter tuning part 4: Precision of block inversions in the
preconditioner
1. Precision of the inversions of AII in the preconditioner
For j > 1 we have to apply S (which involves A−1II ) in the preconditioner. Typ-
ically this is a major contributor to the total algorithmic cost, so one should
carefully optimize this part. The stopping criterium of the iterative inversions
of A−1II is based on the relative residual norm.
23 In the preconditioner it is not
necessary to iterate until reaching (nearly) machine precision. It turns out that
surprisingly low accuracy is sufficient: at εprec.
A−1II
= 10−2 the outer iteration count
is almost the same as for εprec.
A−1II
= 10−14, but with a large reduction in the total
cost. Going to larger error (εprec.
A−1II
= 10−1 or larger) will significantly worsen the
outer iteration count and therefore does not pay off in our experience.
2. Precision of the inversions of S(i) in the preconditioner
The preconditioner is based on the inversion of the subdomain Schur comple-
ments S(i). Here as well, an exact solve is not necessary. The negative effect
21As a consequence the optimal j depends on the restart size.
22We often test only power-of-two values for j. The true optimum will in general lie in between, but
a full optimization for every case is not feasible in practice. The optimum depends on the gauge
configuration, so all one can do is to guess or optimize j for one or a few configurations, assuming
that similar values are also nearly optimal for all other configurations.
23Stopping at a fixed iteration count (nprec.AII in this case) is also common, but not used in this analysis.
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κval = 0.13632
j o Dirac hop axpy local dotp dotp communication
2 298 408k [0.651] 175k [0.619] 115k [0.641] 7003 996 [0.700]
4 165 390k [0.795] 163k [0.772] 109k [0.788] 3878 1103 [0.850]
8 85 368k [0.885] 152k [0.870] 103k [0.881] 1998 1137 [0.924]
16 40 333k [0.937] 137k [0.929] 93k [0.935] 940 1070 [0.962]
32 24 382k [0.965] 156k [0.960] 106k [0.963] 564 1284 [0.981]
κval = 0.13640
j o Dirac hop axpy local dotp dotp communication
2 548 756k [0.654] 324k [0.622] 213k [0.645] 12878 1831 [0.700]
4 284 671k [0.797] 282k [0.773] 188k [0.790] 6674 1898 [0.850]
8 142 620k [0.888] 257k [0.874] 173k [0.884] 3337 1898 [0.925]
16 61 514k [0.940] 211k [0.932] 143k [0.937] 1434 1631 [0.962]
32 39 624k [0.967] 255k [0.962] 173k [0.966] 916 2085 [0.981]
κval = 0.13645
j o Dirac hop axpy local dotp dotp communication
2 1282 1761k [0.653] 755k [0.621] 496k [0.644] 30127 4283 [0.700]
4 609 1445k [0.799] 606k [0.775] 404k [0.792] 14312 4069 [0.850]
8 279 1221k [0.890] 505k [0.875] 340k [0.886] 6556 3728 [0.925]
16 92 778k [0.941] 319k [0.933] 216k [0.938] 2162 2459 [0.962]
32 70 1122k [0.968] 458k [0.964] 312k [0.967] 1645 3742 [0.981]
48 42 1014k [0.978] 413k [0.975] 281k [0.977] 987 3368 [0.987]
64 38 1215k [0.983] 495k [0.981] 337k [0.983] 893 4062 [0.990]
Table 3.5: GCR iteration count o for three different valence quark masses, depending on the
iteration count j of the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner. The algorithm parameters are as
in Fig. 3.8. Additional columns give the resulting algorithmic cost.
on the outer iteration count is smaller than discussed in item 1. We find that
requesting a relative residual norm of ε
S(i)
−1 = 10−1 or even ε
S(i)
−1 = 0.2 and
ε
S(i)
−1 = 0.4 works and pays off in the end.
Note that we observed some instabilities of the Neumann Neumann preconditioner,
partially related to low precision. See Sec. 3.6.8 for details.
3.6.6 Multiple right-hand sides block inversions
For computing the Schur complement S and the inverse of the subdomain Schur com-
plements S(i) we need the inverse of AII and A
(i). These matrices are rather small but
still too large for an efficient handling of an explicit inverse, so the inversions are done
iteratively for each right-hand side. The condition number is quite good (low modes
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are spread out over large fractions of the volume and thus do not exist on the small
blocks), so the convergence of the employed Krylov inverters is quick.24 Nevertheless
these inversions are the major contribution to the total algorithmic cost. As the matri-
ces are fixed for all outer iterations and only the right-hand sides change we are dealing
with a sequential multiple right-hand sides problem. We can try to improve the total
performance by sharing or reusing information from solves with different right-hand
sides.
Typical methods deflate the matrix (by using information about the small eigenvec-
tors) or augment the Krylov space for the current right-hand side with information
gained while solving the linear system with an earlier right-hand side. We tested a
method of the latter type proposed in Ref. [53]. There, GMRES with deflated restarts
is used for solving with the first right-hand side to obtain a deflation basis. These
approximate eigenvectors are then used to augment the Krylov space for all other
right-hand sides. This improves the iteration count, but in our case only by 10% to
20%, which does not balance the additional cost of GMRES-DR over BiCGstab. One
reason for the small effect becomes apparent when we consider again Fig. 3.6: the
eigenvalues of the blocks are already well separated from zero and lie in a dense bulk.
Deflating a few of them has no large impact on the condition number, so the O(10)
approximate eigenvectors we obtain from GMRES-DR will not lead to a big effect on
the inverter.
We conclude that multiple right-hand sides methods are not useful for the Schur
complement algorithm, unless new ideas lead to a significant improvement over the
tested Ansatz.
3.6.7 Lowered kappa preconditioner
As a possible modification of the preconditioner we consider using a different κ = κprec
in the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner, keeping the target κ only in the non-
preconditioner part. The correct physical result will not be changed, since a mod-
ification in the preconditioner will not change the result of the outer inversion — only
the path of convergence is modified. The motivation for this modification is the rather
bad convergence of the Jacobi iteration at high κ close to κphys, due to low modes of
the Dirac operator. If we use a slightly smaller κprec, these low modes will be lifted and
the convergence rate will improve. Since the low modes are approximated badly by the
preconditioner anyway, the shift does not have a severe negative influence on the result
of the preconditioner. For the high modes the changed κprec will only lead to a small
relative change. We can hope that the result is still close enough to the desired one,
such that the preconditioner not only converges but still serves as a preconditioner for
the right problem, i.e., for κ of the outer inverter.
Our tests indicate that this method works, giving a slight improvement at no addi-
tional cost. We give examples for three different values of κval in Figs. 3.9, 3.10, and
3.11. We observe a minimum in the number of, e.g., computed Dirac operator diag-
24The blocking serves as an infrared cutoff, as discussed in Sec. 3.6.2.
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Figure 3.9: Influence of modified κ = κprec in the preconditioner with 8
4 blocks and GCR as
outer inverter. The configuration is 323 × 64 at κval = κsea = 0.13632. Choosing κprec < κval
can give a slight improvement.
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Figure 3.10: As Fig. 3.9 but at κval = 0.13640. Choosing κprec < κval gives a considerable
improvement in a rather wide region. For small iteration count j of the Neumann-Neumann
preconditioner the effect is negligible or non-existent. Choosing κprec < κval changes the
optimal j. For κprec = κval j = 16 is optimal, while at the observed minimum in the plot at
κprec = 0.1363 j = 32 is optimal. The gain is about 17%.
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Figure 3.11: As Fig. 3.9 but at κval = 0.13645, which is near the physical value. Choosing
κprec < κval gives a considerable improvement in a wide region. For small iteration count j of
the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner the effect is negligible or non-existent. For j = 32 we
observe an improvement by more than a factor of two. However, choosing κprec < κval changes
the optimal j. For κprec = κval j = 16 is optimal, while at the observed minimum in the plot
at κprec = 0.13629 j = 32 is optimal. The gain is about 34%.
onal terms at κprec < κval. This is due to a reduced outer iteration count, stemming
from an improved convergence speed of the preconditioner. The change for the inner
iterations (not given in the plot) is marginal, which agrees with the expectation: given
that the low modes are cut off by the blocks, the small shift in the spectrum of the
blocks away from zero has no effect. The change of the condition number is minor,
resulting in only a small change for the block convergence.
At κval = 0.13632 the improvement is only minor, indicating that the convergence
of the preconditioner is still quite good in this case, but when going to lighter quarks,
e.g., to κval = 0.13645, the gain is 34%. If the shift of κprec is too large the iteration
count starts rising again, because ultimately the preconditioner will converge to the
wrong point, keeping the outer inverter from converging. It is interesting to note
that the optimal number of iterations j in the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner
depends on κprec, favoring higher j for lower values. This can be explained by the
bad convergence of the Jacobi iteration in the preconditioner at high κprec. After a
small number of iterations the divergence of the Jacobi iteration outweighs the gain by
the inherent smoothing (or further smoothing is inefficient, even if the iteration does
not diverge), so any further work in the preconditioner is wasted and should rather
be invested in more iterations of the outer inverter (making each of these iterations
cheaper, with a low j). If we now lower κprec this stagnation occurs later, at a larger
j. Since in general iterations in the preconditioner are cheaper, it is beneficial to do
more iterations, lowering the outer iteration count.
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We can conclude that lowering κ in the preconditioner can give a worthwhile im-
provement in the total algorithmic cost of up to 30% or more. We see these big benefits
only for small quark masses near or at the physical values. The implementation is triv-
ial and no additional cost is added to the algorithm. The parameter κprec must be
optimized, but this is not critical, as the wide minimum makes the tuning easy.
In cases where the preconditioner diverges at κprec = κval (leading to a stagnation
of the outer inverter) the use of κprec < κval can make the outer inverter convergent.
Thus, lowering κprec would not only yield a speedup, but would rescue an algorithm
which would otherwise fail to converge. However, it is a priori not clear if such a sweet
spot exists: in principle the preconditioner could be divergent for all values of κprec
close to κval, and converge only for κprec  κval, where it converges to a point far
from the correct one and thus does not serve as a good preconditioner for the outer
inversion.
3.6.8 Dependence on configuration
The benchmarks done so far were only for a single gauge configuration. To ensure
a realistic evaluation of the algorithm performance we performed tests on 16 config-
urations from the same Markov chain. The configurations are separated by 50 or
100 trajectories, so we can expect that the correlations are low. For this test we use
fGMRES-DR(24,8) with NNp(4,10−1,10−2), unless stated otherwise. We give detailed
results for various κ, since the behavior is partially erratic and worse than expected
from the tests in the previous sections.
In Fig. 3.12 we show the convergence of fGMRES-DR for κ = 0.13632. The conver-
gence speed is similar for all but configuration 1451. For this configuration the outer
inverter stagnates. The reason is that the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner diverges
in some cases. Increasing the precision of the local inversions in the preconditioner
makes the divergence worse, leading to an earlier stagnation of GMRES. For a different
source (right-hand side) the stagnation occurs as well, but later. Before we attempt
an interpretation we first consider other values of κ.
For κ = 0.13640, shown in Fig. 3.13, all inversions converge, including configuration
1451. For κ = 0.13645, shown in Fig. 3.14, there are two configuration that lead to
stagnation of GMRES, 1351 and 1451. In both cases, however, increasing the precision
in the preconditioner leads to convergence of GMRES. That is, the stagnation is an
artifact of a bad approximation in the preconditioner. For κ = 0.13650, shown in
Fig. 3.15, the behavior is very similar to that for κ = 0.13645.
The conclusion is that the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner is unstable: for some
gauge configurations it can diverge, even for comparably “easy” values of κ (0.13632
in our case). This is not due to a low precision approximation on the blocks, and must
therefore be a property of the Schur complement arising from the non-overlapping do-
main decomposition, or from the local approximation done in the Neumann-Neumann
preconditioner as introduced in Sec. 3.4. There are two possible explanations:
1. The subdomain Schur complements S(i) used in the Neumann-Neumann precon-
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Figure 3.12: Convergence of fGMRES-DR(24,8) for the Schur complement, preconditioned
with NNp(4,10−1,10−2), for 16 different configurations at κ = 0.13632.
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Figure 3.13: Convergence of fGMRES-DR(24,8) for the Schur complement, preconditioned
with NNp(4,10−1,10−2), for 16 different configurations at κ = 0.13640.
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Figure 3.14: Convergence of fGMRES-DR(24,8) for the Schur complement, preconditioned
with NNp(4,10−1,10−2), for 16 different configurations at κ = 0.13645.
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Figure 3.15: Convergence of fGMRES-DR(24,8) for the Schur complement, preconditioned
with NNp(4,10−1,10−2), for 16 different configurations at κ = 0.13650.
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Figure 3.16: Convergence of fGMRES-DR(24,8) for the Schur complement, preconditioned
with NNp(4,10−2,10−4), for configuration 1451 at κ = 0.13632. We show results for different
regularization parameters in the inversion of the subdomain Schur complements S(i).
ditioner can be singular, see, e.g., Sec. 3.7.1 of Ref. [50]. In our case we did not
observe instabilities or rising iteration counts for these inversion. We check the
influence of a regularization parameter δ for S(i) — a constant term added on
the diagonal — which would remove potential singularities.25 The result is given
in Fig. 3.16.26 Without regularization (δ = 0) GMRES stagnates at a relative
residual norm of ε ≈ 0.01, and similarly for small regularization δ = 10−5 and
δ = 10−4. For δ = 10−3 GMRES converges initially, but stagnates at ε = 10−11,
so δ is still too small. At δ = 10−2 and δ = 0.1 we obtain a convergent outer
inverter, at an iteration count similar to that of the “well-behaved” configura-
tions in Fig. 3.12, so the regularization works. However, if we further increase
δ to 1.0 the convergence is significantly slowed down. The conclusion is that
the regularization works well, however it is unclear whether tuning δ is feasible
in practice, since the window where it yields good results is rather small. Pre-
sumably a pseudo-inverse would yield better results, but these tend to be more
expensive to compute than an regular inversion with a Krylov method.
2. The spectrum of the Schur complement S differs from that of the original op-
erator: usually it has a better condition number, but since we are not aware
of known bounds for the Wilson operator, we cannot exclude a deterioration.
This could lead to a divergence of the Jacobi iteration in the preconditioner.
As a consequence we cannot use j > 1 if we demand stable behavior. For
25Note that this is different from lowering κ in the preconditioner, described in Sec. 3.6.7: there not
only S(i) is modified, but also S in the preconditioner.
26To simplify the implementation of the regularization we do not use even/odd preconditioning for
the inverse of S(i) in this plot. This should have no significant influence on the outer inverter.
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of the Schur method with the Schwarz method at κ = 0.13632. We
use fGMRES-DR(24,8), Schur method with NNp(4,10−1,10−2), Schwarz method with s = 4
iterations and precision ε = 10−1 for the subdomain problems. To visualize and compare
the configuration dependence of both methods the dotted line gives the result of the Schwarz
method with minimal overlap scaled by an (arbitrary) factor of 4.
j = 1 fGMRES-DR converges nicely for all configurations in our example at
κ = 0.13632. However at large κ the convergence becomes so slow that the
frequent restarts prohibit convergence. Additionally, for j = 1 a big fraction of
work is outside the preconditioner, where we have to compute S to high preci-
sion:27 since S contains a local inversion it cannot be considered cheap, so j = 1
is very unfavorable (this is in contrast to an inversion of the Wilson operator in
the case of Schwarz methods: since the operator itself is cheap, even for only
one Schwarz iteration in the preconditioner a large fraction of the computation
is part of the preconditioner).
3.6.9 Comparison with Schwarz methods
A generic comparison of the algorithm performance of the Schur complement algorithm
and other inverters is impossible. The true performance will strongly depend on the
27Since we use ε
A−1
II
 εprec.
A−1
II
a preconditioner iteration is much cheaper than an outer iteration.
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Figure 3.18: As Fig. 3.17, but at κ = 0.13640.
physical parameters and the target architecture. Here we want to compare with the
Schwarz methods from Ch. 1. In that case a comparison is more feasible, since both
algorithms are based on domain decomposition and involve local inversions. Thus also
the amount of communication and global dot-products is of similar order and we can
base a comparison on the number of calls to the Wilson operator.
We use data obtained for 16 configurations, as discussed in Sec. 1.4.2 for the Schwarz
method and in Sec. 3.6.8 for the Schur method. In Fig. 3.17 to Fig. 3.20 we plot the
number of computed diagonal Wilson Clover terms (per site) for convergence to a
relative residual norm of ε = 10−12 for κ = 0.13632, κ = 0.13640, κ = 0.13645, and
κ = 0.13650.28 The number of Wilson hopping terms is roughly proportional to the
number of diagonal terms.29
We observe several things: (1) Typically the Schur method is 4 times as expensive
as the Schwarz method. (2) The cost of the Schwarz method and the Schur method
are correlated: cheap/expensive configurations for the Schwarz method typically are
also cheap/expensive for the Schur method. This is the expected behavior, given that
the spectra of the Schur complement and the original operator are related. (3) For the
Schur complement there are larger relative differences in the inversion cost for different
28Some data points are missing since there was no convergence with the default parameter choice.
29Since the boundaries cut off some of the links there is no exact proportionality.
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Figure 3.19: As Fig. 3.17, but at κ = 0.13645.
configurations than for the Schwarz method, i.e., the Schur method appears to be less
stable.
3.7 Conclusions
In this chapter we have introduced and discussed an inverter for the Dirac operator
based on the Schur complement of a non-overlapping domain decomposition of the
four-dimensional volume. The method originates from finite-element discretizations
and we showed how it can be employed for the finite-difference discretization of the
Dirac operator. We also introduced and discussed the Neumann-Neumann precondi-
tioner. We gave an ample study of the convergence of this Schur complement inverter
with the preconditioner. The algorithm performance depends on parameters, but our
systematic study showed that this dependence is quite well understood and under con-
trol, so a choice of near-optimal parameters should not be a big obstacle in practice.
However, the convergence of the preconditioner is not stable for all configurations:
sporadically some configurations lead to strong divergences for certain values of κ.
These divergences are in contrast to those where a slow divergence sets in when κ
is increased (independently of the configuration), as observed in both the Neumann-
Neumann preconditioner and the Schwarz methods (see, e.g., Fig. 1.8b). These “sys-
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Figure 3.20: As Fig. 3.17, but at κ = 0.13650.
tematic” divergences have to be distinguished from the aforementioned strong diver-
gence. As a consequence the Schur method is unpredictable (at least with our current
knowledge): while the behavior seems systematic and well controlled for most config-
urations, there are cases where it completely fails. We thus have to conclude that the
Schur method with Neumann-Neumann preconditioner is not viable for QCD, unless
we understand and control the divergences, e.g., by a suitable pseudo-inverse of the
subdomain Schur complements.
Apart from that, like other domain decomposition algorithms, the Schur method is
well-suited for parallel computers due to the local inversions of the blocks, which make
up the major part of the algorithm. This is similar to the Schwarz method. Other
algorithms such as conjugate gradient severely suffer from limitations by the network.
The raw algorithmic cost of the Schur method — neglecting any differences in pos-
sible code optimization for a specific machine — is considerably higher than for the
Schwarz method and for Krylov inversions without preconditioners. The latter might
still be outperformed, because of the aforementioned better suitability of the Schur
method for parallel computers. The former, however, is very similar in that respect,
and we are forced to conclude that the Schur method is inferior to Schwarz methods.
Additionally, the implementation is more complex and difficult than for the Schwarz
method.
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To close, we mention three options, which might improve the performance of the
Schur method, and discuss why we did not consider them in more detail.
1. The reason for the slow convergence of the algorithm is the condition number of
the Schur complement S. While it is improved with respect to the Dirac oper-
ator, it is still far from satisfactory. One can try to use very large blocks and
hope that the condition number of S is better — in a preliminary test we did
not see a sufficient improvement, however. Since the blocks are very large the
block inverters will converge slowly, so one can apply the block decomposition
recursively, i.e., invert each of the blocks with the Schur method as well. Such a
recursive algorithm could also be worthwhile for the arising computing architec-
tures with more than one level, like the Intel MIC architecture. For example, in
a cluster with many MICs, each MIC could hold one large block, and each core
or thread on a MIC holds one of the small blocks that make up the large blocks.
The same approach is of course also possible for the Schwarz method.
2. As discussed in Sec. 3.6.6, the main contributors to the algorithmic cost are
the block inversions, which are repeated many times with the same matrix but
different right-hand sides. We believe this is the most promising starting point for
an improvement. However, if such an improvement is found it will automatically
work for the Schwarz methods as well, which also suffer from expensive block
inversions. That is, the Schur method would still be inferior.
3. Coarse grids or inexact deflation are certainly a way to improve the Schur
method. Here as well, however, the Schwarz methods (or multigrid methods)
profit to a similar extent.
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Sign function and overlap operator
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Chapter 4
A Nested Krylov subspace method to
compute the sign function of large
complex matrices
We present an acceleration of the well-established Krylov-Ritz methods to compute the
sign function of large complex matrices, as needed in lattice QCD simulations involv-
ing the overlap Dirac operator at both zero and nonzero baryon density. Krylov-Ritz
methods approximate the sign function using a projection on a Krylov subspace. To
achieve a high accuracy this subspace must be taken quite large, which makes the method
too costly. The new idea is to make a further projection on an even smaller, nested
Krylov subspace. If additionally an intermediate preconditioning step is applied, this
projection can be performed without affecting the accuracy of the approximation, and a
substantial gain in efficiency is achieved for both Hermitian and non-Hermitian matri-
ces. The numerical efficiency of the method is demonstrated on lattice configurations
of sizes ranging from 44 to 104, and the new results are compared with those obtained
with rational approximation methods.
4.1 Introduction
In quantum chromodynamics (QCD) some physical observables rely on the chiral prop-
erties of the theory. To study such observables in a lattice formulation of QCD it is
important to discretize the Dirac operator such that it respects the corresponding
chiral symmetry. This is most faithfully achieved using the overlap Dirac operator
[54, 55]. To study QCD at nonzero baryon density the overlap formulation was re-
cently extended to include a quark chemical potential [8, 9]. A major ingredient in the
overlap operator, which makes its use very challenging, is the computation of the sign
function of a complex matrix, which is Hermitian at zero baryon density, but becomes
non-Hermitian when a quark chemical potential is introduced.
The search for efficient numerical methods to compute the sign function for the
large sparse matrices encountered in this context is an ongoing field of research. Typ-
ically, Krylov subspace methods are employed to evaluate the operation of a matrix
function on an arbitrary vector. We distinguish two main variants: the Krylov-Ritz
approximation, which evaluates the function via a projection on the Krylov subspace,
and the rational approximation, where the function is first approximated by a partial
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fraction expansion, which is then efficiently solved using a multi-shift Krylov subspace
inverter.
In the Hermitian case efficient rational approximation methods for the sign function
have been devised [57, 76] and are currently being used in large scale lattice simu-
lations. The current method of choice uses the Zolotarev partial fraction expansion
[76, 12, 40], which yields the optimal rational approximation to the sign function over
a real interval [82], in conjunction with a multi-shift conjugate gradient inversion. For
non-Hermitian matrices, which occur in the presence of a quark chemical potential,
Krylov subspace approximations to the sign function are relatively new and still un-
der development. Recently, partial fraction expansion methods using the Neuberger
expansion [57] with non-Hermitian multi-shift inverters were proposed [4].
The Krylov-Ritz approximation, which we discuss in this paper, is based on the
construction of a Krylov basis and its accompanying Ritz matrix. Depending on the
algorithm used to construct the basis we distinguish between the Lanczos approxi-
mation in the Hermitian case [76], and the Arnoldi approximation [6] or two-sided
Lanczos approximation [5] in the non-Hermitian case. The latter clearly yields the
more efficient function approximation for non-Hermitian matrices [5]. In the Krylov-
Ritz approximation the large complex matrix is projected on the Krylov subspace, and
its sign function is approximated by lifting the sign function of its projected image
(Ritz matrix) back to the original space. The latter sign function is computed to high
accuracy using the spectral definition of a matrix function or using a matrix-iterative
method. When a large Krylov subspace is needed to reach the desired accuracy, the
computation of this matrix sign function becomes a bottleneck for the algorithm.
Herein we will introduce an enhancement of the Krylov-Ritz approximation method
which substantially reduces the cost of this internal sign computation and boosts the
efficiency of the overall method, such that it competes with, and even surpasses, the
rational function approximation in both the Hermitian and non-Hermitian case. The
dramatic reduction in computation time is achieved by projecting the Ritz matrix on
an even smaller, nested Krylov subspace, after performing a suitable preconditioning
step first. The desired sign function is then computed via the sign function of the inner
Ritz matrix, which yields the same accuracy as the original Krylov-Ritz approximation.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. 4.2 we introduce the overlap operator
and the matrix sign function. In Sec. 4.3 we show how the matrix function of large ma-
trices is computed using Krylov-Ritz approximation methods. In Sec. 4.4 we introduce
the nested Krylov subspace method, which substantially enhances the efficiency of the
Krylov-Ritz approximation to the sign function. We study its convergence properties
and present numerical results for various lattice sizes, including a comparison with
rational approximation methods. Finally, our conclusions are given in Sec. 4.5. For
completeness we have added some algorithms in Appendix C.
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4.2 Overlap operator and the matrix sign function
Our motivation to develop numerical algorithms to compute the matrix sign function
of large, sparse, complex matrices comes from its application in lattice quantum chro-
modynamics (LQCD). The overlap formulation of the Dirac operator [54, 55], which
ensures that chiral symmetry is preserved in LQCD, is given in terms of the matrix
sign function [58], and its definition in the presence of a quark chemical potential µ
[8] is given by
Dov(µ) = 1 + γ5 sgn(γ5Dw(µ)), (4.1)
where 1 denotes the identity matrix, γ5 = γ1γ2γ3γ4 with γ1, . . . , γ4 the Dirac gamma
matrices in Euclidean space, sgn is the matrix sign function, and
Dw(µ) = 1− κ
3∑
i=1
(T+i + T
−
i )− κ(eµT+4 + e−µT−4 ) (4.2)
is the Wilson Dirac operator at nonzero chemical potential [35] with (T±ν )yx = (1 ±
γν)Ux,±νδy,x±νˆ , κ = 1/(8 + 2mw), mw ∈ (−2, 0) and Ux,±ν ∈ SU(3), where Ux,−ν =
U †x−νˆ,+ν . The exponential factors e±µ implement the quark chemical potential on the
lattice. For µ = 0 the argument of the sign function is Hermitian, while for µ 6= 0 it
is non-Hermitian. To compute the overlap operator we need to define the matrix sign
function for a general complex matrix A of dimension n. A generic matrix function
f(A) can be defined by
f(A) =
1
2pii
∮
Γ
f(z)(zI −A)−1dz, (4.3)
where Γ is a collection of contours in C such that f is analytic inside and on Γ and
such that Γ encloses the spectrum of A. If A is diagonalizable, i.e., A = UΛU−1, with
diagonal eigenvalue matrix Λ = diag(λ1, . . . , λn) and U ∈ Gl(n,C), then this general
definition can be simplified to the well-known spectral form
f(A) = Uf(Λ)U−1, (4.4)
with
f(Λ) = diag (f(λ1), . . . , f(λn)) . (4.5)
If A cannot be diagonalized, a spectral definition of f(A) can still be derived using the
Jordan decomposition [30]. For simplicity, but without loss of generality, we assume
diagonalizability in the following. For Hermitian A the eigenvalues are real and their
sign is defined by sgn(x) = ±1 for x ≷ 0 with x ∈ R, such that Eq. (4.4) readily defines
the matrix sign function. For non-Hermitian A the eigenvalues are complex and require
a definition of sgn(z) for z ∈ C. The sign function needs to satisfy (sgn(z))2 = 1 and
reproduce the usual sgn(x) for real x. We define
sgn(z) =
z√
z2
= sgn (Re(z)) , (4.6)
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where the cut of the square root is chosen along the negative real axis. This choice,
although not unique, gives the correct physical result for the overlap Dirac operator
in Eq. (4.1) (see Ref. [9]).
4.3 Krylov-Ritz approximations for matrix functions
Since we aim at problems with large matrices, as is the case in LQCD, memory and
computing power limitations require sophisticated methods to deal with the sign func-
tion. For a matrix A of large dimension n the common approach is not to compute
f(A) but rather its action on a vector, i.e., y = f(A)x, which is needed by itera-
tive inverters to compute f(A)−1b or by iterative eigenvalues solvers for f(A). The
Krylov-Ritz method approximates the resulting vector in the Krylov subspace
Kk(A, x) ≡ span(x,Ax,A2x, . . . , Ak−1x) (4.7)
of Cn, implicitly making a polynomial approximation of degree k − 1 to f(A). The
optimal approximation to y in this subspace is its orthogonal projection y⊥k . For
Vk = (v1, . . . , vk), where the vi form an orthonormal basis of Kk(A, x), an orthogonal
projector is given by P = VkV
†
k , and we have
y = f(A)x ≈ y⊥k = Pf(A)x. (4.8)
However, to compute this projection on the Krylov subspace we already need y, which
is the quantity we wanted to determine in the first place. Thus, we need to replace
this exact projection by an approximation. To reduce the large dimensionality of the
problem one typically projects A on the Krylov subspace using Ak ≡ PAP . The
projected matrix Ak has dimension n but rank at most k. The k-dimensional image of
the projected matrix Ak is defined by the matrix Hk = V
†
kAVk, which is often referred
to as Ritz matrix. The components of Hk are the projection coefficients of Ak in the
basis Vk, as Ak and Hk are related by Ak = VkHkV
†
k (in analogy to the vector case).
The Krylov-Ritz approximation [26, 64] to f(A) consists in taking the function of
the Ritz matrix Hk and lifting it back to the full n-dimensional space,
f(A) ≈ Vkf(Hk)V †k . (4.9)
This approximation actually replaces the polynomial interpolating f at the eigenvalues
of A by the polynomial interpolating f at the eigenvalues of Hk, also called Ritz values
[64]. Substituting the approximation (4.9) in f(A)x yields
y ≈ Vkf(Hk)V †k x = |x|Vkf(Hk)e(k)1 , (4.10)
where we choose v1 collinear with x, i.e., v1 = Vke
(k)
1 ≡ x/|x|, with e(k)1 the first
unit vector of Ck. To evaluate the approximation (4.10) we do not need to perform
the matrix multiplications of Eq. (4.9) explicitly. First, one computes the function
f(Hk) of the k-dimensional Ritz matrix to high accuracy, using the spectral definition
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(4.4) or a matrix-iterative method. Then, the final approximation is simply a linear
combination of the basis vectors vi, with coefficients given by the first column of f(Hk)
multiplied with |x|.
The Krylov-Ritz approximation described above uses an orthonormal basis of the
Krylov subspace Kk(A, x). For the Hermitian case such a basis can efficiently be
constructed using the Lanczos algorithm, which we listed in C.1 for completeness. It
generates an orthonormal basis and a tridiagonal symmetric Hk using a three-term
recurrence relation. The non-Hermitian case is more laborious as the construction of
an orthonormal basis is typically performed using the Arnoldi algorithm, which suffers
from long recurrences as each basis vector has to be orthogonalized with respect to
all the previous ones. The two-sided Lanczos algorithm is a suitable alternative [5]
which uses two three-term recurrences to construct bases Vk = (v1, . . . , vk) and Wk =
(w1, . . . wk) of the right, respectively left, Krylov subspaces Kk(A, x) and Kk(A†, x),
which are biorthonormal, i.e., v†iwj = δij (see C.2 for a listing of the algorithm).
The lack of orthogonality of the basis Vk prevents the construction of the orthogonal
projector needed for the Krylov-Ritz function approximation (4.9). Nevertheless, the
biorthonormality between Vk and Wk can be used to construct an oblique projector
P = VkW
†
k on the right Krylov subspace. The oblique projection of A is Ak = PAP
and its k-dimensional image is defined by Hk = W
†
kAVk, which we call two-sided
Ritz matrix, such that Ak = VkHkW
†
k . The matrix Hk generated by the two-sided
Lanczos algorithm is tridiagonal. The two-sided Krylov-Ritz approximation to f(A)
then consists in taking the matrix function of Hk and lifting it back to the original
space,
f(A) ≈ Vkf(Hk)W †k . (4.11)
After applying this approximation of f(A) to x we find an expression which is similar
to Eq. (4.10),
y ≈ Vkf(Hk)W †kx = |x|Vkf(Hk)e(k)1 , (4.12)
where the last step assumes that v1 = Vke
(k)
1 ≡ x/|x|. The price paid to achieve short
recurrences in the non-Hermitian case is the loss of orthogonality of the projection
on the Krylov subspace, which translates in a somewhat lower accuracy of the two-
sided Lanczos approximation compared to the Arnoldi approximation, for equal Krylov
subspace sizes. Nevertheless, the large gain in speed makes it by far the more efficient
method [5].
In the case where f is the sign function, the approximations (4.10) and (4.12) require
the computation of sgn(Hk). Although it could be computed directly with the spectral
definition (4.4), matrix-iterative methods are often cheaper for medium sized matrices.
We choose to employ the Roberts-Higham iteration (RHi) [62]: Set S0 = Hk and
compute
Sn+1 =
1
2
(Sn + S
−1
n ). (4.13)
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This iteration converges quadratically to sgn(Hk), if the sign function for complex
arguments is defined by Eq. (4.6). The matrix inversion scales like k3 and so will
the RHi. For the QCD application considered here, typically 7 to 10 iterations are
necessary to converge within machine precision [6, 5].
The hope is that the Krylov-Ritz approximations (4.10) and (4.12) are accurate
for k  n. The method is known to work very well as long as no eigenvalues are
close to a function discontinuity. However, for the sign function this method suffers
from the sign discontinuity along the imaginary axis. If A has eigenvalues close to
this discontinuity the approximating polynomial must steeply change from −1 to +1
over a small interval to give an accurate approximation. This cannot be achieved
with a low order polynomial, i.e., the Krylov subspace must be large, which makes
the algorithm expensive. The common solution to this problem is to use deflation,
where the contribution of the eigencomponents associated to these critical eigenvalues
to the sign function is computed exactly.1 The Krylov subspace approximation is then
performed in a deflated space, i.e., the subspace where the directions along the critical
eigenvectors have been removed. We refer to the literature for details [6].
The convergence of the Krylov-Ritz approximations to the matrix sign function is
illustrated in Fig. 4.1: the Lanczos approximation for the Hermitian case on the left,
and the two-sided Lanczos approximation for the non-Hermitian case on the right. The
accuracy of the approximation cannot be determined by comparing to the exact value
sgn(A)x, as its evaluation by direct methods is too costly if A is large. To obtain
an estimate for the error, we compute x˜ ≈ sgn(A)2x (by applying the Krylov-Ritz
approximation twice in succession), which should equal x if the approximation to the
sign function were exact, and then take ε = |x˜ − x|/2|x| as a measure for the error.
This error estimate proved to be consistent with the true error obtained by comparing
the approximation to the exact solution for 44 and 64 lattices, and will therefore be
used for all lattice sizes. Here, and in all subsequent tests, we choose the test vector
x = (1, . . . , 1). As expected, the accuracy improves with increasing Krylov subspace
size k, and a larger deflation gap ∆, corresponding to a higher number of deflated
eigenvectors, leads to a faster convergence. For a given accuracy and equal deflation
gap, the subspace size k required for non-Hermitian A is larger than for Hermitian A.
To analyze the efficiency of the algorithm we briefly sketch the three major contribu-
tions to the total CPU time. For each matrix A the deflation requires the computation
of the critical eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors. The time needed by the
rest of the algorithm strongly depends on the eigenvalue gap, as the Krylov subspace
size can be reduced if the deflation gap is increased. As mentioned at the beginning
of this section, the product f(A)x is usually needed for many source vectors x, e.g.,
1In practice we deflated the eigenvalues with smallest modulus |λ| instead of those with smallest
absolute real part |Reλ|, as the former are more efficiently determined numerically, and both
choices yield almost identical deflations for the operator γ5Dw(µ) of Eq. (4.1). The reason for this
is that, as long as the chemical potential µ is not unusually large, the spectrum looks like a very
narrow bow-tie shaped strip along the real axis, and the sets of eigenvalues with smallest absolute
real parts and smallest magnitudes will nearly coincide. In the following we therefore define the
deflation gap ∆ as the largest deflated eigenvalue in magnitude, i.e., ∆ = max |λdefl|.
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Figure 4.1: Accuracy of the Krylov subspace approximation for y = sgn(A)x, where A is
γ5Dw(µ) for a 6
4 lattice (for a lattice volume V the matrix γ5Dw has dimension 12V , such
that dim(A) = 15552 here). Left pane: Hermitian case (µ = 0) using the Lanczos method,
right pane: non-Hermitian case with chemical potential µ = 0.3 using the two-sided Lanczos
method. The relative error ε is shown as a function of the Krylov subspace size k for different
deflation gaps ∆ (given in parenthesis).
as part of an iterative inversion. In this case the expensive deflation of A only needs
to be performed once in an initialization step, while the Krylov subspace part of the
algorithm will be repeated for each new vector x. For this reason we assume from now
on that an initial deflation has been performed and we will concentrate on the effi-
ciency of the Krylov subspace part of the algorithm. We discern two main components
in the Krylov-Ritz method: the construction of the Krylov basis using the Lanczos
or two-sided Lanczos algorithms, where the computation time grows linearly with the
subspace size k, and the RHi to compute sgn(Hk), which scales as k
3. Figure 4.2 illus-
trates these last two contributions. For high accuracy the Krylov subspace becomes
large such that the cost of the RHi dominates the total CPU time of the Krylov-Ritz
approximation and the method becomes too costly. In the following, the implementa-
tion of the Krylov-Ritz approximation for which sgn(Hk) is computed using Eq. (4.13)
will be referred to as non-nested method. In the next section we will present a nested
Krylov subspace method, which drastically reduces the cost to compute sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1
and vastly improves the overall efficiency of the Krylov-Ritz approximation.
4.4 Nested Krylov subspace method for the sign function
4.4.1 Nesting and preconditioning
We introduce a new method which speeds up the expensive computation of the vector
sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 required in the Krylov-Ritz approximations (4.10) and (4.12) to sgn(A)x.
The idea is to approximate this matrix-vector product by a further Krylov-Ritz ap-
proximation, using a second, nested Krylov subspace (specified below) of size `  k,
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Figure 4.2: CPU time t (in seconds) versus accuracy for an 84 lattice configuration in the
Hermitian case with deflation gap ∆ = 0.055 (left) and the non-Hermitian case with µ = 0.3
and deflation gap ∆ = 0.107 (right). The full line shows the total time required to compute
sgn(A)x, while the dashed line gives the time needed to construct the Krylov basis. The
difference between both lines represents the time taken by the RHi to compute sgn(Hk). The
irregular convergence pattern for the non-Hermitian case is a well-known feature of the two-
sided Lanczos algorithm.
i.e.,
sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 = V` sgn(H`)e
(`)
1 , (4.14)
where V` is the matrix containing the basis vectors of the inner Krylov subspace,
constructed with the Lanczos or two-sided Lanczos method, and H` is the inner Ritz
or two-sided Ritz matrix. The sgn(H`) is computed using the RHi on the inner Ritz
matrix H`. After substituting this result in Eq. (4.10) and (4.12) we get the nested
approximation
y ≈ |x|VkV` sgn(H`)e(`)1 (4.15)
to sgn(A)x. By introducing an additional Krylov subspace, the number of operations
necessary to compute sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 is reduced from O(k3) in the non-nested method to
O(`3) + O(k`). If ` k this will very much improve the efficiency of the Krylov-Ritz
approximation.
The obvious choice for the inner Krylov subspace is K`(Hk, e(k)1 ). However, it is easy
to see that approximations in this Krylov subspace will not improve the efficiency of
the method. The Ritz matrix H` of the Krylov subspace K`(Hk, e(k)1 ) will only contain
information coming from the `× ` upper left corner of Hk, because of the tridiagonal
nature of Hk and the sparseness of the source vector e
(k)
1 . This will effectively cut down
the size of the outer Krylov subspace from k to `, which will substantially worsen the
accuracy of the approximation if ` is chosen much smaller than k. Nonetheless, the
nested Krylov subspace method can be made to work efficiently if we perform an initial
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Figure 4.3: Mapping of the preconditioning step z′ = (pz + 1/pz)/2 for positive real eigen-
values and various values of p.
preconditioning step on the tridiagonal Ritz matrix, replacing2
Hk → H ′k =
1
2
[
pHk + (pHk)
−1] , (4.16)
with p a positive real number, and construct the approximation to sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 in the
Krylov subspace K`(H ′k, e(k)1 ). This alternate Krylov subspace can be used to compute
sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 because the transformation leaves the sign unchanged. To show this, we
note that both matrices have identical eigenvectors, as a matrix and its inverse share
the same eigenvectors, and that the sign of their eigenvalues satisfies
sgn
1
2
(
pz +
1
pz
)
= sgn Re
(
pz +
1
pz
)
= sgn Re
(
pz +
pz∗
|pz|2
)
= sgn
[(
1 +
1
|pz|2
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0
Re(pz)
]
= sgn (z) ,
(4.17)
where we used the definition (4.6). Hence, sgn(H ′k) = sgn(Hk) according to Eq. (4.4).
3
As Hk is tridiagonal the cost of its inversion, required in (4.16), is only of O(k).
Moreover, as the transformation increases the relative gap between the spectrum and
2The factor 1/2 is chosen for convenience. For p = 1 the transformation actually mimics the first
step of the RHi (4.13).
3If Hk is not diagonalizable, the equality can be shown by applying Eq. (4.17) to the integration
variable in the integral representation (4.3).
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the singularity along the imaginary axis (see below), we expect a clear gain in efficiency
for the inner Krylov-Ritz approximation, characterized by ` k.
For a Hermitian matrix the transformation induced by the preconditioning step is
illustrated in Fig. 4.3 for real positive eigenvalues (for negative values the graph would
be reflected with respect to the origin). The factor p is chosen to optimize the effect
of the transformation on the relative distance to the imaginary axis, which in the
Hermitian case corresponds to a minimization of the condition number. We examine
the condition number for the Hermitian case, assuming that the spectral support of Hk
is similar to that of the original matrix A, after deflation. As can be seen from Fig. 4.3,
after transformation the smallest eigenvalue (in absolute value) is z′min = 1, while the
largest will be given by the transform of either the smallest or largest eigenvalues of
Hk. The smallest condition number will be achieved when both values are identical,
i.e., for p satisfying4
1
2
(
pzmin +
1
pzmin
)
!
=
1
2
(
pzmax +
1
pzmax
)
⇒ popt =
√
1
zminzmax
, (4.18)
where zmin = min |z| and zmax = max |z|, for z in the spectrum of Hk, and the largest
transformed eigenvalue will be
z′max =
1
2
(√
zmax
zmin
+
√
zmin
zmax
)
≈ 1
2
√
zmax
zmin
. (4.19)
In the Hermitian case, the transformation (4.16) therefore reduces the condition num-
ber C by a factor
F = C
C ′
=
zmax
zmin
/
1
2
(√
zmax
zmin
+
√
zmin
zmax
)
≈ 2
√
zmax
zmin
. (4.20)
The effect of the preconditioning of the Ritz matrix for a typical spectrum of γ5Dw
in lattice QCD is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 for the Hermitian case. The top and bottom
graphs depict the spectra of Hk and H
′
k, respectively. The spectrum of the original
Ritz matrix has only a small gap at zero, while the gap for the transformed matrix is
large. In this example, the condition number is almost improved by a factor 20. In
general, the value of zmax for γ5Dw varies only slightly with the choice of the simulation
parameters and F will mainly depend on the deflation gap.
For the non-Hermitian case, let us assume that the complex spectrum is contained in
the circles C(−m, r)∪C(m, r), with real center m > 0 and radius r < m. The optimal
p, maximizing the relative distance from the imaginary axis for the transformed spec-
trum, is still given by Eq. (4.18) which now simplifies to popt = (m
2−r2)−1/2. For this
choice the transformed eigenvalues are contained in the circles C(−m′, r′) ∪ C(m′, r′)
with center m′ = (ms + 1/ms)/2 and radius r′ = (ms − 1/ms)/2, where ms ≡ poptm.
This is illustrated in the left panel of Fig. 4.5, where we show the transformation of
4In practice popt is only known approximately, as it is computed from spectral information of A
instead of Hk. However, this has no significant impact on the performance of the nested method.
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Figure 4.4: Upper pane: density of eigenvalues of Hk in the Hermitian case for an 8
4 lattice
with k = 1536. The spectrum has a narrow deflation gap ∆ = 0.055. The optimal p-factor
(4.18) for the transformation (4.16) is popt ≈ 1.86 (using zmin = ∆ and zmax = 5.26). The
lower pane shows the corresponding eigenvalue density of the transformed matrix H ′k, where
the condition number is improved by a factor F = 19.3 (see Eq. (4.20)).
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Figure 4.5: Mapping of the transformation
z′ = (pz + 1/pz)/2 for complex z = x + iy
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a circle C(m, r) for the optimal and a sub-optimal value of p. For sub-optimal p the
transformation yields an inner and an outer circle-like contour, which merge into the
circle C(m′, r′) when p→ popt. For popt the relative distance from the imaginary axis
will be maximal and we expect the transformation (4.16) to work best. The gain in
efficiency will however not be as large as for the Hermitian case. This can be quantified
by the relative distance to the imaginary axis, in analogy to the calculation performed
above for the Hermitian case. For the original spectrum we define the relative distance
as
d ≡ min |Re z|
max |Re z| =
m− r
m+ r
(4.21)
and for the transformed spectrum
d′ ≡ min |Re z
′|
max |Re z′| =
m′ − r′
m′ + r′
=
1
m2s
=
m2 − r2
m2
. (4.22)
The improvement factor due to the transformation is given by the ratio of these dis-
tances, yielding
F = d
′
d
=
(
m+ r
m
)2
=
(
2− ∆
m
)2
, (4.23)
where we wrote r = m − ∆, with ∆ the deflation gap. When ∆  m we will have
F ≈ 4. For the example shown in the left plot of Fig. 4.5 the transformation generates
an improvement by a factor F = 3.84, as computed with Eq. (4.23).
In lattice QCD at nonzero baryon density γ5Dw is usually weakly non-Hermitian
and, after deflation, the spectra are contained in ellipses E(−m, a, b)∪E(+m, a, b), with
center m ∈ R+ and major and minor axes a and b along the real and imaginary axes,
respectively. The transformation (4.16) of an ellipse E(m, a, b) with aspect ratio a/b =
10 is illustrated in the right panel of Fig. 4.5. For such a narrow ellipse the transformed
spectrum is qualitatively similar to the Hermitian case, as all the eigenvalues are
transformed to the right of z′ = 1, i.e., away from the imaginary axis, such that the
high efficiency of the transformation is still guaranteed. The optimal value popt is
again determined by (4.18) with popt = (m
2 − a2)−1/2, as it maximizes the relative
distance from the imaginary axis. The transformation is illustrated for a realistic test
case of lattice QCD in Fig. 4.6, where the eigenvalues and transformed eigenvalues of
the Ritz matrix for γ5Dw(µ) are shown for µ = 0.3.
As we will see below the preconditioning step significantly speeds up the Krylov-
Ritz approximation in its application to lattice QCD at zero and nonzero chemical
potential.
4.4.2 Convergence
In this section we investigate the convergence properties of the nested method. The
method was implemented to compute the sign function of γ5Dw(µ) needed by the
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Figure 4.6: Red dots: spectrum of Hk in the non-Hermitian case for an 8
4 lattice with k =
1580, µ = 0.3 and deflation gap ∆ = 0.107. The optimal p-factor (4.18) for the transformation
(4.16) is popt ≈ 1.335 (using zmin = ∆ and zmax = 5.243). Blue circles: the corresponding
spectrum of the transformed matrix H ′k. As desired, the transformed eigenvalues are well away
from the imaginary axis (the vertical lines at x = ±1 serve to guide the eye). Note the different
scales on the x and y axes.
overlap operator (4.1), for both the Hermitian and the non-Hermitian case. When-
ever the matrix has eigenvalues close to the imaginary axis, these critical eigenvalues
are first deflated to open up a deflation gap, necessary to keep the Krylov subspace
within a reasonable size (see Sec. (4.3)). Our implementation uses Chroma [20] to com-
pute the Wilson operator. The linear algebra is performed with BLAS and LAPACK
routines. To ensure the efficiency of the nested method a judicious implementation
of the preconditioning step (4.16), used to construct the inner Krylov subspace, is
needed. Explicitly inverting the tridiagonal matrix Hk to form the full matrix H
′
k,
then constructing the basis of the inner Krylov subspace by successive full matrix-
vector multiplications would make a rather inefficient algorithm. To construct the
inner Krylov subspace we do not need to construct the full matrix H ′k explicitly, but
only have to apply H ′k to ` − 1 vectors of Ck (in the non-Hermitian case H ′k† is also
needed). These products are best computed using the LU decomposition of Hk, which
is O(k) and thus especially efficient for tridiagonal matrices. A detailed listing of the
algorithm is given in C.3.
The overall accuracy of the nested approximation (4.15) depends on the parameters
k and `, defining the sizes of the outer and inner Krylov subspaces, respectively. For
`→ k the solution of the nested method will converge to that of the non-nested method
with Krylov subspace size k and accuracy εk, so its total error will also converge to
εk. To investigate the accuracy of the nested algorithm, our strategy is to fix the
outer Krylov subspace size k, corresponding to a certain desired accuracy, and vary
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Figure 4.7: Accuracy ε of the nested method for an 84 lattice configuration. Hermitian case
with deflation gap ∆ = 0.055 (left) and non-Hermitian case with µ = 0.3 and deflation gap
∆ = 0.107 (right). ε(k) shows how the error of the non-nested method decreases with growing
Krylov subspace (blue line). The vertical line fixes the size k of the outer Krylov space used
in the nested method. ε(`) shows the accuracy of the nested method, for fixed k, as a function
of the size ` of the inner Krylov subspace (red line). The rapid convergence illustrates the
efficiency of the nested method. The smallest value of ` for which optimal convergence is
reached is denoted by `opt. Note that we always restrict ourselves to even Krylov subspace
sizes, as odd values systematically give a somewhat worse accuracy because of spurious near-
zero eigenvalues occurring in the Ritz matrix.
the inner Krylov subspace size `. We show the convergence results for an 84 lattice
configuration in Fig. 4.7, for both the Hermitian and non-Hermitian case. As expected
the nested method reaches the accuracy of the non-nested method when its size is
large enough. Surprisingly however, this happens for `  k, as the convergence of
the inner Ritz approximation seems to be extremely fast. The smallest value of `
for which optimal convergence is reached will be called `opt. The fast convergence is
closely related to the large improvement in condition number discussed in the previous
section. We also showed in Eq. (4.20) how the improvement of the condition number,
due to the preconditioning of the Ritz matrix Hk, depends on the deflation gap.
A smaller gap will yield a larger improvement, and vice-versa. This in turn will
influence the convergence rate of the nested method. Figure 4.8 verifies that the
result `opt  k remains valid for different deflation gaps. The figure also illustrates
that the somewhat larger reduction in condition number achieved for a smaller gap
yields an accordingly smaller ratio `opt/k (approximately proportional to the ratio of
the respective improvement factors F). This is an additional advantage as the size
reduction is largest when the outer subspace is large. In all cases, the inner Krylov
subspace can be taken much smaller than the outer subspace, such that the efficiency
of the Krylov-Ritz method is substantially boosted, as will be shown in the benchmarks
below.
We also verified that the convergence curves are fairly insensitive to the choice of the
source vector and lattice configuration. The fast convergence property of the nested
method is generic, regardless of the simulation details, for both the Hermitian and non-
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Figure 4.8: Convergence of the nested method for an 84 lattice configuration as a function of
the relative inner Krylov subspace size `/k, for various deflation gaps (given in parenthesis). For
each gap the value of k is chosen such that an accuracy of 10−8 is achieved. Left: Hermitian
case with k = 2806, 1462 and 758 for deflation gap ∆ = 0.025, 0.05 and 0.1. Right: non-
Hermitian case with µ = 0.3 and k = 3808, 1456 and 634 for ∆ = 0.05, 0.1 and 0.2. Again,
the irregular convergence pattern for the non-Hermitian case is characteristic for the two-sided
Lanczos algorithm.
Hermitian case, even though the precise value of `opt depends on the lattice size, the
simulation parameters, the deflation gap and the desired overall accuracy (determined
by k).
4.4.3 Benchmarks
With the fast convergence (`opt  k) discussed in the previous section, we can expect
a substantial gain in computation time when using the nested method. The total CPU
time consumed by the nested method is illustrated in Fig. 4.9 for the Hermitian case
(left) and the non-Hermitian case (right). The size of the outer Krylov subspace is
kept fixed, such that its construction gives a constant contribution to the run time,
depicted by the horizontal dashed line. The contribution to the CPU time which
varies with ` mainly comes from the computation of sgn(H`) with the RHi and is
proportional to `3. For ` ≈ k the total run time of the nested method is about equal
to that of the non-nested method. However, as illustrated by the ε(`) curve (red
line) and discussed in Sec. 4.4.2, ` can be chosen much smaller while preserving the
accuracy of the non-nested method. The central result, illustrated by the vertical band
in Fig. 4.9, is that there exists an interval in ` for which the accuracy is still optimal,
but the CPU time needed to compute sgn(H`) with the RHi is negligible compared
to the time required to construct the outer Krylov subspace. There is therefore no
need to make a compromise between run time and accuracy, as both can be optimized
simultaneously. The error in this range is the minimal error achievable with the given
size of the outer Krylov subspace, while the run time is completely dominated by the
cost for building the basis in that subspace. The nested method is able to quench the
CPU time needed for the computation of sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 without affecting the accuracy
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Figure 4.9: Error and CPU usage of the nested method for lattice size 84. Hermitian case
with deflation gap ∆ = 0.055 and fixed k = 1536 (left), and non-Hermitian case with µ = 0.3,
∆ = 0.107 and k = 1580 (right). ε(`) shows the accuracy versus inner Krylov subspace size
` (red line). t(`) shows the total CPU time in seconds (solid blue line), while the horizontal
dashed line measures the time needed to construct the basis in the outer Krylov subspace. The
difference between both lines corresponds to the time taken by the RHi to compute sgn(H`).
The vertical band highlights the operational window of the nested method, i.e., the region in
` where the accuracy is optimal, but the CPU-time used to compute sgn(H`) is negligible.
of the Krylov-Ritz approximation.
To evaluate the nested method further, we compare it to state-of-the-art rational
approximation methods. In the Hermitian case the Zolotarev rational approximation,
evaluated with a multi-shift conjugate gradient inverter [76], is routinely used in lattice
simulations. In the non-Hermitian case, i.e., simulations at nonzero baryon density,
overlap fermions are not yet commonly used because of their high cost, but recently an
efficient algorithm was presented, which evaluates the Neuberger rational approxima-
tion using a multi-shift restarted FOM inverter [4]. In Fig. 4.10 we compare the results
obtained with the nested Krylov subspace and rational approximation methods, and
show how the CPU time varies as a function of the achieved accuracy for various lat-
tice sizes. In all cases the Hermitian and non-Hermitian versions of the nested method
perform better than the rational approximation method. The volume dependence of
the run time for a fixed accuracy ε can be extracted from Fig. 4.10 and is displayed for
ε = 10−8 in Fig. 4.11. Fits to the nested method results show a volume dependence
which is slightly steeper than linear, i.e., proportional to V 1.2 for the Hermitian case
and V 1.3 for the non-Hermitian case. The comparisons clearly demonstrate the good
efficiency of the nested method.
4.4.4 Note on the memory usage
In the numerical tests we observed that, for a fixed deflation gap, the Krylov subspace
size needed to achieve a certain accuracy is almost independent of the lattice volume
in the Lanczos approximation and only grows slowly with the volume in the two-
sided Lanczos approximation. Therefore, the memory consumed by the Krylov basis
Vk is roughly proportional to the lattice volume. For large lattice sizes this storage
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of the nested Krylov subspace method (squares) with rational
approximation methods (lines) for lattices of sizes 44, 64, 84 and 104 for two different deflation
gaps (given in parenthesis). Left: Hermitian case comparing the nested Lanczos approximation
(Lanc) with the Zolotarev approximation (Zolo), evaluated using the Chroma QCD library.
Right: non-Hermitian case with µ = 0.3 comparing the nested two-sided Lanczos method
(2sL) with the Neuberger approximation evaluated with a restarted FOM algorithm (rFOM).
The timings were measured on a single 2.4 GHz Intel Core 2 core with 8 GB of memory.
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Figure 4.11: Volume dependence of the run times for the nested method and rational ap-
proximation methods for the Hermitian (left) and non-Hermitian (right) case. The data are
taken from Fig. 4.10 at an accuracy of ε = 10−8.
requirement might become too large to run the Krylov-Ritz approximation on a single
node.
One solution, which only requires little storage, is to implement a double-pass version
of the algorithm, which is possible due to the use of short recurrences. In double-
pass mode only the two most recently generated basis vectors are stored during the
construction of the outer Krylov subspace basis. In the first pass the matrix Hk is
built and the product sgn(Hk)e
(k)
1 is computed with Eq. (4.14). In the second pass
the basis vectors of the outer Krylov subspace are generated again and immediately
added in a linear combination, whose coefficients were computed in the first pass. The
drawback of this variant is that the Krylov basis is constructed twice, such that the
corresponding CPU time will be doubled.
The more efficient solution is to parallelize the single-pass version of the algorithm,
such that the memory requirement gets distributed over the available nodes. Bench-
marks on larger volumes, using such a parallel implementation, are currently being
performed.
4.4.5 Multi-level nesting
In principle, if the inner Krylov subspace in Eq. (4.15) is still too large for an effi-
cient application of the RHi on the inner Ritz matrix, the nested method could be
applied recursively.5 In this case we rename k to k0, ` to k1, and add more recur-
sively nested levels ki as necessary. Except for the deepest level, the matrix-vector
product sgn(Hki)e
(ki)
1 required at level i will be computed with a Krylov-Ritz approxi-
mation (4.14) in the nested Krylov subspace Kki+1(H ′ki , e
(ki)
1 ), where H
′
ki
is defined by
Eq. (4.16) on Hki and typically ki+1  ki. At the deepest level the sign function of
the Ritz matrix will be evaluated with the RHi. This multi-level nesting is illustrated
in Fig. 4.12, where we show the convergence curves for 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 nested levels
5Note that for all cases considered in the current study a single level of nesting was sufficient.
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Figure 4.12: Accuracy ε of the nested method with 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 nesting levels for lattice
size 84 in the Hermitian case with deflation gap ∆ = 0.055 and k0 = 1536. We plot the
dependence of ε on the size ki, i = 1, . . . , 5, of the innermost Krylov space. The convergence
curves are labelled with the number of levels in the method. For the i-level method, the outer
levels kj , j = 1, . . . , i− 1 are fixed to a value in their convergence region.
as a function of the size of the innermost Krylov subspace, with the sizes of all outer
levels kept fixed to some value inside their convergence region (the convergence curves
do not depend on the precise choice of the outer ki’s). As before, the convergence cri-
terion is set by the size k0 of the outer Krylov subspace. Each additional level lowers
the size of the Krylov subspace. In the case depicted in Fig. 4.12 the optimal Krylov
subspace sizes, i.e. where convergence is reached, for the successive levels decreases
from 1536→ 90→ 20→ 8→ 4→ 2. The improvement is most dramatic for the first
nested level, but fast convergence is exhibited at all levels6. This can be related to the
quadratically convergent RHi, as the preconditioning step at each level mimics a step
of the RHi and compresses the spectrum more and more towards ±1. Moreover, the
judicious choice of p at each level improves the convergence even more. It is intriguing
to note that, in the example of Fig. 4.12, the sign of a matrix of dimension n = 49152
can be evaluated to an accuracy of 10−9 by computing the sign of a 2×2 matrix, which
is then lifted back to the original n-dimensional space through linear combinations of
Krylov vectors. This emphasizes again the power of Krylov subspace methods.
6For each level the p-factor for Eq. (4.16) is computed using Eq. (4.18), using appropriately approx-
imated boundaries for the spectrum of the Ritz matrix of the previous level. Note that the factor
p converges to 1 as more levels are introduced, and the preconditioning step converges to the RHi.
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4.5 Conclusions
In this paper we have presented a nested Krylov subspace method which boosts the
Krylov-Ritz approximations used to compute the sign function of both Hermitian and
non-Hermitian matrices. The Krylov-Ritz approximation projects the matrix on a
Krylov subspace in which it computes the sign function exactly, before lifting it back
to the original space. Its standard implementation suffers from the CPU intensive
computation of the sign of the Ritz matrix, which goes like the cube of the Krylov
subspace size. By making an additional projection on a much smaller Krylov subspace,
the nested method significantly reduces the total computation time of the Krylov-Ritz
approximation, without affecting its accuracy. Numerical tests showed that the nested
method works equally well for Hermitian and non-Hermitian matrices and is more
efficient than state-of-the-art rational approximation methods. Moreover, it exhibits
a good, close to linear, volume scaling. We are currently investigating the efficiency
of the nested method for larger lattice volumes using a parallel implementation of the
algorithm.
To end, we comment on the relation between the nested method and the extended
Krylov subspace methods introduced in Ref. [18]. An extended Krylov space is defined
as
Kk(A,A−1, x) = span(x,Ax,A−1x,A2x,A−2x, . . . , Ak−1x,A−k+1x), (4.24)
and an approximation in that subspace approximates f(A) by the sum Q(A) =∑k−1
−k+1 ciA
i. In the nested method we construct the `-dimensional Krylov subspace
K`(H ′k, e(k)1 ), which forms an `-dimensional subspace of the (2` − 1)-dimensional ex-
tended Krylov subspace K`(pHk, (pHk)−1, e(k)1 ). The nested method implicitly fixes
the coefficients of the positive and negative powers of Q(Hk) to be equal, c−i = ci,
which follows from the use of the property sgn(Hk) = sgn(Hk + H
−1
k ). Hence, the
nested method implicitly truncates the size of the extended Krylov subspace.
Approximations for the sign function in extended Krylov subspaces have been briefly
considered recently [41], however not in combination with the nesting of Krylov sub-
spaces, i.e. the extended subspace is constructed for the original matrix A, not for
the Ritz matrix Hk. Evidently this is not feasible in the application to lattice QCD
as the inversion of the γ5-Wilson Dirac operator is too expensive in order to construct
extended Krylov subspaces.
To conclude, we briefly consider the application of the nested method to other
matrix functions. The method presented in Sec. 4.4 requires a transformation which
leaves the matrix function invariant, similar to Eq. (4.16) for the sign function. If
such a transformation is not known, the nested method could be adapted by using an
extended Krylov subspace method at the inner level. This is also a topic of work in
progress.
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Chapter 5
Double-pass variants for multi-shift
BiCGstab(`)
In analogy to Neuberger’s double-pass algorithm for the Conjugate Gradient inversion
with multi-shifts we introduce a double-pass variant for BiCGstab(`). One possible
application is the overlap operator of QCD at nonzero chemical potential, where the
kernel of the sign function is non-Hermitian. The sign function can be replaced by
a partial fraction expansion, requiring multi-shift inversions. We compare the per-
formance of the new method with other available algorithms, namely partial fraction
expansions with restarted FOM inversions and the Krylov-Ritz method using nested
Krylov subspaces.
5.1 Introduction and Motivation
In this contribution we present double-pass variants for the multi-shift inverter BiCG-
stab(`)1, which, in some cases, can perform better than the conventional single-pass.
The method is an analogue to Neuberger’s double-pass Conjugate Gradient (CG)
method [59, 11]. The use of BiCGstab(`) instead of CG can be a speed advantage
(for Hermitian matrices) or necessary (for non-Hermitian matrices). One possible
application is the computation of quark propagators for a set of distinct masses. Here,
however, we focus on computing the overlap operator of QCD. At nonzero quark
chemical potential, µ 6= 0, it is defined as
Dov(µ) = 1 + γ5 sgn (γ5Dw(µ)) , (5.1)
where Dw(µ) is the (Wilson) Dirac operator with chemical potential.
2 For µ 6= 0 the
matrix γ5Dw(µ) is non-Hermitian. One way to compute the sign function of such a
matrix, acting on a given vector b, is via a partial fraction expansion (PFE),
f(A)b ≈
Ns∑
s=1
ωs
A+ σs
b, (5.2)
where we are especially interested in the case of A = (γ5Dw)
2 with f(A) = 1/
√
A, since
sgn z = z/
√
z2. The vectors (A+ σs)
−1b for a set of shifts {σs} can be approximated
1` is the degree of the minimal-residual polynomial in the algorithm
2See Sec. 4.2 for a definition of the Wilson operator.
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Figure 5.1: Accuracy versus computation time for the overlap operator on a 43 × 8 lattice,
β = 5.32, µ = 0.05, with the Neuberger PFE of the sign function. For each PFE data point
the number of poles Ns is chosen minimal for the desired accuracy, as in Ref. [4]. In this
plot it ranges from 10 (accuracy 0.01) to 58 (accuracy 10−10). The 4 eigenvalues smallest in
magnitude are deflated in advance.
by iterative inverters which find solutions in a Krylov subspace, defined as
Kk(A, b) = span(b, Ab, . . . , Ak−1b). (5.3)
A crucial feature of Krylov subspaces is their shift-invariance, Kk(A+σs, b) = Kk(A, b),
which allows for so called multi-shift inversions, where one Krylov subspace suffices to
compute (A+ σs)
−1b for a set {σs} with little overhead per additional shift. We will
refer to methods employing Eq. (5.2) as PFE methods.
5.2 Double-pass algorithm
As a starting point, we consider established algorithms to compute the sign function of
a non-Hermitian matrix, (i) the Krylov-Ritz method with nested Krylov subspaces [7]
(see Ch. 4), (ii) PFEs with FOM inversions [4], and (iii) PFEs with BiCGstab(`)
as inverter. The latter has so far not been considered in the context of the sign
function. For details on the BiCGstab(`) method see Ref. [71], a version with shifts
was introduced in Ref. [23]. Benchmark results are given in Fig. 5.1. The nested
Krylov-Ritz algorithm outperforms both PFE methods, which is somewhat surprising
since all rely on a similar Krylov subspace.3 We can gain more insight by analysing
the bad performance of BiCGstab(`) in this case:
3Note however that the employed single-pass (nested) Krylov-Ritz method requires a huge amount
of memory.
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• Denote by Ns the number of shifts and by Ms the number of outer iterations of
the BiCGstab(`) algorithm until the system with shift σs is converged. Then,
the multi-shift version has
∑Ns
s=1Msl(0.5l + 4.5) axpy operations (y ← αx + y,
for scalar α and vectors x and y) more than the BiCGstab(`) algorithm without
shifts.
• BiCGstab(`) requires 2l + 5 vectors and the multi-shift version has Ns(l + 1)
additional shift vectors, where typically Ns = O(10). These figures should be
seen in relation to the typical cache size of current processors (O(1 MByte)) and
the size of a vector, e.g., 48 kByte (local volume 44) or 768 kByte (local volume
84) for double precision. In a typical case not all shift vectors fit into cache and
the access to main memory can become the bottleneck of the algorithm.
To tackle these performance restraints one can try a double-pass approach in analogy
to Neuberger’s double-pass algorithm for a multi-shift CG inversion. Schematically
the idea is as follows: the quantity computed in Eq. (5.2) and approximated in a
Krylov subspace is
Ns∑
s=1
ωs(A+ σs)
−1b ≈
Ns∑
s=1
ωs
N∑
n=1
w(n)s , (5.4)
where N is the number of iterations in the inverter and w
(n)
s is a vector for shift s in
iteration n. To remove s-dependent vectors one could try to swap the sums over s and
n, however w
(n)
s is given by a recursion relation,
w(n)s = α
(n)
s w
(n−1)
s + β
(n)
s v
(n) =
n∑
i=1
γ
(n)
s,i v
(i), (5.5)
where v(n) is an unshifted iteration vector. In the last step the recursion of the vectors
w
(n)
s was resolved. By combining Eqs. (5.4) and (5.5) and summing over s (and n),
all vectors depending on s are removed from the algorithm. However, the coefficients
γi =
∑
s,n γ
(n)
s,i are not known until the end of the iteration. There are two options
1. (double-pass): Follow Neuberger’s approach by running the algorithm once to
obtain γi. In a second pass generate the vectors v
(i) again and compute
∑
i γiv
(i).
2. (pseudo-double-pass): Compute the coefficients γi as in double-pass, but store
all v(i) during the first pass instead of recomputing them in a second pass.
Both methods remove all s-dependent vectors from the algorithm and hence reduce
the number of operations and the number of vectors to be held in cache. In our case,
to obtain the coefficients corresponding to the (schematic) coefficients γi, the recursion
has to be solved for the BiCGstab(`) algorithm. The result is given in Sec. 5.4.
5.3 Cost analysis and benchmarks
The number of operations (scalar ones are omitted) and vectors of the multi-shift
BiCGstab(`) algorithms are given in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. The number of vectors
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method #Mv #axpy #dot-products
1-pass 2Ml Ml(1.5l + 5.5) +
∑Ns
s=1Msl(0.5l + 4.5) Ml(0.5l + 3.5)
2-pass 4Ml Ml(1.5l + 5.5) +Ml(1.5l + 4.5) + 2Ml Ml(0.5l + 3.5)
pseudo-2-pass 2Ml Ml(1.5l + 5.5) + 2Ml Ml(0.5l + 3.5)
Table 5.1: Operation count for variants of BiCGstab(`). M denotes the number of outer
iterations of the algorithm and the dimension of the Krylov space is 2Ml.
method #vectors
1-pass 2l + 5 +Ns(l + 1)
2-pass 2l + 5
pseudo-2-pass 2l + 5 + 2Ml
Table 5.2: Number of required vectors for variants of BiCGstab(`).
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Figure 5.2: Computation time versus Ns for fixed Ml = 256 for a 4
3×8 lattice (Wilson Dirac
operator) for all three BiCGstab(`) variants. Results are given for l = 1, 2, 4, 8 with lines solid
to dotted.
alone is not always meaningful: in single-pass a considerable subset4 of the Ns(l + 1)
vectors is accessed in each iteration of the algorithm. In pseudo-double-pass each of
the 2Ml vectors is written and read exactly once in total. That is, the access pattern
of pseudo-double-pass requires less memory access than single-pass, even though many
more vectors are involved.
As a naive test of the figures given in the tables, we consider the algorithm runtime
for fixed Ml with a varying number of shifts, given in Fig. 5.2. The double-pass and
pseudo-double-pass runtime is largely independent of Ns. The pure operation count
4depending on `, and on the removal of converged systems from the iteration
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Figure 5.3: Accuracy versus computation time for the overlap operator (43 × 8 lattice with
β = 5.32, µ = 0.05). The timings are averaged over 200 independent gauge configurations.
Note that an extreme case with little deflation (4 eigenvalues smallest in magnitude) was
chosen for this plot where many poles are required (as before Ns is scaled from 10 to 58),
yielding a large speed advantage of the double-pass algorithms. When less poles are needed
(e.g., for small µ when the Zolotarev PFE can be used instead of the Neuberger expansion)
the performance difference is often smaller.
of double-pass would yield an almost doubled computation time compared to pseudo-
double-pass. In practice, however, it is less since no (or less) main memory access is
required. An effect of the cache size can be seen from the single-pass l = 1 curve. The
slope changes in the vicinity of Ns = 10, which is consistent with the cache size of
4 MByte and the size of a vector of 96 kByte. As a further observation, the relative
performance loss for large ` is much smaller in the double-pass methods compared to
single-pass, which is not surprising since the number of required vectors increases with
`.5
As a more realistic benchmark, we compute the overlap operator for given configu-
rations in Fig. 5.3. The double-pass and pseudo-double-pass BiCGstab(`) algorithms
perform as well as or even better than the nested double-pass and single-pass algo-
rithms, respectively. Note that also the respective memory requirements are similar.
In double-pass the performance does not degrade for l > 1 as it does for single pass. To
explore differences between the nested Krylov-Ritz method and the BiCGstab(`) meth-
ods a series of benchmarks was performed, where both the number of deflated eigen-
vectors and the chemical potential µ were varied. The tests indicate that BiCGstab(`)
profits more from deflation than the Krylov-Ritz method does. On the other hand,
for large µ BiCGstab(`) tends to stagnate earlier than Krylov-Ritz.
5Since we work at fixed Ml this plot does not tell which ` is optimal, because the convergence rate
depends on `.
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and BiCGstab(`) for l = 1 and 8. The simulation uses a 123×24 lattice, β = 5.71, µ = 0.016667
with 44 deflated eigenvalues. The accuracy is 10−10, obtained with Ns = 16 shifts. The
dimension of the Krylov subspace is about 2000 for BiCGstab(` = 1, 8) as well as for nested
Krylov-Ritz. The benchmarks where done on an Opteron 2354 Cluster (2.2 GHz, 2 quad-core
processors with 16 GByte RAM per node, Infiniband network). Lines are drawn to guide the
eye.
Finally, we give results of a larger-scale simulation in Fig. 5.4. As before, pseudo-
double-pass BiCGstab(`) is the algorithm performing best. The optimal ` depends
on the number of cores Nc. Due to memory limitations for small Nc and network
limitations for large Nc, there is an optimal Nc minimizing the total CPU time.
5.4 Algorithm details
We follow the notation in Ref. [23] where also a listing of BiCGstab(`) is given. Upper
indices mj denote iteration j of the BiCG part and outer iteration m. Define the
coefficients
Amj =
∑
s
ωs
1
(ϑsϕs)mj
l−1∑
j′=j
(αs)mj
′
 j′∏
k=j+1
(−βs)mk
 , (5.6a)
Bsm =
M−1∑
n=m+1

l−1∑
j=0
(αs)nj
(
j∏
k=0
(−βs)nk
)
×

n−1∏
k=m+1
 l∑
j=0
−γ kj
(ψs)k
σjs(−1)l−j
 l−1∏
k′=0
(βs)kk
′
 ,
(5.6b)
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Dsmij =
−γmi
(ψs)m
1
(ϑsϕs)mj
l−1∏
k=j+1
(−βs)mk, (5.6c)
Esmj =
−1
(ψs)m
 l∑
i=j+1
γmi σ
i−j−1
s (−1)l−i
 l−1∏
k=j+1
(βs)mk, (5.6d)
F smj =
1− (αs)mjσs
(αs)mj(ϑsϕs)mj
, (5.6e)
Gsmj = −
1
(αs)mj(ϑsϕsnew)
mj
, (5.6f)
where γ0 = −1, and a matrix
(Mm)jk = −
j−1∑
q=k
αmq
 q∏
p=k+1
(−βmp)
 , j, k = 0, . . . , l − 1. (5.7)
Then the contribution to
∑
s ωsx
s from the BiCG part is given by
xBiCG =
M−1∑
m=0
l−1∑
j=0

l−1∑
p=j
p∑
k=j
[
Amp((M
m)j)pk +
j∑
i=0
(∑
s
ωsB
s
mD
s
mip
)
((Mm)j−i)pk
]
×
(rj)mj − k−1∑
q=j
αmq
 q∏
p′=j+1
(−βmp′)
 (uj+1)mj

+
(∑
s
ωsB
s
mE
s
mjF
s
mj
)
(rj)
mj
+
(∑
s
ωsB
s
mE
s
mjG
s
mj
)(
(rj)
mj − αmj(uj+1)mj
) .
(5.8)
All operations involving the vectors usi can be removed from the original algorithm.
The final result is given by adding xBiCG to the contributions of the seed system and
the MR-part of the algorithm,
∑
s ωsx
s
MR, which is computed trivially. For reference
an implementation of the algorithms is provided online at http://sourceforge.net/
projects/bicgstabell2p/.
5.5 Conclusions
We have presented an extension of the double-pass trick from Conjugate Gradient to
the more general BiCGstab(`). While initially PFE methods looked inferior to the
nested Krylov-Ritz method in the non-Hermitian case, our new (pseudo-)double-pass
BiCGstab(`) is a method with similar performance. Our benchmarks concentrated on
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the overlap operator where pseudo-double-pass performs as well or even better than
the nested Krylov-Ritz method on the tested architectures. Current supercomputers
might have enough main memory such that pseudo-double-pass is feasible, but this
will depend on details of the simulation. Large values of ` yield less overhead in the
double-pass methods compared to single-pass. This could boost the application of the
algorithm in problems where l > 1 is crucial for convergence. We plan to investigate
the efficiency of the double-pass BiCGstab(`) algorithms for other functions aside from
the inverse square root.
As a closing remark let us mention that a pseudo-double-pass method can also be
used instead of the usual (double-pass) Conjugate Gradient method. This extension
seems trivial, though we are not aware of any mention in the literature.
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Chapter 6
Hybrid Monte Carlo with coarse
momentum field
6.1 Introduction
In dynamical simulations of lattice QCD, i.e., with dynamical fermions, the major
cost factor is the computation of the fermionic force terms during a Hybrid Monte
Carlo (HMC) trajectory. HMC [19] consists of a Hamiltonian time evolution followed
by a Metropolis accept-reject step. The Hamilton equations of motion are integrated
numerically for a fixed trajectory length with a finite step size. The equations of
motion contain a force term derived from the action of the system, giving rise to a
term called fermionic force, roughly speaking the inverse Dirac operator multiplied by
a pseudo-fermion vector, which has to be computed at every time step. Techniques
for these costly inversions have been covered in Part I. We will now focus on the time
evolution in the HMC algorithm.
Since the number of force computations needed for the numerical integration of the
Hamilton equations multiplies the large cost of the fermion matrix inversion, it is worth
considering how to minimize this factor. A large error in the integration leads to low
acceptance rates in the Metropolis step of the HMC, making the algorithm inefficient.
Therefore it is necessary to decrease the size of the time steps until the integration error
is insignificant. The situation is especially dramatic when approaching the physical
point by lowering the quark masses, decreasing the lattice spacing, and increasing
the volume: not only does the cost for inverting the Dirac operator increase quickly,
but additionally the integration of the Hamilton equations is less stable, requiring
smaller step sizes. Furthermore the autocorrelation times increase in this limit, so
there is at least a triple penalty for simulating near or at parameters corresponding
to nature, see for example Ref. [66]. In this chapter we investigate modifications of
the HMC algorithm which can allow for a faster evolution in the configuration space,
thus reducing the autocorrelation times. For readers who are unfamiliar with HMC
we give an introduction to it in Sec. 6.1.1.
We briefly mention two related methods for improving the performance of HMC.
The first method is multiple time-scale integration [67]. The force due to the action is
split up in several terms. If the terms differ in their magnitude, one can use large steps
for the small force terms and small steps for the large force terms. If the small force
terms are expensive to compute this can considerably improve the performance, since
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large steps for these terms results in fewer steps per trajectory. A second method is the
mass preconditioning known as Hasenbusch trick [34, 33]. One artificially introduces
additional force terms, rewriting the fermion determinant of, e.g., the Wilson Dirac
operator Dw. Consider two degenerate flavors of mass m and write Mm = Dw + m.
Then the partition function can be written with a term detM †mMm. The Hasenbusch
trick rewrites this as
detM †mMm = det
(
M †m′Mm′(M
†
m′Mm′)
−1M †mMm
)
, (6.1)
where we choose m′ > m and introduce pseudo-fermions for each term,
detM †mMm ∝
∫
Dχ1Dχ∗1Dχ2Dχ∗2 exp(−|M−1m′ χ1|2) exp(−|Mm′M−1m χ2|2). (6.2)
One can then argue that the condition number of the two new terms is improved,
which allows for cheaper inversions and larger step sizes in HMC. Larger steps are
possible because the force terms are smaller if the condition number is smaller. The
Hasenbusch trick can be combined with multiple time-scale integration.
Aside from these two methods which are used in QCD, there are many more. In
Ref. [81], the effect of linear transformations is discussed, which is similar to the
modified HMC introduced in this chapter. Fourier acceleration techniques are studied
in Ref. [3] and in the series of papers Refs. [15], [39], and [16], which are related to
generalized HMC [22, 75]. A multigrid Monte Carlo method is studied in Ref. [31].
All these methods are problematic for gauge theories, which is without doubt a reason
why they are not in widespread use in the QCD community.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. After some introductory
comments on HMC in Sec. 6.1.1 and autocorrelations in Sec. 6.1.2, we introduce the
HMC algorithm with coarse momentum field (cm-HMC) in Sec. 6.2. Results for the
xy-model with the cm-HMC algorithm are presented in Sec. 6.3. Finally, we give a
detailed discussion on the application of cm-HMC and generalized HMC to QCD (and
why it fails) in Sec. 6.4. Conclusions are given in Sec. 6.5.
6.1.1 Hybrid Monte Carlo
For future reference we describe the Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm, as pro-
posed in Ref. [19]. We consider a theory for a real field φ. This may be a quantum field
theory, or a statistical physics problem. Our goal is the computation of expectation
values of some observable O(φ). For a thermodynamical quantum field theory with
action S(φ) expectation values are computed by
〈O(φ)〉 = 1
Z
∫
Dφ exp(−S(φ))O(φ), (6.3)
with the partition function
Z =
∫
Dφ exp(−S(φ)). (6.4)
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For a statistical physics system observables in the canonical ensemble are given by
〈O(φ)〉 = 1
Z
∫
Dφ exp(−βH(φ))O(φ), (6.5)
with the partition function
Z =
∫
Dφ exp(−βH(φ)). (6.6)
Since this is identical to the quantum field theory when we define S(φ) = βH(φ),
we can, without loss of generality, consider only the quantum field theory defined by
the action S(φ). For simulations on a computer the integral in Eq. (6.3) is replaced
by a finite sum over N configurations and the space-time is discretized. For realistic
problems the number of possible configurations is huge, so it is inevitable to use im-
portance sampling, i.e., absorb the Boltzmann factor exp(−S(φ)) into the distribution
of configurations,
〈O(φ)〉 ≈
N∑
n=1
O(φn), (6.7)
where φ is distributed according to
P (φ) ∝ exp(−S(φ)). (6.8)
Our task is now to generate configurations φn distributed according to the probability
P (φ). This is done by devising a Markov process, which generates a new configuration
φ′ from a given configuration φ with probability P (φ→ φ′). If the algorithm for this
transition fulfills certain conditions, see, e.g., Ref. [48], one can prove that the series
of φn converges to a set of configurations distributed according to the Boltzmann
distribution. Often the stronger detailed-balance requirement
P (φ)P (φ→ φ′) = P (φ′)P (φ′ → φ) (6.9)
is used. Together with the requirement for ergodicity this is sufficient (but not neces-
sary) for convergence to the fixed point distribution P (φ). Hybrid Monte Carlo is an
example of an algorithm which fulfills these conditions. It is defined as follows.
Introduce an auxiliary time parameter τ and a set of conjugate momenta pi(τ) with
a Hamiltonian
HMD(φ, pi) = 1
2
pi2 + SMD(φ) (6.10)
where SMD is a priori an arbitrary action. This yields equations of motion
φ˙ =
δHMD
δpi
= pi, (6.11a)
p˙i = −δHMD
δφ
= −δSMD
δφ
. (6.11b)
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Usually one chooses SMD = S yielding a special Hamiltonian H. A new configuration
φ′ is generated by evolving the system (φ, pi) for a fixed time τ0 according to the
Hamilton equations. The initial momentum pi must be chosen at random from a
Gaussian distribution
P (pi) ∝ exp
(
pi2
2
)
. (6.12)
After the time evolution, also known as molecular dynamics, we accept the candidate
configuration φ′ with probability
P ((φ, pi)→ (φ′, pi′)) = min(1, exp(−δH)), (6.13)
with δH = H(φ′, pi′) − H(φ, pi), where it is crucial to use the special Hamiltonian H
and not HMD. If accepted, we add the new configuration φ′ to the Markov chain,
otherwise φ is added (again). This finishes one update step, and we start the next
step, from the latest φ in the chain: we draw a new initial momentum pi, do a time
evolution of (φ, pi), and a Metropolis step.
An analytical integration of the Hamilton equations is not possible in practice.
Therefore one resorts to a numerical integration. One typical choice for an integrator
is the leapfrog algorithm. Start by an initial half-step
pi(∆τ/2) = pi(0)−∆τ/2 · δSMD(0)
δφ
, (6.14a)
then do Nstep steps in φ and Nstep − 1 steps in pi of the form
φ(τ + ∆τ) = φ(τ) + ∆τ · pi(τ + ∆τ/2) (6.14b)
pi(τ + ∆τ/2) = pi(τ −∆τ/2)−∆τ · δSMD(τ)
δφ
, (6.14c)
and a final half-step
pi(τ0) = pi(τ0 −∆τ/2)−∆τ/2 · δSMD(τ0)
δφ
, (6.14d)
where the total covered time difference — the trajectory length — is given by
τ0 = ∆τ ·Nstep. (6.15)
Remark on a mass parameter in the HMC Hamiltonian
From the physical point of view it is not obvious why the auxiliary Hamiltonian for
HMC, Eq. (6.10), is chosen in this form. For a field φ with action S(φ) it is usually
defined as
H(φ, pi) = 1
2
pi2 + S(φ). (6.16)
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One may ask why the kinetic term does not contain an auxiliary mass m. The reason is
that in the HMC algorithm this is a redundant parameter. In view of the modification
to HMC discussed in this chapter it is worth considering this in more detail. To see
the redundancy, introduce the mass parameter in the Hamiltonian, and rename pi to
pi′ (since the probability distribution is modified to exp(−pi′2/2m) to ensure detailed
balance),
Hm(φm, pi′m) =
1
2m
pi′2m + S(φm), (6.17)
where we have added an index m to φ and its conjugate momentum field to emphasize
that they obey the equations of motion of Hm,
φ˙m =
δHm
δpi′m
=
pi′m
m
, (6.18a)
p˙i′m = −
δHm
δφm
= −δS(φm)
δφm
, (6.18b)
and the corresponding equations of the leapfrog integration of these equations, with a
step size ∆τ ′
φm(τ + ∆τ
′) = φm(τ) + pi′m(τ +
1
2∆τ
′)
1
m
∆τ ′, (6.19a)
pi′m(τ +
1
2∆τ
′) = pi′m(τ − 12∆τ ′)−
δS(τ)
δφm
∆τ ′, (6.19b)
with adequate initial and final half-steps for the momentum field. Now define ∆τ =
∆τ ′/
√
m and pim = pi
′
m/
√
m. We obtain
φm(τ +
√
m∆τ) = φm(τ) + pim(τ +
1
2
√
m∆τ)∆τ, (6.20a)
pim(τ +
1
2
√
m∆τ) = pim(τ − 12
√
m∆τ)− δS(τ)
δφm
∆τ. (6.20b)
We see that these equations are equivalent to those obtained from the original Hamil-
tonian if we identify φm(n ·
√
m∆τ) = φm(n ·∆τ ′) with φ(n ·∆τ) and similarly for pim
and pi. To conclude, the integration of the equations of motion for Hm (Eq. (6.18))
with the two parameters {∆τ ′,m} is equivalent to the integration of the equations of
motion of the original Hamiltonian (Eq. (6.14)) with one parameter ∆τ = ∆τ ′/
√
m.
That is, giving a large mass to the field1 corresponds to choosing smaller time steps
in the leapfrog integration.
6.1.2 Autocorrelations
The correlations in a set of measurements of an observable A can be quantified by
autocorrelation functions. A rather general analysis of autocorrelations can be found,
1This is of course unrelated to any physical mass of the field. We mean the effective mass of the field
in the auxiliary Hamiltonian time evolution.
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e.g., in Ref. [80]. Here we only introduce the most common basics, which are sufficient
for our purposes. The autocovariance function is given by
CA(t) ≡
〈(
A(t′)− 〈A〉) (A(t′ + t)− 〈A〉)〉 = 〈A(t′)A(t′ + t)〉− 〈A〉2, (6.21)
for (discrete) time differences t and an arbitrary time t′ in a Markov chain, where 〈.〉
denotes the mean. In practice the true mean is not accessible, so it is approximated
by the average over the N values in the set of measurements,
CA(t) ≈ 1
N − t
N−t∑
t′=0
A(t′)A(t′ + t)−
(
1
N − t
N−t∑
t′=0
A(t′)
)(
1
N − t
N−t∑
t′=0
A(t′ + t)
)
.
(6.22)
The autocorrelation function is the normalized autocovariance function,
ρA(t) ≡ CA(t)
CA(0)
, (6.23)
where
CA(0) = σ
2
A. (6.24)
The integrated autocorrelation time for the observable A is then defined by
τint,A =
1
2
+
tcutoff∑
t=1
ρA(t), (6.25)
where tcutoff is a suitable maximal correlation time taken into account. In praxis this is
chosen to neglect noise effects from the autocovariance function for large times t. Due
to autocorrelations the effective number of independent measurements in the initial
set of N measurements is N/(2τint,A) [49].
We want to study in detail the autocorrelation times for different algorithms or de-
pending on certain parameters. For a meaningful analysis this requires error estimates
for autocorrelation times or, in other words, errors of the errors on the observables.
A method which is suitable for use in practice is given in Ref. [80]. Throughout this
chapter we use this method via the analysis software provided with this publication.
It has been shown, e.g., in Ref. [51], that the autocorrelation time decreases with
increased trajectory length.2 To avoid confusions, we should point out that this is not
meant measurement-wise: a standard analysis code, analysing a series of N consecutive
measurements would return an autocorrelation time in units of measurements, since
the underlying trajectory length may not be known to the software or the person doing
the data analysis. This is however not what really matters when considering the cost
of generating the configurations. Longer trajectories cost more, since more steps have
to be taken when integrating the equations of motions of HMC numerically. Therefore,
2Usually one trajectory corresponds to one measurement.
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autocorrelations should be measured in the same units as the time parameter τ in a
HMC trajectory. When optimizing the trajectory length for an HMC run, one should
consider τint in the same time units as the trajectory length, assuming the same step
size,
τint = τ0
[
1
2
+
tcutoff∑
t=1
ρA(t)
]
, (6.26)
where τ0 is the trajectory length. For our purposes of studying HMC this is the
definition we will use from now on, unless stated otherwise. Note that we do not
need the factor τ0 when computing the error on the expectation value of A. The next
complication is that one can use different step sizes in different simulations. If the
trajectory length is the same, the number of steps will differ and therefore the cost
will also differ. In simulations with dynamical fermions we need one inversion per step
and one additional inversion at the end of the trajectory. Since typically there are
many steps the cost of the trajectory is roughly proportional to the number of steps.
For comparing the cost of HMC runs with arbitrary parameters it is useful to define
an integrated autocorrelation time in units of steps,
τ stepint = Nstep
[
1
2
+
tcutoff∑
t=1
ρA(t)
]
, (6.27)
where Nstep is the number of steps per trajectory.
Praxis shows that τint goes down with increasing trajectory length. This positive
effect does not continue indefinitely. The reason is not entirely clear to us, but we
try to briefly sketch an explanation: when comparing to a Metropolis algorithm, the
shorter autocorrelations in HMC are based on the directed movement instead of the
random-walk behavior [56]. For large evolution times the trajectories will eventually
turn back and return to the starting point (see Sec. 6.2.2 for an example with illus-
trating figures), however this happens only in systems with low dimensionality. For
high-dimensional systems, such as a field theory, this does not happen.3 However, even
if trajectories do not “turn back”, we still reach a point where this directed movement
does not significantly increase the distance to the starting point, or decrease the au-
tocorrelations.4 An intuitive picture could be that the trajectory might “thermalize”
3Due to finite time and finite-precision arithmetics.
4It is hard to quantify this. One option is given in Ref. [37], where the dot-product between the
current momentum and the vector from the start of the trajectory to the current position is used.
Our experiments with the xy-model showed that this quantity declines quickly towards zero after
a peak at medium trajectory length. However, it never gets smaller than zero for the trajectory
lengths we are able to handle on the computer, which means that the trajectory does not loop
back and return to the starting point. That is, after a certain molecular-dynamics time has passed,
the distance of the new (current) configuration from the old configuration neither increases nor
decreases (where we have to mention that this naive measure of distance is not necessarily closely
related to autocorrelations of observables). We do not understand this behavior and it thus requires
further investigation.
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in the noisy background potential (the action), and we return to a random-walk-like
behavior, losing the benefits of HMC.
A second reason, which might in some cases explain why τint grows for too long
trajectories, is the finite precision of calculation on computers. Consider for example
solving the Hamilton equations numerically with a leapfrog scheme. In exact arith-
metics the error of the numerical integration is bounded independently of the trajec-
tory length for a given step size. On a computer this bound could be violated if the
integration time τ is too large and the errors will grow rapidly with increasing τ . As a
consequence, the acceptance rate decreases, which in turn increases τint. However, in
our experience this does happen only for extremely long trajectories, far beyond the
optimal trajectory length found in practice.
This section motivates a search for optimization: if we manage to reduce the errors
in the numerical integration, we can use larger steps, which ultimately means reduced
error bars on our observables, as we can construct a longer Markov chain at the same
cost.
6.2 Hybrid Monte Carlo with coarse momentum field
6.2.1 Coarse momentum field with modified mass
We introduce a modification of the HMC algorithm which belongs to the class of linear
transformations. A pedagogical introduction to the effect of linear transformations on
the performance of HMC is given in Ref. [81]. Following the discussion given there,
suppose we have an estimate Σ for the covariance matrix of φ, where φ is roughly
Gaussian distributed according to S(φ). One can then transform the variables such
that their covariance matrix is close to the identity (i.e., their distribution is roughly
rotationally invariant), by putting φ′ = L−1φ, where L is a lower triangular factor of
the Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix, Σ = LLT . With the auxiliary
momenta pi for the transformed variables φ′, the kinetic energy term T (pi) = pi2/2
yields good HMC performance. The alternative, equivalent, way is to keep φ but
instead use a different kinetic term, T (pi) = piTΣpi/2. This means the momentum
variables now have covariance Σ−1. On small model problems this method yields close
to optimal performance of HMC (see Sec. 6.2.2 for an example and an explanation).
In a real problem however, the dimension of Σ is too large to handle. That is, we
cannot explicitly find Σ, or if we can, dealing with it in the equations of motion is
infeasible. Often an approximation can be sufficient to yield considerable performance
improvements.
We opt for changing the kinetic term, since it is simpler and has a similar structure
for all systems we might want to simulate. We introduce a variable transformation
which is local and cheap, so it is feasible for parallel algorithms.5 Additionally it
uses some — albeit rather trivial — physical insight: it employs blocks of the lattice,
arguing (or hoping) that variables that are far apart couple more weakly. This is
5Memory locality is crucial for high-performance computing.
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accomplished by a coarse grid, formed by the mean values of small hypercubic sub-
blocks of the lattice.
To introduce our method, we start with an example of a one-dimensional system
with N real degrees of freedom φn, n = 0, . . . , N − 1, with N even, governed by some
action S(φ). The usual kinetic term for HMC is given by
T (pi) =
1
2
piTpi. (6.28)
Considering the momenta of two neighboring points, pi2n and pi2n+1, we define a coarse
vector pic with pic,n = (pi2n + pi2n+1)/
√
2 and a fine vector pif with pif,n = (pi2n −
pi2n+1)/
√
2 for n = 0, . . . , N/2 − 1, which corresponds to considering the system as
being built from blocks of two points each. The coarse vector describes the mean
values (or centers of mass) of the blocks and the fine vector the differences within each
block. The kinetic energy for the two points in a block is
T (pi2n, pi2n+1) =
pi22n
2
+
pi22n+1
2
=
1
2
[(
1√
2
(pic,n + pif,n)
)2
+
(
1√
2
(pic,n − pif,n)
)2]
=
1
2
[
1
2
(pi2c,n + pi
2
f,n + 2pic,npif,n) +
1
2
(pi2c,n + pi
2
f,n − 2pic,npif,n)
]
=
pi2c,n
2
+
pi2f,n
2
.
(6.29)
We see that the local quadratic kinetic energy for the two sites can be rewritten in
terms of the mean values of the field and the difference of the fields, where both are
quadratic as well. In fact this is simply an orthogonal basis rotation of the variables
pi2n, pi2n+1. The total kinetic energy in this formulation is
T (pi) =
piTc pic
2
+
piTf pif
2
. (6.30)
The main step of our algorithm is to adjust the masses of the transformed degrees of
freedom, pic and pif , independently. We modify the kinetic term,
T ′(pi) =
piTc pic
2mc
+
piTf pif
2mf
, (6.31)
where mc = mf = 1 corresponds to the original T . In the original basis this kinetic
term is not diagonal,
T ′(pi) =
N/2−1∑
n=0
[
mc +mf
4mcmf
(pi22n + pi
2
2n+1) +
mf −mc
2mcmf
(pi2npi2n+1)
]
. (6.32)
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By choosing the mass mc 6= mf , we can achieve a different behavior during the time
evolution, where the coarse degrees of freedom react more strongly or more weakly to
the forces due to the potential. As discussed in Sec. 6.1.1, the mass parameter is a
redundant parameter and simply yields a scaling of the step size. Consequently, we can
fix one of the two new mass parameters to an arbitrary value, and thus put mf = 1,
which leaves us with two free parametersmc and ∆τ (apart from the trajectory length).
Since pic describes the center-of-mass momenta of the blocks of lattice points (up to√
2), it gives a coarsened description of our system.
Typically the low-energy contributions to a system are the most problematic ones
for an HMC time evolution, i.e., they yield the longest autocorrelations [66]. Often
there is a (loose) connection between low-energy modes and low-frequency modes.
Low-frequency modes can be well described by the coarse grid. Via mc we can now
explicitly control the HMC time evolution of these low-frequency contributions and
speed it up, which hopefully results in reduced autocorrelation times. This is only
possible due to the scale separation we obtain by the block transformation. Without
the transformation a change of the HMC parameters will affect all frequencies in
the same way. Given that the HMC trajectory is a classical time evolution in some
potential, we see that lighter fields will be affected more by the Hamiltonian force.
Therefore, choosing mc < 1 should yield a stronger effect of HMC on coarse scales.
Alternatively, we can arrive at the same conclusion by recalling the discussion of the
mass dependence of the trajectory length in Sec. 6.1.1 — a smaller mass will yield a
larger effective step size.
The time evolution follows the now modified equations of motion,
φ˙n =
δH ′
δpin
=
1√
2
pic,n/2
mc
+
(−1)n√
2
pif,n/2
mf
, (6.33a)
p˙in = −δH
′
δφn
= −δS(φ)
δφn
, (6.33b)
where only the equation for φ has changed, and collapses to the usual φ˙ = pi for
mc = mf = 1. The indices n/2 for pic and pif are rounded down to the nearest integer.
In order to satisfy detailed balance, a change of the Hamiltonian requires to change
also the momentum distribution from which the momenta are drawn at the beginning
of each trajectory. The distribution is now given by
P ′(pi) = exp(−T ′(pi)) = exp
(
−pi
T
c pic
2mc
− pi
T
f pif
2mf
)
. (6.34)
Generating random numbers according to this distribution is unproblematic, since we
can draw random numbers from a Gaussian distribution in the transformed basis and
then do a reverse transformation to go back to the original basis. From now on we name
this algorithm with modified Hamiltonian and momentum probability distribution the
coarse-momentum Hybrid Monte Carlo (cm-HMC).
For completeness, we can write down a more general formulation, using a general
Gaussian, which is equivalent to the linear transformations described in Ref. [56].
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Defining the mass matrix M , we can write the down the usual kinetic term T and the
momentum field distribution P for a vector of momenta pi,
M = diag
(
1
m
, . . . ,
1
m
)
, (6.35a)
T (pi) =
1
2
piTMpi, (6.35b)
P (pi) = exp(−T (pi)) = exp(−12piTMpi). (6.35c)
Since P is simply an exponential of T , we work only with P in the following derivation.
We insert an orthogonal rotation Q, and use the fact that M is proportional to the
identity matrix,
P (pi) = exp(−12piTQTQMQTQpi)
= exp(−12piTQTMQpi)
= exp(−12pi′
T
Mpi′),
(6.36)
where pi′ = Qpi. We want to modify masses in the new basis. Here it is just a
modification on the diagonal of M , but if we transform back to the original basis, it
is not. For example, put
M ′ = diag
(
1
mc
, . . . ,
1
mc
,
1
m
. . . ,
1
m
)
, (6.37)
to give some of the degrees of freedom in the new basis a different mass. Then define
a new momentum distribution,
P ′(pi) = exp(−12pi′
T
M ′pi′)
= exp(−12pi′
T
QQTM ′QQTpi′)
= exp(−12piT (QTM ′Q)pi),
(6.38)
where it is important to note that QTM ′Q is not diagonal. A priori Q is an arbi-
trary orthogonal transformation, but of course practicality of the method puts strong
limitations. In the following we will restrict ourselves to simple blocking transforma-
tions as in Eq. (6.31) and higher-dimensional analogues. Comparing with the linear
transformations discussed in the beginning of this section, we see that our method
is equivalent to it if we put Σ = QTM ′Q. Therefore cm-HMC is a special case of
a known method, however we are not aware of a systematic study or use of this or
related transformations. In the following we will show the feasibility of the method
and study its benefits.
6.2.2 Coarse-momentum HMC showcase
For illustration we discuss a trivial example, similar to one given in Ref. [56], where the
introduced modification of the momentum field can yield optimal results. Consider a
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system with two degrees of freedom, φx and φy, summarized in a vector φ = (φx, φy)
T .
We choose a quadratic but correlated energy for the system. To define the energy we
introduce two new variables,
φc =
1√
2
(φx + φy), (6.39a)
φf =
1√
2
(φx − φy). (6.39b)
Then we define the action
S(φ) =
φ2c
2σ2c
+
φ2f
2σ2f
, (6.40)
where for the following we put σc = 10 and σf = 1. The probability for a field
configuration φ is then
P (φ) ∝ exp(−S(φ)), (6.41)
and we can use HMC to obtain an ensemble of such configurations. As usual, the
acceptance rate decreases if ∆τ is too large and quickly goes to zero, independently of
the trajectory length. The acceptance rate is plotted in Fig. 6.1. In this simple system
we can directly understand why this happens, by looking at Fig. 6.2. The system
can be imagined as a mass point in an asymmetric two-dimensional potential well. In
HMC we integrate the trajectory numerically, starting at a given point with a nonzero
step size. The plot shows two trajectories with the same set of initial field values (φ
and the corresponding auxiliary momentum pi), but with different step sizes. For the
larger step size the trajectory is erratic and actually far from the more precise result
with smaller step size. Due to the Metropolis step, HMC can still deal with this, but
if we choose ∆τ only a little larger the accept rate is too low. We now gain insight
into two crucial points. First, the maximal feasible step size is given by the most
constrained direction of the potential: the trajectory has to perform quick oscillations
in this direction. Second, from the figure we can estimate the autocorrelation time.
For example, the correlation of φx is of the order of the time it takes for a trajectory to
get from one end of the elongated potential well to the other end. These two points are
in conflict: the most constrained direction of the potential fixes a maximal step size
and the least constrained direction fixes a minimal trajectory length for uncorrelated
(or weakly correlated) measurements. If the ratio of these two scales is small we have
to pay a lot of computing time for long trajectories with small steps.
In a simple case like this there is a solution for this problem by transforming the
φ variables with the lower triangular factor of the Cholesky decomposition of the
covariance matrix in the action, as suggested in Ref. [56]. The block modification of the
momentum field — when putting mc 6= 1 in the cm-HMC algorithm — is equivalent,
but takes a different viewpoint. By construction of our model problem the coarse
degree of freedom φc, corresponding to the coarse momentum field component pic, is
the least constrained direction of the potential. Changing mc changes the width of
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Figure 6.2: Examples for a trajectory for two different step sizes. The section of the trajec-
tory drawn with symbols (empty or filled squares) indicates the (measured) trajectory length
required for minimal τ stepint .
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the momentum distribution in this direction and, importantly, also the corresponding
equation of motion. A small mc leads to larger steps respectively longer trajectories.
In Fig. 6.3 we see that the step size along the short axis is unchanged, compared to
Fig. 6.2. The motion along the long axis is much quicker now — due to mc = 0.1 the
effective step size is larger by a factor
√
0.1. Since the potential is very wide along this
axis this does not lead to large integration errors, as it would along the short axis.
In this model problem there is a optimal choice for the mass parameter, mc = 1/σ
2
c =
0.01. With this modified mass our particle experiences the potential as spherically
symmetric, which leads to trajectories which are ellipses, pictured in Fig. 6.4. Due to
the symmetry we can have large steps with short trajectories, which leads to minimized
autocorrelation times. This can be understood in terms of the general formulation at
the end of Sec. 6.2.1. Defining
Q =
(
1/
√
2 1/
√
2
1/
√
2 −1/√2
)
, (6.42)
and (
φc
φf
)
= Q ·
(
φx
φy
)
, (6.43)
we see that the energy E(φ) can be written as
E(φ) =
1
2
φTQTMQφ =
1
2
φTΣφ, (6.44)
with the covariance matrix Σ = QTMQ, where M = diag(1/σ2c , 1/σ
2
f ). That is, we can
transform the momenta with Q and then use a kinetic term with M as the covariance
matrix. This yields the aforementioned optimal choice for the mass parameter, mc =
1/σ2c = 0.01, which is just one of the diagonal terms of the matrix M .
6.2.3 A model problem: the xy-model
We introduce the classical xy-model, which we will use for testing the cm-HMC algo-
rithm.6 It describes a system of N interacting classical spins. Each spin is described
by an angle. The interaction energy between two spins ~sx and ~sy depends on ~sx · ~sy.
When the system is placed in a background field there will be an additional energy
term proportional to the cosine of the angle of each spin. The Hamiltonian is given by
H(θ1, . . . , θN ) = −
∑
i 6=j
Jij cos(θi − θj)−
∑
j
hj cos(θj). (6.45)
Here hj is the strength of the magnetic field at spin j. Jij is the strength of the
interaction between spins i and j. The arrangement of spins can be arbitrary, but
usually one considers a hypercubic arrangement in D dimensions (which can be closed
6Note that good cluster algorithms exists for the xy-model.
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Figure 6.3: As Fig. 6.2, but with cm-HMC at mc = 0.1.
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Figure 6.4: As Fig. 6.2, but with cm-HMC at mc = 0.01.
to a torus). Often Jij is put to zero except for the nearest neighbors, where it is
assumed to be the same for any two nearest neighbors i and j. We can then write
H(θ1, . . . , θN ) = −
∑
<ij>
J cos(θi − θj)−
∑
j
hj cos(θj), (6.46)
where< ij > stands for nearest neighbors. As usual, the probability for a configuration
(θ1, . . . , θN ) is given by the Boltzmann distribution
P (θ1, . . . , θN ) =
e−βH(θ1,...,θN )
Z
(6.47)
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with the inverse temperature β and the partition function Z.
For future reference we derive the HMC equations of motion for the xy-model as
in Sec. 6.1.1. First we introduce conjugate momenta pi corresponding to θ and write
down an auxiliary Hamiltonian,
HMD(θ, pi) = 12pi2 + βHMD(θ). (6.48)
In principle HMD could be chosen arbitrarily for the guiding Hamiltonian, as long as
the correct H is used for the Metropolis accept-reject step, but we do not consider this
case here: we use HMD = H, i.e., HMD = H. The Hamilton equations for H read
θ˙ =
δH
δpi
= pi (6.49a)
p˙i = −δH
δθ
= −β δH(θ)
δθ
, (6.49b)
and should be understood spin-wise. In this case, with the Hamiltonian Eq. (6.45),
θ˙k =
δH(θ, pi)
δpik
= pik (6.50a)
p˙ik = −δH(θ, pi)
δθk
= −β δH(θ)
δθk
= −β δ
δθk
−∑
i 6=j
Jij cos(θi − θj)−
∑
j
hj cos(θj)

= β
∑
i 6=j
Jij sin(θi − θj)(δik − δjk)− β
∑
j
hj sin(θj)δjk
= β
∑
j
j 6=k
(Jkj + Jjk) sin(θk − θj)− βhk sin(θk).
(6.50b)
These equations can be integrated numerically, e.g., with the leapfrog algorithm.
Transformation in three dimensions
The xy-model in three dimensions has a phase transition from a magnetized phase to a
disordered phase. A simple numerical study of the phase diagram is given in Fig. 6.5.
Near the phase transition long autocorrelation times are observed, as expected — an
example is given in Fig. 6.6. It is therefore interesting to study our algorithm in this
case.
We use 2 × 2 × 2 blocks and label the points in a block with indices 1, . . . , 8, in
directions x, y, and z, where x is the fastest index and z is the slowest. We define the
coarse momentum field as the (scaled) mean of all momenta in a block,
pic =
1√
8
8∑
i=1
pii. (6.51)
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Figure 6.5: Phase diagram for the xy-model in three dimensions. The plot shows the large
finite-volume effects for small lattice sizes. In this work we are not interested in concrete
results for the xy-model, which has been extensively studied by many authors. We will merely
use some simple observables as a test-bench for autocorrelation experiments.
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Figure 6.6: Autocorrelations for the xy-model in three dimensions. There is a lot of noise due
to the short Markov chains, but nevertheless we observe a clear peak at the phase transition,
that gets higher if the lattice size is increased.
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pic is the first component of the vector pi
′, obtained from the original momentum vector
pi = (pi1, . . . , pi8)
T by an orthogonal transformation Q,
pi′ =

pic
piz
piu
pid
piul
piur
pidl
pidr

=

1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
1√
8
− 1√
8
− 1√
8
− 1√
8
− 1√
8
1
2
1
2 −12 −12 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 12
1
2 −12 −12
1√
2
− 1√
2
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1√
2
− 1√
2
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1√
2
− 1√
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1√
2
− 1√
2


pi1
pi2
pi3
pi4
pi5
pi6
pi7
pi8

= Qpi.
(6.52)
All components of pi′ except for pic are a special choice which we found convenient for
the implementation on a computer. Any other choice connected to this one via an
orthogonal rotation Q′, which leaves pic invariant, is equivalent (if only the mass of
the coarse component corresponding to pic is chosen different from 1). In cm-HMC the
mass of the coarse component pic is modified to optimize the HMC time evolution of
the coarse field components — in this case the center-of-mass degrees of freedom of
the 2× 2× 2 blocks.
6.2.4 Cost analysis
We evaluate the cost of the new algorithm. Consider a single level algorithm in D
dimensions, i.e., a blocking of 2D lattice sites by an orthogonal transformation. The
operations we need and their multiplicity can be seen in columns one and two of
Table 6.1, where multiplicity is per trajectory and Nstep is the number of leapfrog
steps per trajectory. The number of operations to transform from the original basis
to the coarse basis is given by
2 · 1
2D
(
2D +
D∑
i=1
2i2D−i
)
= 2(D + 1), (6.53)
per site. The denominator is the volume of one block, the nominator is the number of
floating-point operations for a transformation of the form as in Eq. (6.52), where the
overall factor of 2 counts one addition and one multiplication. This may be slightly
different depending on the transformation. The sum arises from recursively cutting
a 2D hypercube in halves in each dimension, each new degree of freedom giving the
difference of two halves on a specific level, as can be seen when considering the matrix
in Eq. (6.52). The cost for the reverse transformation is the same. Depending on the
number of degrees of freedom per site there is an additional factor, but this is the
same for all operations, so we can omit it. Since the blocking is local we can expect
that optimization of memory access is possible and there is only negligible performance
penalty due to this. In Table 6.1 columns three and four list these additional operations
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operation multiplicity additional operations additional cost
generate momentum 1 1 transform, 1/2D scale 2(D + 1) + 1/2D
momentum force Nstep 2 transform, 1/2
D scale 4(D + 1) + 1/2D
energy 1 1 transform, 1/2D scale 2(D + 1) + 1/2D
Table 6.1: Operation count and cost of cm-HMC per site. Here “scale” is the scaling with
mc and “transform” is the orthogonal basis transformation (respectively its inverse).
and their cost. Additional refers to a comparison with the original algorithm, and the
cost is given as floating-point operations per site.
We have to view this additional cost in relation with the cost of the original algo-
rithm. Typically, the most expensive part is the δS/δφ term, which has multiplicity
Nstep for the resulting force term during the trajectory and 1 for the energy computa-
tion. In a simulation with dynamical fermions this involves matrix inversions, so the
cost of our algorithm would be completely negligible. But even in the simple example
of the xy-model the relative additional cost is small: the force term of the xy-model in
D dimensions requires D sin(.) calls per site. Sine is an expensive function on many
CPUs, so one can resort to an optimized implementation, e.g., the sleef library for ele-
mentary functions [69]. Using the SIMD vector units, sleef requires 94 instructions per
sin(.). In 3 dimensions this amounts to an additional cost for the modified algorithm
of about 6%, which is more than compensated for by the reduced autocorrelation time
presented in Sec. 6.3.
6.2.5 Recursive algorithm
The transformation we have discussed so far builds a coarse grid from the centers of
mass of blocks of size 2D. A block side length of 2 is a special choice, side lengths
of 3, 4, . . . are obviously also possible. Instead, however, for having maximum control
while at the same time keeping the transformations simple, we can employ the 2D
blocking recursively, as illustrated in Fig. 6.7. Starting with a LD lattice we can
perform a first level of blocking with blocks of size 2D. This yields a first-level coarse
grid (the mean values on all blocks) of size (L/2)D. We can block this again with
blocks of size 2D. The resulting second-level coarse grid is of size (L/4)D. Each point
in this second-level coarse grid corresponds to the mean of a 4D block of the original
lattice. We can continue this procedure until the resulting nth-level coarse grid is too
small to allow further blocking. In practice one would usually stop earlier, because too
many levels of blocking destroy the locality of the algorithm. The virtue of recursive
blocking over single-level blocking with larger blocks is that the former gives control of
HMC parameters on each level (one coarse mass parameter per level), while the latter
has only the coarse mass for the large blocks as free parameter. That is, the recursive
algorithm allows for fine-grained control on many different scales.
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Figure 6.7: Illustration of a recursive blocking in two dimensions. Each dot on the leftmost
grid represents a lattice point in the original lattice. After each blocking transformation we
draw only the coarse degree of freedom, so in the center each dot denotes the center of mass of
four dots in a 2×2 arrangement of the original lattice on the left, as indicated by the framing.
Similarly, on the rightmost lattice a dot denotes the center of mass of four dots in the center
lattice.
6.3 Results
In this section we study in detail the performance of the cm-HMC algorithm. A cost
analysis was given in Sec. 6.2.4. We outline our testing procedure in Sec. 6.3.1 and
go on to present results for the 3d xy-model for a single level algorithm in Sec. 6.3.2
and evaluate a recursive algorithm in Sec. 6.3.3. A cross-check for another integrator
is given in Sec. 6.3.4. Throughout this section we use the parameters J = 1 and h = 0
for the xy-model as given in Eq. (6.46).
6.3.1 Parameter determination
First, we have to determine the optimal parameters for the original HMC algorithm.
We start by choosing a reasonably small ∆τ and determine the optimal trajectory
length τ0 = Nstep∆τ (where Nstep is the number of steps) for fixed ∆τ . Then we fix
the trajectory length and increase ∆τ to find the minimum. Typically the minimum is
located at ∆τ slightly less than a critical value ∆τcritical, where τint starts to deteriorate
quickly. This procedure is not perfect, since by increasing ∆τ the optimal trajectory
length decreases slightly, however this effect is minor and we can expect to be close to
the optimum with the outlined procedure. If necessary the method could be iterated
to improve the result.
We outline the method for the xy-model in three dimensions for a 123 lattice with
β = 0.445. In some preliminary runs we determined that ∆τ = 0.08 is well below
the critical value where trajectories become unstable. Therefore we fix this value
for now and find the optimal trajectory length, i.e., the length where the integrated
autocorrelation time is minimal. The result in Fig. 6.8 shows a minimum near τ0 = 4.
Next we keep τ0 = 4 fixed and adjust ∆τ in Fig. 6.9. The minimum is at ∆τ = 0.25
with τ stepint ≈ 256.
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Figure 6.8: Lattice size 123, β = 0.445. Integrated autocorrelation time depending on the
trajectory length for fixed ∆τ = 0.08.
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the step size for fixed trajectory length τ0 = 4. τint is given in units of steps to allow for
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points indicate the number of steps per trajectory.
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the coarse mass parameter, for various values of ∆τ with a fixed number of 8 substeps per
trajectory.
Our procedure for the optimization of the cm-HMC algorithm parameters is slightly
different. The reason is that now we cannot define a unique trajectory length: while
some degrees of freedom have the original step size, the coarse degrees of freedom see
an effective step depending on the mass, but both have the same number of steps per
trajectory. Instead, we first try to find the optimal value for mc. To do so, we fix the
trajectory length τ0 and the step size ∆τ at sub-critical values and then vary mc.
Figure 6.10 shows results for a 123 lattice with β = 0.445 which is near the critical
point for this lattice size, so we expect large autocorrelation times. We plot τint for
a range of step sizes ∆τ versus the coarse mass mc. We notice that (1) τint has a
minimum for mc 6= 1, i.e., we may save computing time by using the algorithm, (2) as
expected, when choosing ∆τ too large or too small, τint quickly deteriorates.
If we plot the same data differently, the plot becomes more instructive: instead of
τint vs. mc we can use τint vs. the coarse effective step size, ∆τc = ∆τ/
√
mc, as shown
in Fig. 6.11. The result is surprising at first, but easily explained. Lines for different
∆τ now lie on top of each other in many regions, unless ∆τ is too large or too small.
We can understand this behavior by keeping the discussion in Sec. 6.2.2 in mind.
• If ∆τ is too small, the correlations of the coarse degrees of freedom are smaller
than those of the degrees of freedom in the complementary space. We see a
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Figure 6.11: As Fig. 6.10, but plotted against ∆τc = ∆τ/
√
mc.
minimum in ∆τc, but the minimal autocorrelation time is dominated by auto-
correlations in the complementary space (∆τ = 0.01, . . . , 0.08).
• For medium ∆τ , τ stepint is almost independent of ∆τ and we see only a ∆τc
dependence. The autocorrelation times are thus dominated by autocorrelations
of the coarse degrees of freedom (∆τ = 0.12, . . . , 0.32).
• If ∆τ is too large, the acceptance rate decreases due to a large error introduced
in the complement of the coarse subspace (∆τ = 0.48, . . . ).
We can conclude from this plot that the optimal mc does depend on ∆τ , but the
dependence is simple. We have to keep the effective step size for the coarse degrees of
freedom at the optimal point by fixing ∆τc = ∆τ/
√
mc. It is crucial to choose both
∆τ and ∆τc near the minimum, else good performance cannot be obtained. Now we
can continue as we did for optimizing the parameters of the original algorithm: we
pick a fixed sub-critical value for ∆τ and then adjust the trajectory length to find
the optimal value, see Fig. 6.12. In a final step we also fix the trajectory length and
adjust ∆τ , see Fig. 6.13. The optimal point is ∆τ = 0.2, Ns = 16, and mc = 0.1 with
τ stepint ≈ 178. This is 30% better than the original algorithm.
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Figure 6.12: Lattice size 123, β = 0.445. Integrated autocorrelation time depending on the
trajectory length. We keep ∆τ = 0.2 and mc = 0.1 fixed, i.e., ∆τc ≈ 0.632.
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Figure 6.13: Lattice size 123, β = 0.445. Integrated autocorrelation time depending on the
step size for fixed trajectory length τ0 = 3.2 and τ0,c = τ0/
√
0.1. τint is given in units of steps
for allowing identification of the cheapest ∆τ in terms of computer time. The labels next to
the data points indicate the number of steps per trajectory.
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Figure 6.14: Optimal integrated autocorrelation time in units of steps. The error bars give
the statistical errors. Systematic errors due to the minimization procedure are not included.
6.3.2 Volume dependence
In the next step we study the performance of the two algorithms for increasing lattice
sizes. As common point we choose the maximum of the magnetic susceptibility for
each lattice. We repeat the same optimization procedure as outlined above for each
lattice size. The resulting optimal τ stepint is given in Fig. 6.14. More detailed data for
Fig. 6.14 are given in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. We observe that τ stepint grows with
increasing L. This is partially due to the smaller required step size, but there is an
additional inherent grow. In other words there is a double penalty for simulations at
larger lattices.
It should be noted that in some studies certain parameters of HMC are kept fixed
for all lattice sizes. For example, Ref. [66] investigates the critical slowing down of the
square of the topological charge in QCD as a function of the lattice spacing at a fixed
trajectory length τ = 4 (the step size ∆τ is varied). This limitation seems arbitrary
(but is probably used simply because simulations in QCD are very expensive) and
will result in a suboptimal performance of HMC. We advocate optimizing the HMC
parameters for each lattice size and only then consider the critical slowing down. Our
results support this: in the vicinity of a continuous phase transition we expect a
behavior according to a power law,
τ stepint (L) = a · Lb, (6.54)
for parameters a, b ∈ R. We can try to fit the optimal integrated autocorrelation time
to this. For the default HMC algorithm the fit to a ·Lb yields a χ2/d.o.f. of 0.92, and
for cm-HMC χ2/d.o.f. = 0.27. Since χ2/d.o.f. is of order 1, the data points agree well
with the power law. From the small χ2/d.o.f. we can furthermore conclude that the
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lattice size β τ0,opt ∆τopt τ
step
int,opt
12 0.448
16 0.45 6 0.2 551(14)
24 0.452 10 0.2 1340(110)
32 0.453 16 0.12 2600(200)
40 0.4535 16 0.11 4780(230)
48 0.454 32 0.09 7460(360)
Table 6.2: Parameters of the simulations with HMC at the critical point. The optimal τ0 is
a rough estimate. τ stepint,opt is given in units of steps, the error includes only statistical errors.
lattice size β ∆τc,opt τ0,opt ∆τopt τ
step
int,opt
16 0.45 0.46 3 0.12 347(21)
24 0.452 0.38 5 0.1 890(60)
32 0.453 0.3 12 0.1 1839(120)
40 0.4535 0.26 8 0.07 2870(120)
48 0.454 0.25 10 0.055 4370(180)
Table 6.3: As Table 6.2, but for the cm-HMC algorithm.
systematic errors due to the optimization procedure are either small or of similar size
in all cases.
The fitted exponent of the two algorithms is 2.35(4) and 2.30(3) respectively, i.e.,
identical within errors. The coefficient a is smaller for the cm-HMC algorithm, 0.59(7)
instead of 0.8(1) for HMC. The conclusion is that our algorithm does not improve
the critical exponent, but only has a smaller coefficient. While this result is good
when considering a single lattice size it is not satisfactory in the big picture. Without
improving the exponent we cannot expect to simulate at much larger lattices than
before.
6.3.3 Recursive method
In order to optimize the parameters of an algorithm with more than one coarse level,
we extend the optimization procedure of the single-level algorithm. We label the mass
on the i-th level by m
(i)
c . In an algorithm with C coarse levels, start with j = C,
1. fix a suitable (below the critical value where the acceptance rate drops) ∆τ , fix
the trajectory length, fix m
(i)
c = 1.0 for i = 1, . . . , j − 1, find the optimal value
for m
(j)
c ,
2. fix ∆τ
(j)
c (at its optimal value), if j > 1, decrease j by one and go to (1),
3. find the optimal trajectory length, keeping ∆τ and ∆τ
(i)
c for i = 1, . . . , C fixed,
4. find the optimal ∆τ , keeping the trajectory length fixed (at its optimal value)
and ∆τ
(i)
c for i = 1, . . . , C fixed.
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algorithm ∆τ
(3)
c,opt ∆τ
(2)
c,opt ∆τ
(1)
c,opt τ0,opt ∆τopt τint,opt
default - - - 10 0.2 1340(110)
1 coarse level - - 0.38 5 0.1 890(60)
2 coarse levels - 0.7 0.30 4 0.1 710(50)
3 coarse levels 1.0 0.5 0.28 5 0.09 706(41)
Table 6.4: Optimal parameters for the recursive cm-HMC algorithm
algorithm ∆τc,opt τ0,opt ∆τopt τint,opt
default HMC, leapfrog 6 0.2 551(14)
default HMC, 2MN 8 0.5 350(20)
cm-HMC, leapfrog 0.46 3 0.12 347(21)
cm-HMC, 2MN 0.8 3 0.4 263(21)
Table 6.5: Comparison of optimal parameters for the cm-HMC algorithm between leapfrog
integrator and 2MN integrator
Said briefly, find all optimal masses starting at the coarsest level, then find the op-
timal trajectory length, finally determine the optimal ∆τ . We have carried out this
procedure for one, two, and three levels for the 243 lattice with β = 0.452. The
optimal parameters are given in Table 6.4. Adding a second levels yields a 20% im-
provement. Using more than two coarse levels brings no significant improvement, at
least in this case. The situation might be different for larger volumes. It is interesting
to note that for C coarse levels the value for ∆τ
(i)
c,opt always lies in the open interval of
(∆τ
(i)
c,opt,∆τ
(i+1)
c,opt ) for C + 1 coarse levels.
6.3.4 Other integrators
As a consistency check we repeat the benchmarks for another integrator, the second-
order minimum norm integrator (2MN) as presented in Ref. [74]. A comparison for
the 163 lattice is given in Table 6.5. As expected, the 2MN integrator performs better
than leapfrog. The point we are really interested in is the relative improvement of
the cm-HMC algorithm. We obtain a relative improvement of 37(4)% for the leapfrog
algorithm and 25(7)% for the 2MN integrator. The conclusion is that the improvement
of the autocorrelation times is not an artifact of the leapfrog algorithm, but is also
present for other integrators. The size of the effect looks similar in both tested cases,
although the error bars do not allow for a definite statement.
6.4 Coarse-momentum HMC for QCD
In this section we discuss the application of the coarse-momentum HMC algorithm
introduced in Sec. 6.2 to QCD or gauge theories in general. The cm-HMC algorithm is
obtained from HMC by a block-transformation of the momenta and modification of the
kinetic term. Many other variants can be found by considering other and more general
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kinetic terms. A further option is the generalized HMC algorithm (GHMC) [75].
GHMC does not modify the HMC Hamiltonian but instead changes the equations of
motion in a particular way. For gauge theories the mentioned options all suffer from the
same issue, which we discuss below. The fundamental problem is that the modifications
break the gauge covariance of the HMC algorithm. We show that this can be fixed,
but the ensuing equations of motion cannot be solved properly for discrete auxiliary
time. As a consequence this section does not contain any final results, except for a
local version of the GHMC method, discussed in Sec. 6.4.2. We think that nevertheless
the following discussion is useful and provides insight and a possible starting point for
future work.
The mentioned modifications of HMC fall in two main classes: modifications of the
kinetic term (e.g., cm-HMC) which we discuss in Sec. 6.4.1, and modifications of the
equations of motion, discussed in Sec. 6.4.2.
6.4.1 HMC with modified kinetic term
Using the cm-HMC algorithm for gauge theories like QCD was our initial motivation.
At first glance the generalization seems trivial, and a naive application of the block
transformation to the HMC Hamiltonian of QCD is straightforward. However, it
violates the gauge covariance of the HMC algorithm, as we will explain in the following.
The usual kinetic term for HMC is
T (H) =
1
2
∑
x,µ
TrH†x,µHx,µ, (6.55)
where Hx,µ are the traceless-Hermitian momentum variables for the gauge field Ux,µ.
7
A more general kinetic term, which is still quadratic in H, is given by
T (H) =
1
2
∑
x,y,µ
TrH†x,µAxy,µHy,µ, (6.56)
for some matrix Aµ to be specified. The cm-HMC is obtained for a block-diagonal Aµ =
QTDµQ where Q is an orthogonal rotation matrix, acting as a block transformation
similar to Eq. (6.52), and Dµ is a diagonal matrix. We first study cm-HMC for gauge
theories and afterwards consider also other options for Aµ.
cm-HMC for gauge theories
The block transformation introduced in Sec. 6.2 combines variables in a 2D block.
Considering, e.g., 24 blocking for an SU(Nc) gauge field, the transformed coarse mo-
7To stay in the group the Hx,µ must be algebra valued, i.e., traceless-Hermitian.
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mentum variable Hc2x,µ is given by
8
Hc2x,µ =
1
4
H2x,µ +
1
4
4∑
ν=1
H2x+νˆ,µ +
1
4
3∑
ν=1
4∑
ρ=ν+1
H2x+νˆ+ρˆ,µ
+
1
4
2∑
ν=1
3∑
ρ=ν+1
4∑
θ=ρ+1
H2x+νˆ+ρˆ+θˆ,µ +
1
4
H2x+1ˆ+2ˆ+3ˆ+4ˆ,µ.
(6.57)
This is an extension to four dimensions of Eq. (6.51). Under a gauge transformation G
we have Hx,µ → HGx,µ = GxHx,µG†x. For Hc2x,µ, all summands on the right-hand side
transform differently, thus Hc2x,µ has no well-defined transformation behavior under
G. The consequence is that we cannot use Hc2x,µ to write down a kinetic term for
the HMC Hamiltonian, since any such term would yield equations of motion violating
the gauge covariance of HMC — a gauge transformation would not commute with an
HMC update. Generally speaking, denoting the time evolution of fields Φ due to the
HMC Hamiltonian H(Φ) by TH we require (see Ref. [15])
G (TH(Φ)) = TH (G(Φ)) . (6.58)
This ensures that physical quantities measured on an ensemble of configurations gener-
ated by HMC stay invariant if a gauge transformation is applied to the whole ensemble.
According to Ref. [16], this guarantees that no terms breaking local gauge invariance,
such as gluon mass terms, can appear in the equilibrium action. Therefore it is crucial
to preserve gauge covariance of the Monte Carlo algorithm.
We can fix the gauge covariance if we modify the definition of Hcx,µ in Eq. (6.57) by
inserting chains of link variables, e.g.,
Hc2x,µ =
1
4
H2x,µ +
1
4
4∑
ν=1
U2x,νH2x+νˆ,µU
†
2x,ν
+
1
4
3∑
ν=1
4∑
ρ=ν+1
U2x,νU2x+νˆ,ρH2x+νˆ+ρˆ,µU
†
2x+νˆ,ρU
†
2x,ν
+
1
4
2∑
ν=1
3∑
ρ=ν+1
4∑
θ=ρ+1
U2x,νU2x+νˆ,ρU2x+νˆ+ρˆ,θH2x+νˆ+ρˆ+θˆ,µ
× U †2x+νˆ+ρˆ,θU †2x+νˆ,ρU †2x,ν
+
1
4
U2x,1U2x+1ˆ,2U2x+1ˆ+2ˆ,3U2x+1ˆ+2ˆ+3ˆ,4H2x+1ˆ+2ˆ+3ˆ+4ˆ,µ
× U †
2x+1ˆ+2ˆ+3ˆ,4
U †
2x+1ˆ+2ˆ,3
U †
2x+1ˆ,2
U †2x,1.
(6.59)
Since we have Ux,ν → GxUx,νG†x+νˆ under G, it is obvious that now also Hc2x,µ →
G2xH
c
2x,µG
†
2x. The definition of all other transformed momentum variables can be
8The spatial index 2x indicates that Hc is defined only at lattice sites where all components of x are
even.
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altered similarly to Eq. (6.59). With these we can then construct a kinetic term for
the Hamiltonian which is gauge invariant, e.g.,
T (H,U) ∝ Tr
(
(Hc2x,µ)
†Hc2x,µ
)
+ · · · , (6.60)
where after a gauge transformation all matrices G2x cancel either directly or after
using the cyclic invariance of the trace. Similarly to the more detailed discussion in
Sec. 6.4.2 one can derive equations of motion in the continuum. However, we fail
when attempting to discretize these equations in a reversible way. The Hamiltonian
is not separable, i.e., H(H,U) 6= T (H) + V (U) since the new kinetic term depends on
the gauge fields and momentum fields, so the standard constructions for a symplectic
integration scheme fail. Therefore we have to conclude that cm-HMC is not feasible
for QCD, unless future work allows to tackle the modified equations of motion.
Generalized kinetic term — nearest-neighbor stencil
Another option for a near-local kinetic term is a stencil of the form
Axy,µ = δxy +
4∑
ν=1
αµν (δx,y+νˆ + δx,y−νˆ) , (6.61)
for variables αµν ∈ R. The kinetic term would then read
T (H) =
1
2
∑
x,µ
(
TrH†x,µHx,µ +
∑
±ν
αµν TrH
†
x,µHx+νˆ,µ
)
, (6.62)
where the term proportional to α is not gauge invariant. As for the block transforma-
tion, we can insert link variables to fix this,
T (H,U) =
1
2
∑
x,µ
(
TrH†x,µHx,µ +
∑
±ν
αµν TrH
†
x,µUx,νHx+νˆ,µU
†
x,ν
)
. (6.63)
Again, derivation of the HMC equations of motion for continuous time is straightfor-
ward as detailed in Sec. 6.4.2. However, despite the simple structure, we could not
find a symplectic integrator for the numerical integration, because the Hamiltonian
H(H,U) is not separable.
We have therefore also excluded another simple modification of the kinetic term.
All other — more complicated — kinetic terms will suffer from the same problem.
With this and the exclusion of cm-HMC above we can conclude that any nonlocal
modification of the kinetic term is not feasible in (non-Abelian) gauge theories, unless
a solution is found.
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6.4.2 Generalized Hybrid Monte Carlo for QCD
In Ref. [75] a generalization of Hybrid Monte Carlo is introduced. The Hamiltonian
is not modified, but an arbitrary matrix is incorporated in the equations of motion,
without destroying the crucial energy conservation, H˙ = 0, and reversibility. In the
simplest case of a real field φ with auxiliary conjugate momentum pi the Hamiltonian
reads
H = 1
2
pi2 + V (φ). (6.64)
The generalized equations of motion then are
φ˙i = Aijpij , (6.65a)
p˙ii = −(AT )ij δV
δφj
= −Aji δV
δφj
, (6.65b)
where A is an arbitrary matrix and a sum over repeated indices is implied. The usual
Hamilton equations are recovered when A is the unit matrix. It is simple to show that
these equations conserve energy, by considering H˙,
dH
dt
=
∂H
∂pii
dpii
dt
+
∂H
∂φi
dφi
dt
= −piiAji δV
δφj
+
δV
δφi
Aijpij
= 0.
(6.66)
Time reversibility can easily be checked [75].
Without loss of generality we now consider the pure SU(Nc) gauge action S(U).
Fermions can be added without changing the following discussion and results. The
HMC Hamiltonian is given by
H = 1
2
∑
x,µ
TrH†x,µHx,µ + S(U), (6.67)
with the Wilson gauge action
S(U) =
2
g20
∑
x
∑
µ<ν
Tr
[
1− 1
2
(
Uµν(x) + U
†
µν(x)
)]
, (6.68)
where g0 is the gauge coupling and the plaquette Uµν is defined as
Uµν(x) = Uµ(x)Uν(x+ µˆ)U
†
µ(x+ νˆ)U
†
ν (x). (6.69)
Since we have two indices, µ and x, there are two special choices for the matrix Aij
in the generalized equations of motion (to be derived below), where the indices are
i = (x, µ),
Anonlocalx,µ;y,ν = Axy,µδµν , (6.70a)
Alocalx,µ;y,ν = δxyAµν . (6.70b)
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After proper index reordering both choices are block-diagonal. More general choices
are possible, however we will show in the following that any nonlocal A requires a
further modification of the equations of motion to keep gauge covariance, which can
then no longer be integrated numerically. Therefore considering a more general A
suffers from the same problem and is not feasible. Consequently we afterwards study
a local A which does not break gauge invariance.
Nonlocal A
As indicated above, we require the update algorithm to be gauge covariant, but for
nonlocal A the molecular-dynamics time evolution described by Eqs. (6.65) is not.
In order to find a generalization, we consider pure Wilson SU(Nc) gauge theory and
derive the equations of motion in analogy to Ref. [32]. The usual equations of motion
are given by
U˙x,µ = iHx,µUx,µ, (6.71a)
iH˙x,µ =
β
6
[
(Ux,µVx,µ − V †x,µU †x,µ)−
1
Nc
Tr(Ux,µVx,µ − V †x,µU †x,µ)
]
, (6.71b)
where Vx,µ is the usual notation for the sum of the staples of the link Ux,µ. In analogy
to Eq. (6.65a) we want to introduce a nonlocal sum over momenta Hx,µ. The equation
of motion is invariant under a local gauge transformation G,
U˙Gx,µ = GxU˙x,µG
†
x+µˆ
= iGxHx,µUx,µG
†
x+µˆ
= iGxHx,µG
†
xGxUx,µG
†
x+µˆ
= iHGx,µU
G
x,µ.
(6.72)
We see that the invariance is based on the insertion/cancellation of G†xGx in between
Hx,µ and Ux,µ. If we want to replace Hx,µ by a sum,
∑
y Axy,µHy,µ, each summand
transforms differently under G and the cancellation does not work.9 We can fix this
by inserting path-ordered products of links, Sxy = Ux,ν · Ux+νˆ,ρ · · · · · Uy−σˆ,σ, which
connect x with y and transform as SGxy = GxSxyG
†
y. In general Sxy can be an average
over many such paths with the same start and endpoint. It is reasonable to choose
S†xy = Syx. Now we can write down a generalization of Eq. (6.71a),
U˙x,µ = i
(∑
y
Axy,µSxyHy,µS
†
xy
)
Ux,µ, (6.73)
where the matrix elements Axy,µ are arbitrary complex constants. For symmetry
reasons it makes sense to choose Axy,µ = Ayx,µ. The Axy,µ are entries of a matrix Aµ,
9Replacing not only Hx,µ but Hx,µUx,µ would not work either: in
∑
Y Hy,νUy,ν only the x = y term
transforms as required.
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so ATµ = Aµ. We can check the gauge invariance of the equation,
U˙Gx,µ = GxU˙x,µG
†
x+µˆ
= iGx
(∑
y
Axy,µSxyHy,µS
†
xy
)
Ux,µG
†
x+µˆ
= iGx
(∑
y
Axy,µSxyG
†
yGyHy,µG
†
yGyS
†
xy
)
G†xGxUx,µG
†
x+µˆ
= i
(∑
y
Axy,µS
G
xyH
G
y,µ(S
G
xy)
†
)
UGx,µ,
(6.74)
which is consistent with Eq. (6.73). Introducing the vector sx = (Sx1, . . . , SxV ), ma-
trices Hµ = diag(H1,µ, . . . ,HV,µ) and Ax,µ = diag(Ax1,µINc×Nc , . . . , AxV,µINc×Nc), the
equation of motion takes a more compact form,
U˙x,µ = i
(
sxAx,µHµs
†
x
)
Ux,µ, (6.75)
where no summation over x and µ is implied, and the term in parentheses is a product
of four vectors/matrices. In the following we sometimes drop the index µ. Next we have
to derive the second equation of motion. It follows by requiring energy conservation,
H˙ = 0, and using the new equation of motion, Eq. (6.73),
H˙ =
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
H˙xHx +
β
6
(
iU˙xVx − iV †x U˙ †x
)]
=
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
H˙xHx + i
β
6
(
sxAxHs
†
xUxVx − h.c.
)]
=
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
H˙xHx
]
+
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
i
β
6
∑
y
(
AxySxyHyS
†
xyUxVx − h.c.
)]
=
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
H˙xHx
]
+
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
i
β
6
∑
y
(
AxyHyS
†
xyUxVxSxy − h.c.
)]
=
∑
µ
Tr
[∑
x
H˙xHx + i
β
6
∑
xy
(
AxyHyS
†
xyUxVxSxy − h.c.
)]
.
(6.76)
Renaming the summation indices in the second sum we obtain
H˙ =
∑
µ
Tr
[∑
x
H˙xHx + i
β
6
∑
xy
(
AyxHxS
†
yxUyVySyx − h.c.
)]
=
∑
x,µ
Tr
[
Hx
(
H˙x + i
β
6
∑
y
(
AxySxyUyVyS
†
xy − h.c.
))]
≡ 0.
(6.77)
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Following the reasoning in Ref. [32], this leads to an equation for Hx,µ,
iH˙x =
β
6
[∑
y
(
AxySxyUyVyS
†
xy − h.c.
)
− 1
Nc
Tr
(∑
y
AxySxyUyVyS
†
xy − h.c.
)]
=
β
6
[∑
y
(
AxySxyUyVyS
†
xy − h.c.
)
− 1
Nc
∑
y
Axy Tr
(
S†xySxyUyVy − h.c.
)]
=
β
6
∑
y
[(
AxySxyUyVyS
†
xy − h.c.
)
− 1
Nc
Axy Tr (UyVy − h.c.)
]
.
(6.78)
We can now summarize the equations of motion for the generalized HMC, which
take a more compact form by defining the matrices Uµ = diag(U1,µ, . . . , UV,µ) and
Vµ = diag(V1,µ, . . . , VV,µ):
U˙x,µ = i
(
sxAx,µHµs
†
x
)
Ux,µ, (6.79a)
iH˙x,µ =
β
6
[(
sxAx,µUµVµs
†
x − h.c.
)
− 1
Nc
Tr (Ax,µUµVµ − h.c.)
]
. (6.79b)
Before studying the discretization of these equations, and why it fails in this case, we
discuss two open details. First, we have not defined how Sxy should be defined. A priori
there is no strict requirement. Choosing the shortest possible path seems to be the
most reasonable option. If there is more than one such path we average over all paths
of equal length. Second, the matrix Axy,µ needs to be chosen. For isotropic systems,
as in the case for most lattice QCD simulations, choosing Axy,µ = Axy,ν = Axy for any
µ and ν seems sensible. Furthermore, requiring translation invariance Axy = Ax+µˆ,y+µˆ
appears natural. Fixing the shape further is more difficult. Requiring locality (e.g.,
choosing a simple stencil), or an exponential decline with distance are obvious choices.
When discretizing the equations of motion as usual, the equation for U must ensure
that we stay in the group. In the standard HMC this means that
Ux,µ(τ + ∆τ) = e
iHx,µ(τ+∆τ/2)∆τUx,µ(τ), (6.80)
where the exponent is traceless and anti-Hermitian.10 Solving the generalized equation
in an exact way is problematic, since the sx contain Ux,µ, i.e., the equation is nonlinear,
but one could still attempt a numerical solution. But the generalized method fails on a
more fundamental level: we need a symplectic integrator to ensure energy conservation
and time reversibility for the Hamiltonian time evolution. Reversibility is required
for proving that HMC satisfies the detailed-balance condition [19] and (approximate)
energy conservation is necessary for acceptance probabilities significantly larger than
zero. Symplectic integrators are readily found for separable Hamiltonians,
H(p, q) = T (p) + V (q). (6.81)
10An approximation with a Taylor expansion is usually not sufficient, unless the expansion is of high
order, since the result will not be in SU(Nc).
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If H(p, q) does not take this form, it is easy to see that a construction of a symplectic
integrator like the leapfrog algorithm in Sec. 6.1.1 fails. In our GHMC algorithm
we did not modify the Hamiltonian, so it is still separable, however the modified
equations of motion do not reflect this fact: the force terms contain both H and U , as
for an inseparable Hamiltonian. Constructing symplectic integrators for inseparable
Hamiltonians is difficult and the general case is an open problem. Instead of finding
a general solution for Eq. (6.79) we can try to consider a simple case, where Axy,µ
includes only nearest neighbors, similar to the modification of the kinetic term in
Sec. 6.4.1, but the equations do not simplify sufficiently to suggest a solution. The
consequence is that this generalized HMC for now reached a dead end:
1. The naive generalization violates gauge covariance of HMC.
2. We can fix the gauge covariance of the time evolution.
3. A reversible discretization of the fixed time-evolution equations is hard (un-
solved).
4. An irreversible discretization breaks detailed balance of HMC.
Local A
We have seen above that any A that combines objects that transform differently under
local gauge transformations ultimately leads to equations of motion that cannot be
handled. This leaves us one more option for using GHMC for QCD: in 4 dimensions at
each site x there are D = 4 matrices Hx,µ, which all transform as Hx,µ → GxHx,µG†x.
Obviously any sum of these matrices follows the same transformation law. Recalling
the usual equations of motion,
U˙x,µ = iHx,µUx,µ, (6.82a)
iH˙x,µ =
β
6
[
(Ux,µVx,µ − V †x,µU †x,µ)−
1
Nc
Tr(Ux,µVx,µ − V †x,µU †x,µ)
]
, (6.82b)
we can write down the local generalization,
U˙x,µ = i
Hx,µ + α∑
ν 6=µ
Hx,ν
Ux,µ, (6.83a)
iH˙x,µ =
β
6
[
(Ux,µVx,µ − V †x,µU †x,µ)−
1
Nc
Tr(Ux,µVx,µ − V †x,µU †x,µ)
]
+ α
β
6
∑
ν 6=µ
[
(Ux,νVx,ν − V †x,νU †x,ν)−
1
Nc
Tr(Ux,νVx,ν − V †x,νU †x,ν)
]
.
(6.83b)
For α = 0 the original equations are recovered. A priori α could depend on x, µ, and
ν but for symmetry reasons we choose it is a constant.
We make a test of this algorithm for a quenched simulation on a 164 lattice at
β = 5.789. As for α = 0, energy is also approximately conserved for α 6= 0, if the
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Figure 6.15: Average plaquette depending on α and the trajectory length. Small horizontal
offsets were added to the data points for better visibility. All data samples agree within errors,
as they should.
step size is not too large. As consistency check we measure the error in H after
integrating one trajectory forward, reverse the time, and integrate backwards again.
As required we have ∆H = 0 close to machine precision, i.e., reversibility is also
confirmed numerically. Of course all observables must be unchanged within statistical
errors when introducing α 6= 0. As an example we measured the average plaquette,
given in Fig. 6.15. The α = 0 results correspond to the unmodified algorithm. We
observe no significant deviation of the α 6= 0 results from this reference value.
To determine the influence of α on the integrated autocorrelation time τint, we start
by performing a series of HMC runs for different values of α. Since τint depends
strongly on the trajectory length τ0 we give in Fig. 6.16a results for a whole range of
τ0 at fixed step size ∆τ = 0.005. At α = 0 we have τ
step
int ≈ 1400, which decreases to
τ stepint ≈ 700 at α = −1.6. However, a change of α also changes the accept rate of HMC,
as can be seen in Fig. 6.16b. Since at negative α the accept rate is worse, we can expect
that the maximal allowed step size is smaller than for α = 0. In Fig. 6.17 we show
the result of a series of HMC runs for the “optimal” α = −1.6 and α = 0 for varying
step size. The relative difference in τ stepint is smaller after this additional optimization
step, since — with respect to Fig. 6.16a — the step size for α = 0 could be increased
more than for α = −1.6, at the respective optimal trajectory length. The reason is
that adding contributions from all directions in the equation of motion Eq. (6.83b)
increases the average and maximal magnitude of the force. In a final step we find the
optimal τ0, which was so far only roughly approximated.
11 We keep the optimal ∆τ
found in Fig. 6.17, ∆τ(α = 0) = 0.0165 and ∆τ(α = −1.6) = 0.0062, and vary τ0. The
11In the optimization in Fig. 6.16a there are factors of two between τ0 for different runs, which turns
out to be too coarse to give a definite determination of the optimal α.
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Figure 6.16: Integrated autocorrelation time and accept rate depending on α for various
trajectory lengths. The step size ∆τ is fixed at 0.005.
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Figure 6.17: Integrated autocorrelation time depending on the step size ∆τ for trajectory
lengths near the optimal length. We give data for the unmodified algorithm (α = 0) and at
an value of α = −1.6 which is the minimum observed in Fig. 6.16a.
result is given in Fig. 6.18. The value of τint at the minimum can be determined by a
quadratic fit around the minimum. At α = 0 we obtain τoptint = 598(11) at τ0 = 0.82.
12
For α = −1.6 the fit yields τoptint = 594(22) at τ0 = 0.28. In both cases the reduced χ2
is close to 1, so the fit quality is good.
The conclusion is that we cannot observe any positive (or negative) influence of the
local generalized HMC on the integrated autocorrelation time.
12See Appendix B on how the error at the minimum of a quadratic fit is obtained.
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Figure 6.18: Integrated autocorrelation time depending on the trajectory length τ0 for the
optimal step sizes ∆τ found in Fig. 6.17. We give data for the unmodified algorithm (α = 0)
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6.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we introduced a cheap and simple modification of Hybrid Monte Carlo,
based on a linear transformation of the auxiliary momentum variables. The centers of
mass of small blocks of lattice sites can be considered as a coarse field. The auxiliary
mass of this field can be adjusted independently of the mass of the remaining degrees
of freedom. This gives and additional parameter for HMC, which can be used to tune
the algorithm such that lower autocorrelation times are obtained.
The presented study of the xy-model shows good results with the new algorithm,
however, the method does not change the critical exponent of the autocorrelation time.
Therefore, the problem of long autocorrelation times is not solved but only moved to
slightly larger lattices.
For gauge theories the naive algorithm breaks gauge invariance of HMC, so mod-
ifications become necessary. These, however, yield equations of motion that cannot
be solved numerically in a time-reversible way. The conclusion is that the cm-HMC
method (or any other nontrivial linear transformation of momentum or field variables)
is not applicable to QCD or gauge theories in general. The only exception is a local
modification which uses the fact that at each site there is one momentum matrix for
each dimension, so all of them transform identically under local gauge transforma-
tions. We used this for a local version of generalized HMC, but no improvement of
the autocorrelation time is obtained.
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Schur complement with non-overlapping
subdomains for HMC
In Ref. [45] a modification of HMC based on the Schur complements of arbitrary
matrix decompositions is described. We give a very short review and point out that an
identical approach can easily be taken for the non-overlapping domain decomposition
that we described extensively in Ch. 3.
For two flavors the analytic integration of the fermionic part of the action yields the
fermion determinant det(MM). Using γ5-hermiticity one rewrites it as
det(MM) = det(Mγ5γ5M) = det(γ5M
†γ5M) = det(M †M). (7.1)
Then one can introduce pseudo-fermions, which leads to
det(M †M) =
∫
Dχ∗Dχ exp
(
−χ∗(M †M)−1χ
)
. (7.2)
Before introducing pseudo-fermions, we can alternatively rewrite det(M) and det(M †),
using their Schur complements. For a matrix
M =
(
A B
C D
)
, (7.3)
the determinant can be factorized according to the well known formula
det(M) = det
(
A B
C D
)
= det(D) det(A−BD−1C). (7.4)
One can then introduce separate pseudo-fermions for each of these determinants. The
advantage is an improved condition number of the matrix D and its Schur complement
(compared to the condition number of M), and the option to use multiple time-scale
integration, as discussed in detailed in Ref. [45]. There, two possible decompositions
are discussed. (1) Even/odd preconditioning, where A contains all even lattice sites
and D contains all odd lattice sites. (2) Schwarz preconditioning decomposes the
lattice into hypercubic blocks. A then contains all even blocks and D all odd blocks,
so both A and D are block-diagonal (if the operator has only nearest-neighbor coupling
there is no coupling between two blocks of the same color). For symmetry reasons,
one can also pull a factor of A out of the determinant in formula Eq. (7.4),
det(D) det(A−BD−1C) = det(D) det(A) det(1−A−1BD−1C), (7.5)
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since A and D are equivalent in the two mentioned decompositions.
The same procedure is possible when splitting the lattice into boundary and interior
sites, i.e., for a non-overlapping domain decomposition as in Ch. 3. There we can write
det(M) = det
(
AII AIB
ABI ABB
)
= det(AII) det(ABB −ABIA−1II AIB), (7.6)
and introduce separate pseudo-fermions for the interior (for det(AII)) and boundary
(for det(ABB −ABIA−1II AIB)),
det(M †M) = det(AII) det(ABB −ABIA−1II AIB)
× det(A†II) det(A†BB −A†IBA†II
−1
A†BI)
= det(AII) det(S) det(A
†
II) det(S
†)
=
∫
Dχ∗IDχIDχ∗BDχB exp
(
−χ∗I(A†IIAII)−1χI − χ∗B(S†S)−1χB
)
.
(7.7)
Pulling the factor ABB out of the determinant does not seem of advantage a priori
in this case, because AII and ABB describe very different structures. As mentioned
above, the advantages of this method are an improved condition number of the matrix
AII and its Schur complement, and the option to use multiple time-scale integration.
Furthermore, with the Neumann-Neumann preconditioner we have a good precondi-
tioner for the Schur complement, which we can use for its inversion in each HMC
step.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we studied various aspects of computer simulations of field theories in
general or QCD in particular. We focused on three major factors which contribute to
the cost of simulation algorithms.
In Part I we covered three variants of preconditioners for Krylov subspace invert-
ers which had not been applied to QCD so far: Schwarz methods with non-minimal
overlap, optimized Schwarz methods, and a Schur complement method based on a non-
overlapping domain decomposition. We found that neither of the latter two performs
better than the Schwarz method with minimal overlap and Dirichlet boundary condi-
tions, as commonly used in QCD. We extended this method to non-minimal overlap,
which is also well-known, but had previously not been used for QCD. As expected
from other linear problems, this extension yields a better convergence rate, but the
algorithmic cost for convergence usually rises with increasing overlap if the number of
processors is kept fixed.
However, the strong scaling behavior of QCD, i.e., how the time-to-solution varies
with the number of processors for a fixed global lattice size, gives a practical upper
bound for the number of processors: decreasing the local (or subdomain) volume below
a certain limit makes it impossible to hide network latencies and thus increases the
time-to-solution. Here, the Schwarz method with non-minimal overlap could come to
the rescue. Assume that we use the additive Schwarz method with minimal overlap
distributed to N processors. If the number of processors and subdomains is increased
to N ′, we can at the same time decrease the spread and keep the subdomain volume
constant. This implies an increasing overlap. As the additive Schwarz method uses
only nearest-neighbor communication and as we kept the subdomain volume constant,
the wall-clock time per iteration will be the same in the two cases. Since the error
reduction per iteration is typically larger for more overlap, the method with non-
minimal overlap (on N ′ processors) converges faster (in terms of wall-clock time) than
the method with minimal overlap (on N processors). As a consequence, we can scale
QCD to a larger number of processors and still obtain a reduction of the wall-clock
time.
Since the inversion algorithms typically contain also global operations like dot-
products, a case-by-case study for specific architectures has to show if this scaling
is applicable in practice.
In Part II we introduced two new methods for computing the sign function of com-
plex matrices. Both of them perform similarly well and can yield a considerable
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speed improvement over existing algorithms. With minor modifications, the methods
can also be transferred to other matrix functions. Just as most inverters, these two
methods use Krylov subspaces and thus are severely hampered by low modes. In our
benchmarks we used exact deflation techniques to deal with this. It is unclear whether
these are feasible for very large lattices and small quark masses.
In view of the good results with inexact deflation methods for inversions, one would
like to be able use them also for the sign function, but to our current knowledge this
is not possible.
Part III discussed a modification of HMC based on a linear transformation which
exposes different physical length scales and thus permits a better tuning of the HMC
parameters. This allows for the use of fewer steps at the same trajectory length, i.e.,
it reduces the autocorrelation time (if measured in units of integration steps). In spite
of its simple nature, we could however not carry the method over to gauge theories:
preservation of the gauge invariance of the algorithm leads to discretized equations
that cannot be properly solved.
In summary, this thesis added a few more puzzle pieces to the big picture of the
efficient simulation of lattice field theories. All pieces encounter similar obstacles:
different scales in the underlying problem yield a bad algorithm performance and not
even dedicated techniques like preconditioners with local inversions can resolve this
issue entirely. Presumably, methods relying on low modes can provide remedy, but
these are barely out off their infancy. An improvement of these methods is likely
to have a positive influence on different simulation parts: inversions, Hamiltonian
time evolution and the overlap operator. Only a comprehensive understanding of all
involved and related algorithms can bring us there.
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Appendix A
Memory consumption for domain
decompositions
We consider a QCD problem on a parallel computer and assume that the local volume
V is 84 (the subvolume assigned to a processor or to a core of a processor). This is
a typical value for many current machines and lattice sizes. For simplicity we do not
distinguish between cores and processors.
We study the storage requirements for a domain decomposition algorithm, where
the subdomain problems can be solved either iteratively or directly. All numbers given
below assume double precision, i.e., 16 Byte per complex value. The gauge fields on
the 84 subvolume need
Vgauge = V ·N2c ·Nd · 16 Byte
= 84 · 32 · 4 · 16 Byte = 2304 kByte. (A.1)
A spinor needs
Vspinor = V ·Nc ·Ns · 16 Byte
= 84 · 3 · 4 · 16 Byte = 768 kByte. (A.2)
Typical iterative methods need 3 to 5 spinors, so the total memory requirement for an
iterative inversion of the 84 subdomain matrix is, e.g.,
Viterative = 5 · 768 kByte + 2304 kByte = 6 MByte. (A.3)
This is of similar order as the typical cache size of a few megabytes in current proces-
sors.
A direct inversion of the local 84 is definitely not feasible due to the required comput-
ing power and memory size: storing a full matrix corresponding to the 84 subvolume
needs
Vfull = (V ·Nc ·Ns)2 · 16 Byte = 36 GByte (A.4)
of memory. Instead we can consider using the smallest possible domains (excluding
side lengths of 1): 24. Storing such a matrix requires
V24 = (2
4 · 3 · 4)2 · 16 Byte = 576 kByte, (A.5)
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but storing all 44 full submatrices which make up the local volume requires
Vdirect = 4
4 · V24 = 144 MByte. (A.6)
While this could be handled on current computers, it is by a factor 24 more than for
an iterative inversion, far beyond the available cache size, and will thus make memory
access a severe bottleneck.
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Propagation of error: quadratic case
When studying measurements describing a one-dimensional function that exhibits a
minimum, the value and statistical errors at the minimum are of particular interest. If
the underlying function is not known we can try to fit the data with a parabola near
the minimum, i.e., with
f(x) = c1x
2 + c2x+ c3. (B.1)
This three-parameter fit leads to a variance-covariance matrix
Σc =
 σ21 σ12 σ13σ12 σ22 σ23
σ13 σ23 σ
2
3
 , (B.2)
where σij is the covariance of ci and cj . We rewrite the function f as
f =
3∑
i=1
cixi = c · x (B.3)
with x1x2
x3
 =
x2x
1
 . (B.4)
The square of the standard deviation on f is then given by
σ2f = x
TΣcx
=
(
x2 x 1
) σ21 σ12 σ13σ12 σ22 σ23
σ13 σ23 σ
2
3
x2x
1

= σ21x
4 + 2σ12x
3 + (2σ13 + σ
2
2)x
2 + 2σ23x+ σ
2
3.
(B.5)
This gives the error on f(x) for any x. The variance at the minimum x0 = −c2/(2c1)
is
σ2f (x0) = σ
2
1
c42
16c41
− 2σ12 c
3
2
8c31
+ (2σ13 + σ
2
2)
c22
4c21
− 2σ23 c2
2c1
+ σ23. (B.6)
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Appendix C
Algorithms for nested Krylov subspace
methods
C.1 Lanczos algorithm
v1 ← x|x|
r ← Av1
for j = 1 to k do
H(j, j)← v†jr
r ← r −H(j, j)vj
if j = k then
stop
end if
β ←
√
r†r
H(j, j + 1)← β
H(j + 1, j)← β
vj+1 ← 1β r
r ← Avj+1
r ← r − βvj
end for
All H(i, j) not assigned above are zero. Consequently H is tridiagonal and symmetric.
The vj are the column vectors of the matrix Vk.
C.2 Two-sided Lanczos algorithm
v1 ← x|x|
w1 ← v1
r ← Av1
l← A†w1
for j = 1 to k do
H(j, j)← w†jr
r ← r −H(j, j)vj
l← l − (H(j, j))∗wj
if j = k then
stop
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end if
δ ← r†l
if δ = 0 then
serious breakdown, stop
end if
β ← √δ
H(j + 1, j)← β
γ ← δ∗β
H(j, j + 1)← γ
vj+1 ← 1β r
wj+1 ← 1γ∗ l
r ← Avj+1
l← A†wj+1
r ← r − γvj
l← l − β∗wj
end for
The vj and wj are the column vectors of the matrices Vk and Wk, respectively. All
H(i, j) not assigned above are zero. Consequently H is tridiagonal, but not symmetric
as in the Hermitian case. The coefficients β and γ are, non-uniquely, chosen to satisfy
the biorthonormality condition
w†jvi = δij . (C.1)
There are potential problems in the two-sided Lanczos process, namely serious break-
downs and near breakdowns, where δ ← r†l = 0, respectively ≈ 0, however, these were
not encountered in our numerical tests.
C.3 Nested algorithm
Given a (non-)Hermitian matrix A, a source vector x and the critical eigenvectors ri
(left and right eigenvectors li and ri), with eigenvalues λi, i = 1, . . . ,m, do:
1. Apply Left-Right deflation (see Ref.[6]) to construct x	, where the components
of the source vector x along the eigenvectors ri have been removed:
x	 = x−
m∑
i=1
〈li, x〉ri,
where li = ri for Hermitian A.
2. Run the (two-sided) Lanczos algorithm from C.1 (C.2) with A and x	 to obtain
Vk and Hk.
3. Perform an LU decomposition of pHk, e.g., with the LAPACK routine dgttrf
(zgttrf). This yields a lower triangular matrix L with unit diagonal and one
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sub-diagonal, and an upper triangular matrix U with one diagonal and two
super-diagonals. All other entries of L and U are zero.
4. Run the (two-sided) Lanczos algorithm with H ′k = (pHk+(pHk)
−1)/2 and source
vector e
(k)
1 to construct the Krylov basis V` and the Ritz matrix H`. To do so
apply H ′k to each Krylov vector v:
(a) Compute (pHk)
−1v using a sparse LU back substitution, e.g., with the
LAPACK routine dgttrs (zgttrs).
(b) Compute (pHk)v and add to the result of (a). This tridiagonal multiply
and add can be done efficiently using the BLAS band-matrix-vector multi-
plication routine dsbmv (zgbmv).
5. Run the RHi (or any other suitable method to compute the sign function) on H`
to obtain sgn(H`).
6. The final approximation is then given by
sgn(A)x ≈
m∑
i=1
sgn(λi)〈li, x〉ri + |x	|VkV` sgn(H`)e(`)1 .
Note that steps (3-5) are done in real arithmetic in the Hermitian case.
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